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ABSTRACT
This thesis reviews current knowledge concerning 
the forces between circular cylinders ap^. relatively 
flowing fluids. The kinematic conditions considered 
are these of steady, unidirectional unsteady, oscillat- 
ory, and that of monochromatic surf act- water waves 
incident ur^on a vertical surface niercing cylinder. 
The complicating effect* of cylinder surface roughness 
and freestream turbulence are ?lso considered.
Detailed investigation of an oscillating cylinder 
experiment carried out by the author, at hi^h Stokes 
number (Reynolds divided by Kenlegan Carpenter number), 
but covering a low range of Keulegan Carpenter number 
is presented. Following this, a discussion of wave tank 
and generator design, culminates in the design of such 
a facility for the testing of cylinders in progressive 
waves. These experimental examples are used in conjunc- 
tion with model theory to explain th? deficiencies and 
similarities between the varies? kinematic conditions 
above. The experimental utilization of simpler fluid 
kinematic'conditions to model those that are more 
complrx is shown to be possible within certain limitat- 
ions. Guidance is given to facilitate selection of the 
most suitable experimental technique for the investiga- 
tion ol specific fluid-cylinde? dynamic problems.
An original picture of vortex behaviour throughout 
a cycle of relative planar oscillatory motion is postu- 
lated based upon recorded circumferential pressure dJo- 
tribution history, and resultant in-line and lift forces.
The Jforison equation, considered as a mathematical 
model which describes the cylinder-fluid dynamics, IL 
shown to be reasonable for Keulegan Carpenter numbers 
less than 5 (in the inertia dominant regime), or great- 
er than 25 (in the drag dominant regime). The equation 
is misleading in the intermediate region (5 to 25) ^here 
the r-:rag and inertia force components are each of comp- 
arable importance. The neglect of the Important transv- 
erse (with respect to relative flow direction) force 
component and the effects of flow history, contained in 
residual vorticity, are also shown to be important def- 
iciencies.
The implications of this work for the understanding 
of the fluid mechanics of vertical circular cylinders in 
the sea are also considered.
  from left to right
VORTEX GROWTH IN STEADY FLOW: 
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION
Fluid movements relative to natural, or man-made structures occur 
universally. The effect of fluid movement upon a structure depends 
upon the nature of the fluid and its characteristic motion. A fluid 
is a substance that cannot sustain shear stresses without significant 
deformation. Fluids may be compressible or incompressible, viscous or 
almost inviscid aenending upon their deformation behaviour. Generally 
gases empress significantly under pressure compared to liquids which 
may be considered virtually incompressible. In this thesis discussion 
will be concerned v»ith incompressible fluids only, and moreover fluids 
which may be considered everywhere continuous and homogeneous. The 
viscosity of a fluid is a measure of its resistance to deformation 
under the action of a shearing stress, liquids generally exhibiting 
a higher resistance than gases. There is no fluid that does not have 
some resistance to shear deformation, but some fluids have very 3 ow 
resistance, and it may be assumed that their viscous resistance is 
irrelevant, under certain conditions. Thece are termed inviscid or 
ideal fluids.
Yfaen a fluid comes into contact with a solid at a boundary inter-
 
face, stresses within the fluid act upon the solid boundary. These 
stresses are pro laced by the body and surface forces, envisaged to 
act upon a fluid particle. Typical of body forces is hydrostatic 
thrust, due to gravitational attraction on the fluid particle. Sur- 
face forces exist at the boundaries of the fluid element and may 
be normrl to the surface (pressure), or parallel to it (shear). In 
general, fluid motions are caused by normal forces giving rise to 
a pressure grad.ient, although a transfer of molecular momentum from 
one fluid particle to another may be achieved by tangential or vis- 
cous shear stresses
Close to a solid boundary the fluid ij retarded by the contact and
there is a thin layer of fluid that does not move, but remains stationary
relative to the boundary. The relative motion of the fluid remote
from the solid surface gradually diminishes as the surface is approached.
(i)
This region of cinematic gradient is the 'boundary layer 1 adjacent to 
the solid. In this region viscous forces are important, and dominate 
the transfer of momentum from one fluid particle to another. Outside 
this retarded layer, if the fluid inertia is sufficiently high com- 
pared to the fluid viscosity, viscous forces may be negligible, and 
motion promoted only by pressure gradients and momentum.
An understanding of the effects of a f'tuid mov'r~ relative to an 
immersed solid bodv is therefore based upon a study of the way in 
which the fluid mov c o around the body, particularly the behaviour 
of the boundary la. -or of limited depth at the interface between the 
solid and the fluid.
The practical applications of such a study are inomerable. This thesis 
is concerned only wit\ a fluid, usually water, moving perpendicularly 
to the longitudinal axi.' of a circular cylinder. The relative kine- 
matics being either invariant, or variable with time and or position; 
namely unsteady, steady, uniform, or non-uniform flows, or some com- 
bination thereof, ivlicroscopic or molecular fluid behavioural prop- 
erties and characteristics will not be considered explicitly, al- 
though the funda-Trtntal influence of viscosity will not be ignored.
(l.l) The basic mechanics of fluid flow relative to solid bodies
The forces creavad between a relatively moving fluid and an immersed 
solid body are reasonably well understood for simple Kinematic con- 
ditions such as steady flows. Many publication0 endeavour to present 
explanations and theories pertaining to such cases either for ideal 
inviscid fluids (the hydrodynamical approach), or for real, viscous 
fluids in which viscosity exists. Discussion in this Chapter is
developed from the presentations of .r -°mb (1952), Goldstein (1938) »t. *rf£if{ffif
Schlichting (i960), Prandtl/(l9>H, Birkhoff (i960), Kosenhead (1963),
A
Batchelor (1970), Chang (1970), Xehaute (1976), and more recently 
the excellent review by Li gh thill (1979)   Experimental results not 
covered in these references, particularly those concerned with flow 
visualization will be referred to where appropriate* 
Even when stationary a fluid will exert a normal stress, in the 
form of a scalar pressure, upon its boundaries caused by the hyd- 
rostatic pressure distribution due to gravity. This pressure field 
is everywhere Ln equilibrium between fluid partic^s, and is only 
out of balance at the fluid boundaries , so that the adjacent
boundary, provides the reaction to contain the fluid. Consequently 
a body immersed in a still fluid experiences a hydrostatic pressure 
upon any point on its surface given by: p = -pgz where z 
is the depth of fluid above that point. Tangential stresses do not 
exist in static fluids, even if the fluid is viscous.
A fluid in motion possesses inertia which tends to keep the motion 
steady. In the uniform steady motion of real fluids the fluid in- 
ertia resists the retardation caused by viscous resistance, the 
relative 'nertia force to viscous force ratio it, therefore im- 
portant in real fluids:
AiU CLU _
_- ^_2 » s^. _
This is the Reynolds number RE , and if it is small, viscosity is 
a dominant parameter in the fluid dynamics. It may be small due 
to either low velocities or high viscosity, so lo < ris- 
cosity fluids, like air and water, ^ay be viscous in their be- 
haviour at low flow velocities, and virtually independent of 
viscosity at higher velocities. At low Rg shear stresses are 
resisted by a microscopic or molecular transfe'" ~f heat and mom- 
entum; this is laminar flow, At higher F?g the ^ain freestream 
fluid motion KAS secondary turbulent and eddying flows super- 
imposed, T"hich are responsible for the trar.sfer of heat and mom- 
entum; this is turbulent flow. Due to the difficulties caused by 
real fluid iscous effects theoretical hydrodynamics evolved 
baoed upon the concept of an ideal, inviscid fluid. ~?luid dynamic 
problems could then be solved using the first order non-linear 
Euler equations. In many cases good agreement has been obtained 
between the Suler, or potential flow, solution and the observed 
behaviour of real fluids. Discrepancies between the analysis and 
reality, are known, the most famous being termed 'paradoxes'. 
In the context of this thesis the most relevant paradox is that 
of D'Alembert. This is that according to potential flow theory 
the force exerted by a steadily moving fluid upon an immersed 
circular cylinder is zero, which is in contradiction to obser- 
vation. For incompressible fluids the effects of viscosity have 
now been incorporated by the non-linear second order Navier- 
Stokes equations, and it is widely believed that in the solution 
of these equations lies the answer to any Newtonian fluid dy-
(3)
namic problem. Ther^ are still limitations to obtaining rigorous,
or deterministic, solutions using the Navier-St^kes equations, however,
particularly where significant freestream turbulence exists.
Integration of the complete Navier-Sto/.es equations is dependent
upon the boundary conditions defining a fluid dynamic situation,
and exact integrations are rare* Usually approximate, and more
recently, nume-rical solutions are obtained.
The concept of a thin fluid boundary Iciyer adjacent to fluid 
boundaries, develo^ec. by Prandtl ai'd since accepted as a real 
fluid phenomenon, has enabled analysis to assume that the effects 
of visc'osity are contained within thid boundary layer, outside 
v.ich the ' fluid behaves as an inviscid, or ideal fluid. The 
thickness and nature of this boundary layer is principally an 
inverse function of r< r . The equation of Suler may be used 
sucessfully in the reg^n outside the boundary layer to ds- 
termine the fluid dynamic characteristics.
It is not intended here to present a rigorous exposition of hy- 
drodynamic theorv. so the Suler and Navier-Stokes equations are 
simply seated. They are forms of the momentum equation for a fluid 
particle that may translate, rotate or deform. It is worth noting 
that in fluid1 motions the distinction between the energy and mor.:- 
entum methods of analysis that derive from Niton's Inertial Laws 
is important. In energy methods the internal work done by self equ- 
ilibrating forces within the body of fluid, which contributes nothing 
to the gross fluid motion, should be included. .vhereas the momentum 
approach gives larger scale, or fluid body movement solutions, with 
no reference to the internal individual particle motions. 
With reference to Figure (l.l) and tue list of symbols (page viii): 
(i) Euler equation in 3 dimensions:
(Applied forces = Inertia forces)
JE is the body force, normally = Fz = -
fx=0=_F9
(4)
and L ^g the substantive acceleration, composed of local 
* and cenvective terms.
(ii) Navier-otokes equation in J dimensions;
F - Vp «  ijv =. p
^  Dt 
  . . (1-3)
(Applied forces = Inertia forces) 
or £ - £n + Al V2V - p
The term (curl V) X V is the rotational inertia of the fluid 
element, and this introduces a further simplifying assumption 
in fluid dynamic analysis; Where fluid velocity gradients are 
small rotational effects may be ignored sjid the fluid flow is 
said to be irrotational. Rotation is often caused by viscous 
forces, and ideal fluids can frequently be considered irrota- 
tional. Generally within the boundary layer of a real fluid the 
flow is rotational, being considered irrotational outside provided 
the streamlines are not greatly divergent. For irrotational flows 
a potential function $ may be defined such that
V = grad0 . . . (1.4)
The importance of rotational motions is that they are responsible 
for the vorticity which is seen in real fluids. 
Vorticity C£ is fefined by o> = curl V ... (1.5) 
and may vary in a real fluid, principally due to the effects of 
viscosity which is responsible for vorticity diffusion, but also 
due to the pure strain deformation of the fluid elements. In ideal 
fluids having vorticity, this vorticity can only be changed by 
the pure strain deformation of the element.
Vorticity is created at a solid boundary because it is a 'dis- 
tributed source of vorticity 1 (Rosenhead). The rate of creation 
of new boundary vorticity per unit area is approximately equal 
to the pressure gradient along the boundary per unit fltiid mass. 
This is true for curved as well as fl?t boundary surfaces. This 
solid boundary produced vorticity diffuses and convects into the 
surrounding body of fluid. It is the vorticity convection of the 
fluid flowing away from the surface that keeps the boundary layer 
region, in which the vorticity growth is confined, relatively thin 
at higher RE .
(5)
The convected vorticity creates the downstream 'wake 1 when an 
immersed body moves relative to a fluid. This wake is the vorticjty 
that is remote from the body, although the 'near wake 1 may still 
be conradbred effectively attached to the body. In addition to the 
convection effects the vorticity region may form discrete vortex 
elements uy curling up, and the diffusion will cause the region of 
vorticity to increase? so broadening the wake;.
These effects are usually accompanied by a flow discontinuity if 
an adverse pressure gradient exists, i.e. if the flow is promotec" 
by viscous transmission of momentum from the freestream velocity 
and resisted by the solid boundary friction and an increasing 
pressure gradient. This disconj,-inuity is 'separation 1 of the boundary 
layer from ^he solid boundary, caused b> a reversing flow in the 
boundary layer as shown in Figure (1.2) . It occur? when the fluid 
momentum is insufficient to overcome the adverse prepare gradient 
near to the wall. Lighthill (1979) explains the separation in terms 
of the generation of vorticity at the solid boundary: An accelerating, 
or sympathetic, pressure gradient smoothly increases the boundary 
layer vortici- v,and consequently the shear str-.oo. Figure (1.3)  
The boundary layer in such a case remains attached to the solid 
boundary. An adverse pressure gradient, however, creates vorticity 
of opposite: sign, reducing the total shear in the boundary layer, 
If the vorticity from the accelerating fluid is unable to absorb 
the vorticily cf opposite sign sufficiently then the shear stress 
distribution changes sign and there is a reversal of flow near the 
surface impeding the forward motion of the boundary layer, which 
then has to separate from the surface to get past the reversed flo* 
region. This causes the layer of vorticity to move into the main body 
of the fluid.
Irrotational, or potential, flow theory is based upon the def- 
inition of instantaneous boundary conditions, In potential flows 
there is rx vorticity (by definition) and consequently no con- 
vected effects. Any flow memory is contained within the layers of 
vorticity, either attached to, or shed from the body. Potential 
flows thus have no memory, or history, effects.
D'Alemberts paradox outlined previously showed that for a potential, 
steady flow relative to an immersed circular cy]j.nder there was no 
net force between the fluid and the cylinder. The rotational effects 
ignored by potential flow theory account for the discrepancy between 
this result and reality. If a circular cylinder begins to move from 
rest, in an otherwise still fluid, at the start of the motion the 
flow tena." to potential, because the vorticity has not had a chance 
to develop, and the non-existent history of the flow therefore makes 
no contribution to the relative force. The force, is then composed 
only of a potential (irrotational) flow componert, which for an acc- 
elerativa flow is an inertia force. As time increases the 'memory' 
of the fluid contained in the vorticity and its convection and dif- 
fusion also affects the force. The total force can then be considered 
as the sum of an unchanging iriotational flow and a constantly chang- 
ing rotational flow. The addition of vorticity rectifies the defic- 
iencies ii the assumed boundary conditions of the potential flow 
solution; the no slip condition, and ths disturbances caused to the 
flow field by separated vorticity. For example the force on an imm- 
ersed circular cylinder in a steadily flowing: fluid is caused by the 
viscous surface, or skin, friction and the change in pressure of the 
fluid between Lhe front and rr=ar of the cylinder. Both these effects
are vorticity dependent.
 
The Boundary Layer
The boundary layer on a sharp-edged flat sur face with a tangential 
stoady flow is shown in Figure (1.4). If the flat surface is long 
enough the viscous shear stresses gradually increase the depth of 
the retarded flow region ox in the boundary layer, and the well or- 
dered laminar boundary layer becomes unstable and turbulent after 
a transition region. The change from laminar to turbulent condition^ 
occurs after the fluid has moved a distance x from the leading
edge of the plate , where x^ may be calculated from the Reynolds
C If
number Rx -» because it is always in the region 2x10 < -
( RX = y<rv- , ) , the variation depending upon frees tream turbulence. 
Blasius derived an expression for the thickness of the laminar 
boundary layer Ox in terms of x 
(1.6)
(7)
Similarly in a turbulent boundary layer ( R > 3.2 x105 ):
= 0.38*(RX ) /5 ... (1.7)
Because ^t the limit of the boundary layer there is not a sudden 
change to freestream velocity, but rather a gradual one, <5X is 
considers-*. as the perpendicular distance from the boundary to the 
point at which the velocity is within of that in the frees tream. 
Equations (1.6) and (1.7) confirm the frictionless flow case des- 
cribed by Rx   » oo for high U0 where thp boundary layer 
thickness (5X then tends to zero.
After the transition to a turbulent boundary layer, there is a 
simultaneous increase in boundary layer thickness and shear stress. 
This larger shear stress is caused by the turbulence rather than the 
viscous 3\ear responsible for retardation in a lani^ctr boundary 
layer. Close to the wall the turbulent particle motion^ are largely 
suppressed, resulting in a very thin laminar sub-layer region.
Surface roughness significantly alters the boundary layer effects 
in turbulent flows. It is the ratio between the roughness size 
(the mean height) and the laminar sublayer that is important. The 
flow behaves as a 'smooth' or 'rough 1 (hydraulically speaking) 
walled flO7-, if the laminar sublayer completely covers the rough- 
nesses or they protrude through it, respectively. In the latter 
case significant turbulence and eddies are generated by the rough 
surface, and the laminar sublayer is effectively non-existent.
A smooth circular cylinder immersed in a variety of relatively 
moving fluid kinematic conditions will now be considered in de- 
tail. In particular the interaction between the cylinder and fluid, 
expressed in terms of force, will be discussed.
(8)
(1.2) A smooth circular cylinder in a steady relative flow
Steady fluid flov/L relative to a circular cylinder result in 
fluid behaviour and effects that are principally a function of 
the inertia/viscous force ratio: R £ . In this section fluid-cylinder 
behaviour will be considered in terms of R£ ranges over which the 
behaviour remains sensibly constant. lUc? discussion presented will 
relate to either a fluid in steady motion past a stationary cylinder; 
a steadily moving cylinder immersed in a still fluid; or a slowly 
accelerating (or decelerating) fluid or cylinder, such that free- 
stream acceleration effects are too small to affect the fluid be- 
haviour, and at ar.y instant u(t) A u( t -6t) , where 6t 
is a small increment of time.
All relative motion is perpendicular to the cylinder longitudinal 
axis (or parallel to a diameter), as shown in Figure (l.5a & b).
Dimensional Analysis of such a situation results in an expression 
for the drag force on the cylinder .\n the direction of relative 
fluid motion (Section 3
Where Ed is the drag force per unit cylinder length.
 
C d the steady flow drag coefficient , is a function of R£ and 
cylinder-fluid geometry alone if roughx^ss and freestream turbu- 
lence are neglected. For boundary layer separation, however, where 
vortices occur Cd , and hence » are also time dependent as 
will be shown.
Appendix A gives the steady flow Crf / R E relationship.
Morkovi~ (1964) details the process of fluid-cylinder behaviour and 
consequent interaction:
(a) Generation of steady and unsteady vorticity at the solid boundary,
(b) The molecular diffusion of this vorticity.
(c) Kinematic and dynamic convection f-f vorticity.
(d) Vorticity re-distribution downstream.
(e) Resultant feedback from this process affecting the velocity and 
pressure fields near the cylinder.
The actual details of this process, and its expression in terms of 
force interaction wi] 1 now be detailed for significant Reynolds
(9)
number ranges.
(1.2.1) Rg < 1-5, Figure (l.6a)
In the atcady flow of water and air this low RE range is seldom en- 
countered, or at least sustained for any length of time. For engin- 
eering puijjoses the fluid behaviour would normally be a transient 
one, and often corrupted by historical effects.
At such a low RE , particularly for RE «L 1 , the viscous forces pre- 
dominate over those of inertia. This means that the lateral diffusion 
of the vorticity created at the cylinder boundary i** extensive. Tuis 
diffusing vorticity extends widely around the cylinder, including 
ups treara . R£ may therefore be regarded as a ratio between the convec- 
tion and diffusion of the vort- city, because when it is low the diffus- 
ion is the principal mechanism for the spread of vcrticity from the 
cylinder into the surrounding fluid, very little velocity being con- 
vected to form a wake.
For a symmetrical ups treara-c owns tretju streamline pattern, Stokes (1S50 
& 1901) theory assuming that inertia effects are negligible, is valid. 
This really only applies reasonably for Rg« 1 , higher than this 
( RE     5) Oser^'s approximation (Batchelor) inr;rporates some iner- 
tial effects which assume that the stre alines contract further from 
the cylinder ou. the downstream side thrji for the Stokes case. 
In this region:
8rr
RE log (7.4,) . . . (1.9) 
RE.
Huner & Kussey (1977) review the theories for drag on circular cy-
>
linders for 0.23 ^R£ ^ an^ present some new experimen- 
tal results. Interestingly the most significant experimental correction 
required to their data was that of finite cylinder length, or aspect 
ratio. This correction is particularly important for low R£ experi 
merits .
Usually low R E flows are not considered to result in boundary layer 
separation, however, strictly speaking there is a separation at the 
rear stagnation point, which in such flo^s is also the point of min- 
imum normal pressure, (e.g. Chen (1970) cites Cpb -- 5.5 f or R£ = 0.4 ). 
As will be seen from the Cd/ R£ graph in Appendix A the value of CQ 
for this R£ is very high in comparison with the higher Re range. Skin 
friction is responsible for virtually the whole of the cylinder- 
fluid force, because there is no pressure 'defect' between the front 
and back of the cylinder in the absence of significant convection of
vorticity.
UO)
(1.2.2; ^< RE < 40, Figure (1.6b)
Laminar flow separation first occurs at an R£ of approximately 5» 
at the circumferential points where the «kin friction is zero. The 
shear laj ars come together again further 'downstream than for (1.2.1) 
enclosing two weak eddying, or vortex, regions close to the cylinder; 
so called ?6ppl vortices. This separation region is termed a 'separa- 
tion bubble 1 . The form drag is now substantially increased due to 
the separation attendant lower downstream pressure in the base 
region bnnind the cylinder. The separation bubble elongates at higher 
RE .values due lo the relative convection of the diffusing vorticity 
away from the cyZinder. The two vortices adjacent to the cylinder 
first aj-^ear at a?i R^ of approximately 6, and become increasingly 
elongated arid prone to instability as RE tends to about 40. 'Jhe 
greater tendency tc instability in higher RE flows is due to the 
diminishing effectiveness of viscosity ni damping out disturbances, 
and is therefore prone to turbulence and frees tream asymmetry. In 
this case a slowly varying (sinusoidal) oscillation may uegin in the 
downstream wa::3 behind the separation buVv/ie. The vortices move further 
away from the cylinder as their vorticity increases, and in theory, 
if instability did not occur, would continue to move further downstream 
for higher RE ar'£ convection of vorticity. Eatchelor presents re- 
sults that show a unique dependence of the length of separation 
bubble compared with cylinder diameter, as a function of RE . The 
maximum length 01 bubble before the separated vorticity layers co- 
alesce downstream, for anR£ of about 40, being 2.4 d .
The pressure point moves forward on both sides of the cy- 
linder circumference as Re rises. This means that the base pressure 
coefficient Cpb increases. Chen (ibid) suggests that Cpb = ~ 2.12 RE * 
for Rg * 15. As Cj is directly a function of the pressure 
defect across the cylinder, this increase in Cpb indicates that 
the drag redvces progressively as R E rises, however, the reverse 
flow at the back of the cylinder causes a larger energy drop than if 
separation did not occur, c<nd the rai/e of reduction of C d with RE 
reduces due to the greater attendant energy losses. 
The Cpb/ Re curve shown in Appendix A illustrates the base 
pressure changes on the cylinder with changing RE » and because
Cd is increasingly composed of form drag for R£ > 5 , the shape 
of the Cpt> graph a 1 so indicates salient flow characteristic
 (ID
changes that affec- Cd .
Morkovin (1964) presents numerical results from Ksiwaguti, Thora, 
and Apelt tMt predict the cylinder pressure and vorticity dis- 
tribution that occurs at an RE of 40. These results conform to 
experimental measurements of normal pressure, so the calculated 
vorticity distribution of Apelt is also shown in Figure (l.6b).
(1.2.3) 40 < RE < 130. Figure (l.6c)
The Cpb/RE graph in Appendix A shows a peak at R£ = 40 indicating 
a signifi :ant change in the flow field* As RE increases beyond the 
critical value at which the laminar wake instability first appears, 
the wake oscillation gets closer to the cylinder and begins to affect 
 the Foppl vortices. These osci.Mate transversely to the main flow 
direction, and start to shed rotating fluid at both extremities of 
motion. This results in two rows of staggered, out 2.? phase, 'lumps' 
of vorticity moving downstream from either side of tfro cylinder, 
with a <*peed less than that of the freestream. This is the beginning 
of a'laminar vortex street',which is persistent for a great distance 
do?mstream froiu the cylinder, because the mechanism for energy de- 
generation is totally viscous, and it consequently does not dissipats 
very rapidly. As RE further increases, these centres of vorticity in 
the form of vertices become more individually recognizable. See for 
example Zc^avkovich (19&9) ^or some excellent photographs. At the 
lower RE end of this range the two attached vortices are still 
visible behj ud the cylinder until about RE - 90-100, when they are 
no longer present. Berger & Willie (1972) support the proposition 
by Gerrard that the critical factor concerning the vortex wake and 
its behaviour is fluid entrainment from the inviscid (outside) 
region into the rear cylinder region. In the low RE regime, the vor- 
ticity concentrated oscillating wake,streaming from the two attachea 
vortices, does not entrain any of the inviscid fluid. This is the 
'Low-speed' mode suggested by Tritton.
At higher Rg the whole flow pattern is asymmetric; a vortex 
grows behind the adjacent shear layer until its affect is such that 
it draws the opposite shear layer across behind the cylinder. This 
vorticity of opposite sign cuts the original supply of vorticity to 
the vortex, which then can no longer increase in strength. It then 
detaches from the back of the cylinder, and is moved away downstream.
(12)
In this condition the two stable, laminar free t^iear layers cause a 
mass defect behind the cylinder by drawing fluid that is close to 
the cylinder into the wake, which then ^arrows due to the surr- 
ounding inviscid fluid pressure. The curving path of one of the shear 
layers then curls up into a discrete spiral, entraining the potential 
fluid into the wake. This behaviour wo^ld be expected to happen in 
one shear layer at a time, and is the 'High-speed 1 mode of Tritton. 
With significant time variation of turbulence the Foppl vortices 
may become re-est-.blished with no further inviscid fluid entrain- 
ment. This may cause the fluid dynamic conditions to vacillate bet- 
ween the high-spe»d and the low-speed mode.
Wille (1972) elaborated on the above mechanisms of fluid behaviour, 
and in particular the feedback from the wake to the drag on the body. 
He emphasized the effect of the base pressure and the irrotational 
flow area on producing the alternating vortex wake, which adjusts 
itself in speed and disposition to produce the minimum drag force 
on the cylinder for a given R£ .
The asymmetric Karnan vortex street prodded above an R E of 40-60 
is only clearly defined for 90 < Rg < 150 approximately, although 
the alternating vortex pattern does continue in a less 'pui.-e* form
to higher RE . It is observed up to an RE of 5x10s , being stable
» 
for a transverse/longitudinal vortex spacing ratio of 0.281 only.
By considering the kinetic energy in the growing vortex fielvl; 
which must be supplied through the relative motion between the fluid 
and the cylinder, an ideal fluid analysis gives
c, = fk.83.yv . ti2 v^/
where h is the transverse vortex street spacing, and LJ V is the 
streamwioS velocity of the discrete vortices. 
The dinensionlef-9 parameter that describes the vortex shedding 
frequency is the Strouhal number S = _f syo 
     
However, this is not an independent dimensionless parameter when 
used in this context, because it is everywhere a function of R E , 
when applied to the spontaneous shedding of vortices from a circular 
cylinder, as sho?m in Appendix A. In such a case S is a property 
of the flow, and not a defining parameter (see Chapter^). The 
variation of vortey. shedding frequency with R£ is seen to rise 
rapidly with increasing R £ , up to a maximum S of about 0.21 at an
(13)
RE of approrimately 4'JO when it then levels off. 
Jlair & L'aull (1971) summarize the findings of various experiment- 
alists and theorists, who have noticed that the total circulation, 
which is the 5ura of the vorticity sned from one t:ide of a cylinder in 
each cycle of vortex slvreet production is greater than the intensity 
of the corresponding vortex. The deficiency is as much as 50/', which 
is explained by the transfer of circulation between the shear layers 
across the back of the cylinder. The circulation available to form one 
vortex is that from the shear layer corning from one side of the cy- 
linder, less approximately 15/> which moves across to the other shear 
layer, le?^ 15^ which is destroyed by circulation opposite sign 
which moves across from the other shear layer. T^re is an additional 
minor loss of circulation which moves into the ^circulation region.
It is now apparent that the steady flow conditions that have prevailed
up to an rte of 40, have given way to an unsteadiness which is periodic.
This periodicity in the basic flow parameters:
p(e), y0(e),cye),cpb = t(t) ,
is within a very narrow frequency range corresponding to that of the 
shed vortices characterized by S . Consequently the resultant drag force 
on the cylinder is also unsteady, i.e.C^ now ^comes CD ( t ) . The 
drag force may be considered to be the sum of a time-invariant mean 
drag force Cj plus a time dependent component CD( t ) , so that:
cD(t) = ca »c^(t) t t . (ia2)
CD( t ) is periodic at the vortex shedding frequency for this range 
of RE . The periodic drag is best considered in term3 of the timo 
varying base pressure t ) , because this varies markedly through- 
out a vortex shedding cycle. TheCpb/p E graph given in Appendix A 
refers only to a time averaged Cpb forRE>40and should therefore be 
viewed with caution as an indicator of flow behavioural changes. 
front stagnation point pressure, however, remains fairly constant through- 
cut the cycle and has therefore little influence upon the change in CD , 
although its position may vary as the circulation velocity around the 
cylinder circumference oscillates due to the shedding process. The 
combination of a steady freestream flow and a fluctuating circulation 
around tho cylinder circumference results in a transverse, or lift, 
force which is perpendicular to the drag force vector and is always 
unsteady, and for this RE i-3 periodic at the frequency with which 
vortices are shed from one side of the cylinder. So that the (unsteady) 
lift coefficient
(14)
The mean value of lift corresponding to the mean drag force 
would for all symmetrical flow cases, i.e. without a circulation 
in one sense only, be zero. The fluctuating drag force has twice 
the frequency of the lift force, and is often obscured by the 
magnitude of the meanC^ value. This has resulted in less attention 
being given to this component particularly due to the difficulty of 
its reliable measurement , and also because it is typically of the 
order of 10%of the lii't force.
Further discussior of the unsteady forces resulting from steady 
flows past a circular cylinder is poslponed unj ?.l completion of 
tue description of the fluid behavioural characteristics with re- 
spect to Reynolds Number. This is because the unsteadiness of fluid 
force is common above !^ £   60.
(1.2.4) 130 < RE< 2-3X105, Figure (1.6d)
This is termed the sutcritical range, because above 3x10" there is 
a sudden drop in C^ into the critical R£ range. In ths range 150< 
fkc300-40Q the transition to turbulence in the wake occurs progre- 
ssively in the shed vortices. Above this the transition occurs in
t
the shear layers before they roll up u As RE increases the transition 
point moves further upstream in the shear layers* The intensity of 
the vortices decrease, with a corresponding increase inCpb and de- 
crease in Cd , until C,; reaches its lowest subcritical value at
 »
about Re = 2x10 , when according to Chen (19?0)» the transition 
point has moved so far upstream that it coincides with the point 
at which the free shear layer breaks down and curls up into a vortex. 
This means that the vertex is relatively weak beca.use it is now com- 
pletely turbulent. The wind tunnel results of Bloor (1964) were 
obtained to investigate the onset of turbulence in the wake behind 
a circular cylinder, and these confirmed ranges first noticed by
Roshko in 1953s
(1) R £< 200 No turbulence: Stable range.
(2) 200 < R^^OO Three dimensional wake distortion develops down- 
stream turbulence: Transitional range.
(3) R E ^ 400 Turbulent vortices: Irregular range.
In region (?) there is a less defined vortex shedding frequency,
(15)
the better regularity returning as R E increases above about 400. 
The transition to turbulence in the wake moves closer to the cylinder 
as R£ increases, until about 400, whereupon the length of the lam- 
inar region remains fairly constant until R^ = 1.3 X 10. 
Correspondingly the length of the vortex formation region increases 
to a maxJisMin over the region 400< RE< 1.3x10 , roughly corr- 
esponding to the lowest Cd value at an R£ of approximately 2x1O* 
given by Chen. Chen's suggestion that around this point the shear 
layer breakdown point and the transition point meet in their ad- 
vances downstream and upstream respectively, fi cr.ese findings. 
As R£ further increases above 2x 10 the vortex formation region 
reduces and the shear layer breakdown and transition point both get 
closer to the cylinder. The tu-.bulent shear layer is more unstable 
and therefore breaks down sooner, the v^Iue ofC^ again rises up 
until an R£ =104 , when the transition point is vTy close to the 
cylinder and the increase inC^ levels off.
Throughout this range as Rg increases the point of separation 
moves from the rear section of the cylinder to the front, obtaining 
a minimum angle of approximately 7O° from the ^r-cnt stagnation 
point at an RE of approximately 10 (Appendix A). At the top end 
of the subcritical range a low frequency modulation of the dominant 
shedding ^requency increases causing the f actuating force com- 
ponents Cp(t ) and C^(t ) to be more random, due to the increasing 
effects of turbulence on the flow conditions.
Oscillations in the boundary layer around a circular cylinder in 
a steady flow of air have recently been reported by Dwyer & McCro£«cey 
(1973). Using a cylinder with an aspect ratio of 21 they found no 
lateral variation in fluid behaviour, i.e. conditions were well 
correlated along the cylinder length, and were assumed to be two 
dimensional. In the subcritical alternate vortex shedding region, 
with anRE= 1-O6x 10 the measured oscillation of velocity at the edge 
of the "boundary layer was simple harmonic with a frequency of 28Hz . 
This was found to be in phase all around the cylinder circumference 
in the laminar flow region. In this type of flow the onset of zero 
wall shear was not a good criterion for definition of the point of 
separation. A mean flow reversal occured at an angle of 78°-1° from 
the frcnt of the cylinder, but throughout a cycle of vortex shedding,
(16)
separation first oc^ured around 75°f or a brief instant, but the 
boundary layer then remained attached at this point for the rest 
of the cycle, only always becoming separated by about 85?
This experiment shows the significant unsteadiness in and around 
the boundary layer that precedes separation due tc the oscillating 
wake behaviour. Interestingly the effects are seen not just in the 
boundary layer but also in the adjacent inviscid region.
(l.2.5)2-3x105< R£<3.5x106 , Figure (1.6e)
Above an R£ of approximately 2x10 - the drag coefficient falls 
dramatically, this is the critical RE range, «mich terminates at 
an R£ of 4 - SxIQ^whenC^ again staif.* to increase in the super- 
c^itical region up to an RE of about 2- 3.5x1 06 . The critical and 
supercritical region are collectively termed the transitional 
Reynolds Number regii-«. The actual C^ value for a given R E being 
radically affected by cylinder roughness and frees tream tur- 
bulence level, see for example: Engineering Sciences Data, Unit ('-i?75)«
The principal fluid dynamic mechanism altering the value of Cej with 
RE is again the Tansition to turbulence. Up to an RE of 2xlC> 
the boundrxy lay^r on the cylinder has been lariinar with the wake 
becoming increasingly turbulence dominated. Above this value of Re 
the transition to turbulence in the separated shear layer moves on 
to the rear of the cylinder. There is still a laminar separation due 
to the boundary layer momentum being insuf f icj ont to overcome the 
reversed flow on the circumference, but this ./ccurs on the forward 
semi-circumference, of the cylinder; the shear layer springs away 
from the cylinder, and quickly becomes turbulent, this increases 
mixing and the exchange of momentum across the shear layer so that 
it can withstand a greater adverse pressure jraciient and hence sep- 
aration. Under such circumstances the, now turbulent, shear layer 
re-attaches itself to the cylinder, separating again further back 
on the cylinder circumference; as far back as 140 for a smooth cylinder 
in a low turbulent stream. This increased separation an^le narrowo the 
separated region behind the cylinder, increasingCpband reducing Cd . 
The process of re-attachment of the turbulent boundary layer forms a 
separation 'bubble 1 , which may only occur on one side of the cylinder 
at first, causing a flow asymmetry and a lift force, as well as a wider 
freauency ban^ of vortex shedding; JBearman (1968).
(3-7)
For the supercritical region the transition to turbulence occurs 
further forward in the shear layer, moving the rear separation 
point forward on the cylinder circumference, which shrinks the sep- 
aration babble and increases the wal'e width, and with it C^ . At 
about RE = 3x1O6 the bubble disappears and transition occurs at the . 
forward separation point. Throughout J ne transition region there is 
a significant reduction in the correlation of fluid behaviour with 
cylinder circumference and length due to the increasing complexity 
of the flow, this results in an increasing randomness in unsteady 
base pressure,Cd(t ) , vortex shedding frequency and consequently 
C L(t). In this region, therefore, many experimental results fail 
to agree. particu?arly where there are significant differences in 
freestream turbulence levels to complicate the picture even further, 
Mair & ilaull (1971) point out that a change in freestream turbulence 
level should not be considered as mer°ly equivalent to a change inRE, 
because a turbulence change may for example increase drag, but not 
the lift force. Surry, reported by _n :air & !/aull, found tne corr- 
elation ofCd with turbulence for the ranga 3.4x1 04 < R E < 4.4 xlO4 
to be well described with reference to the Taylor parameter: 
N^n,. d l/2 Where Vrm5 is the r m S 1 ^ ngitudinal component of 
M L fluctuating velocity, andLxis the lateral integral
 scale of freestream turbulerce.
Despite the possible limitations when *pplied to bluff bodies In 
the transitional R E region, the Engineering Sciences Data Unit (ibid) 
recommend the use of this parameter for practical design purposes 
in this region.
(1.2.6)^6 >3-5x1Q6 , Figure (1.6f)
This is brined the critical region, particularly investigated 
by RoshKo (1961,. The transition to turbulence now occurs in the 
boundary layer on the front face of the cylinder, although separa- 
tion does no: necessarily take place until the rear. as the turbulent bou- 
ndary layer is better able to withstand the adverse pressure gradient. 
The fluid flow characteristics are again better correlated approach- 
ing two dimensional conditions with more regular vortex shedding. 
The rolling up of the turbulent vortices spreads the vorticity 
rapidly into the wake, so that at any one time only two vortices 
will be evident. The position of the separation point is less aff- 
ected by further charges in R£ , and responds slowly to any in-
(18)
crease, widening the wake, until a maximum is achieved at about 
R£ = 10 . Further increases in Rg. reduce the small skin fric- 
tion component by reducing the boundary .layer thickness. Flow is 
now full; turbulent, and theoretically virtually inviscid. Rough- 
ness effects are significant in this region, increasing the value 
of Cd for a given R E .
(1.2.7) Oscillating Lift and Drag in steady flows
Earlier in this Chapter it was illustrated that the flow around a 
cylinder moving relatively to a fluid could be considered in terms 
of a potential, o_- irrotational, flow which satisfied boundary condi- 
tions, and a viscous flow. In the preceding Sections (1.2) the comp- 
lexity of fluid-cylinder behaviour in relative steady flow has been 
shown for the whole practical range 01 Reynolds numbers. It is app- 
arent that viscous effects are of principal importance in producing 
a relative fluid-cylinder force, because potential flow *heory 
(Appendix A: D'Alemberts paradox) predicts zero net force. At the ini- 
tial stages of motion, if relative steady uiotion is instantaneously 
applied, the flow field conforms to the potential flow model because 
the vorticity has not had time to develop and influence ths flow, i.e. 
there is no fluid memory. When steady flow is fully developed, with
 
attendant vorticity convection into a wake, the potential flow model 
(describing the boundary conditions) is unchanged, but the total 
input of kinetic energy caused by (say) the body in motion through 
the still fluid, is expended in increasing the kinetic energy in the 
wake. Therefore the work done ( F. ds ) by the moving body is trans- 
mitted  ?.nto a rate of increase of kinetic energy in the growing wake, 
less any energy dissipation in heat (which is proportional to the
vorticit^ X V Therefore in steady flows the characteristics of 
the vori/icity components, expressed in separation and wake behaviour 
are the effects responsible for the relative forces.
For a. cylinder in a relative!; moving, fluid it has been shown that 
due to vortex shedding, there is no such thing as a 'steady flow' 
in normal engineering situations. The wind tunnel tests and boundary 
layer analysis of Dwyer & McCroskey (ly'73) » already mentioned, de- 
termined a 'double zero 1 wall shear stress occuring within the relative 
time regionO to"^ (relative to the instant at which the velocity at 
the edge of the bourn °ry layer was the same as in the freestream).
(19)
These double zero shear points were separated by as much as15 of the 
cylinder circumference. The other particularly significant result was 
the simple harmonic oscillation of the stagnation point through ±3.7° 
at the same frequency as the boundary la^er edge velocity, but with a 
phase diiference of TT . This means thnt the circumferential/ angular 
variation between the stagnation point and the separation point varies 
during a vortex shedding semi-cycle f.-~i;7CPto9Cf, the stagnation point 
moving towards the separation point as a vortex is shed. Simultaneously 
on the tnposite ^lue of the cylinder the separation point has moved fur- 
ther forward on the cylinder, so that one separation point occurs in 
front, or earlier, than the other. Figure (1-7) illustrates this postu- 
lation, which mavr , or may not, be characteristic of otherR £ regimes in 
view of ohe reduction in oscillatory behaviour found for the boundary 
layer re-attachment condition at anF?£ of 3.5x10 by Dwyer & McCroskey.
Earlier results of Gerrard (1965) ani Son Kanratty (1969) had shown 
that the velocity fluctuations in and close to the boundary layer around 
a circular cylinder in a uniform airflow were sinusoidally peri-jlic in 
tune with the vortex shedding, at least ^r> to the separation point. Ir- 
regular fluctuations with a larger amplitude, were superimposed at, and 
beyond, the separation point. This fluctuation of boundary layer cir- 
culation around the cylinder is equivalent to the potential, inviscid flow 
model of a cyMnder subject to combined steady flow and constant circula- 
tion. This 'Magnus effect 1 is a funct; of the circulation, but is in- 
dependent of the cylinder size or shape (i.e. of RE , because the flow 
is potential). The circulation is related to the lift force by reduc- 
ing the pressure on the side of the cylinder where the circulation and 
freestream velocity are in sympathy- A simple model may therefore suggest 
that aj an attached vortex develops the increased circulation on that side 
causes ?. lift in that direction-.Figure (1.8). However the position of 
separaoion and width of wake region (both functions of R £ ) conspire to 
complicate such a simple model. This point will be taken up again in 
Chapters 4 '   5- Circulation around the front of the cylinder cannot explain 
the fluctuating drag force which has a second harmonic periodicity com- 
pared to the transverse force.This r.ay be responsible for some of this com- 
ponent, but the principal mechanism must be the base pressure fluctuation 
when a vortex grows and is separated from the attached region.
Significant investigation of the fluctuating lift and drag forces 
due to vortex shedding did not begin until the early 1960's and
relevant findings up until then are summarized by Bishop & Hassan
(1964). 3arly experimental work involved indirect measurements of
usually the lift force, or the-unsteady forces resulting from elastic
cylinder response, which are different to the fixed cylinder in a
steady fluid flow case. Bishop & Hassan tested a horizontal cirular
cylinder having an aspect ratio of 8 in a flow of water and measure'5
reaction forces on the central one third section. Their results for
the range 3.6x1(X R£ < 1.1 x104 showed that both of the fluctuating force
components had a variable amplitude, b^t corrc-ponded to the first
harmonic and the s~ocnd harmonic of the vortex shedding frequency
for the lift and drag coefficients respectively. Gerrard (196!) had
earlier determined a large variation in C^ over r.he range 4x10 < Re
O.1 X10 from tests in a wind tunnel, which was not supported by
Bishop £ L0-ssan, who noticed a trend inC^ and Co( t)with R£
similar to the type c? relationship of Cd (and V$ ) with R£ .
This supported earlier ^sults of Humphreys (i960). The fluctuating
drag i^jmporient was determined by Bishop & Hassan as between^ ar - 7/9 
of the lift force: CD'(t ) = 0.05~ 0.075 for R£ = 6x1C?- 1.1x104 
The simple relationship for total drag coefficient postulated by 
equation (1.12) found to be inadequate because the mean steady 
drag Cd wds found to oscillate due to beating of the unsteady drag 
component C^( tj , which also had a variable amplitude. Significantly 
they conclude:' that all the force components C^ ? CD'(t) and CL were 
interdependent. Bishop & Hassan's results are included in Figure (1.9) 
which is compounded principally from King (1977) who summarizes 
experimentally determined CL values up until that time. Included in 
the very scattered Figure are some unsteady unidirectional imp- 
ulsive results for fixed cylinders, such as those of Schwabe(l935), 
who shall be mentioned again in the next Section.
It is noticeable that there seems to be very i j ttle correlation 
between CLrms and R E for different researchers. Kacker, Pennington 
& Hill (1974) indicate the reasons for such wide variations;
(a) Cylinder rigidity; any elastic response results in significant 
unsteady force changes.
(b) Surface finish; probably particularly important for the   range 
4x105 < RE < 75x10s, and in the- transcritical region.
(c) End conditions; dummy cylinder sections, end plates,air gaps in 
test cylinder and at boundaries.
(d) Turbulence levels; freestream, and length scales, water or air 
experiments.
(e) Experimental measurement system^ pressure transducer circum- 
ferential ring, or single rotatable hole, corresponding to an
effective z/d = 0 , or strain gau>;e reaction measurement of
average distributed force » /jj >0«
They particuia.rlv Investigated the discrepancies in comparison of
integrated pressure histories and reacti-ii force measurements for
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the range 1 0 < R£^ 2.5X 10 using both methods. Figure (1.10) 
shows the significant variation inCjvns withR £ and 2Aj from this 
work. As the aspect ratio increases decreases, presumably 
due to a decrease in longitudinal vortex coherence. Any longitudinal 
phase di.Tsrence i^ shed ceils of vorticity would reduce the lift 
force. Similarly PsRg increases into the transitional region the 
vortex shedding Incomes less well defined, and consequently the lift 
coefficient reduces and tends toward a lo:!;er level of CL which is 
independent of the aspect ratio and R£ . Jones (1968) using a very 
large diameter cylinder in a wind tunnel had identified raises of 
lift frequency (corresponding to f6 ):
(j.) 1.1x10* < Re 3.5x1 06 : wide n«nd random.
(ii) 3.5x106 < R e 6x106 : narrow band random.
(iii)6x106 18.7x106 s quasi-periodic.
Above R 8x106 the flow was fully turbulent and the Q_ results 
were better defined.. These regions correjpcrd to the previously 
discussed vortex shedding behaviour, particularly in the transi- 
tional R£ range, and support the incoherence of vortex sh- -tiding 
as being responsible for low lift force. The CLrms/R£ diagram
 
from CIKIA (1978) shows a minimum r.^nge of CL in the transitional 
Rg region, Fig-ire (l.ll)* In the transitional RE range Kacker, 
Fennington & Hill considered three dimensional effects to be part- 
icularly prevalent with non-straight boundary separation lines along 
the cylinder and aifferent shedding zones that move randomly along 
the length of the cylinder. These zones, being of the same relative 
size as the cylinder diameter, resulting in less coherence the 
larger T'o .
In the region 0.75 x 104 ^ Rg ^ 1.2 x1Q4 Dronkers- & Massie (1978) 
found an upward 'peeling off- of vortices, reducing the coherence 
of th^ lift force, when testing a vertical cylinder in a water flow. 
The addition of end plates and repeating of experimental runs did 
not altar this condition. However, for 1.2x10^< 2.25x104 
the vortices were shed evenly, but in different strength cells, re- 
sulting in an increased lift force with a variable longitudinal 
strength. The aspect ratio used was , and the lift forc« record 
was found to be an au.^'.itude modulated sine wave, with a frequency
(22)
corresponding to fs .
Pressure tapping records have been used to particularly invest- 
igate i;ne influence of turbulence levels and roughness qnCL . 
Comprehensive airflow experiments have been reported by Gerrard (1961), 
Batham (~-?73)» Bruun i Davies (1975)» and less comprehensively by 
McGregor (1957). Results presented in terms of Cp spectra and corr- 
elation coefficients from experiments have shown that:
(1) In the subcritical R E region CL fluctuates at the vortex shedd- 
ing frequency. This is noticed at the90°and 2 705m snilar position? from 
the front of the cylinder, by a sharp spectral peak at the fundamental 
frequency. CD( t ) fluctuates at the second harmonic as shown by a sMrp 
peak in the 180°spectrum at2f s   At the front of the cylinder ( 0°) the 
spectra pay have double peaks at both frequencies. In this Rg range the 
increase in pressure level with R£ at 90°was found to be linear by 
McGregor, but the second harmonic at180°increased li.i^<a.rly only up to
RE = 6 X 104 . The specti 0. recorded between90° and 135° were similar, 
indicating similar flow behaviour, although as McGregor used only one 
pressure tapping there was no phase information. Gerrard integrated his 
Cp values afver checking circumferential corr-"1 ation, and finding a. 
reasonably 180° phase difference between the 0-180°and180°- 360" sides 
of the cylinder. The correlation coefficient results presented for this 
at R £ = I14x105 and 8.5x104 , did how-ver, show differences in 
correlation coefficients, not being so close to+1 and -1 in the latter 
case. These were unexplained. Gerrard presents a plot of the changes in 
pisssure intensity at the fundamental frequency component at9= 30°,QD°9Qt 
120° and150°with respect to RE , all of which fall on one curve 
peaking at R£ = 7x10 . Similarly the angular distribution of prec^ure 
intensity at both the fundamental and second harmonic frequency fall on 
single curves independently of RE. , and correlate well with McGre^or's 
results.
(2) Batham used an array of 24 circumferential and 4 rows of 23 long- 
itudinal pressure tapping points to investigate the influence of tur- 
bulenco ard surface roughness on CL in the criticalR£ region. He 
found thatC^mswas reduced for increased turbulence and/or surface 
roughness compared to the uniform flow, smooth cylinder case. He pre- 
sented axial and circumferential correlations of pressures: e.g. 
Figure (1.12,!, showing the circumferential variations in correlation 
coefficient for a smooth cylinder in a uniform stream. In the trans-
itional RE region iSruun & Davies observed a wider spread of energy 
around the first harmonic as R£ increased, and a 3**d harmonic 
component a1 "the rear of the cylinder at the 120° and 150°pressure 
points.
The lower level of ) and its dependence upon wake pressure 
fluctuations make it more prone to be affected by freestream tur- 
bulence levels. Llost researchers have concentrated on Ci, , but 
Figure (1.13) compiled from available results, shows how CjJ( t ) 
varies with R £ .
This area of fluctuating forces has been little investigated in 
terms of fundamental fluid behaviour, but with tne adyent of more 
sophisticated experimental equdi/nent, experiments such as that of 
Dwyer & MrCroskey should be able to advance understanding in the 
near future.
(24)
(1*3) A smooth circular cylinder immersed in a relatively 
unsteadily moving fluid.
In this section the relative motion is considered to be either 
unidirectional or periodic, uniform, or non-uniform acceleration. 
Whilst the flow behaviour remains relatively constant with respect 
to the cylinder, whether the fluid or the cylinder are in motion, 
the relative forces do net, and it is Important to consider the two 
cases individually, Figure (l.5c) & (l 5d). Virtually without ex- 
ception the reported experiments ir/olving accelerations have been 
carried out using viater as the fluid medium. Th^'s is in contrast 
to the steady flow experiments where  ' he wind tunnel is used ex- 
tensively. Turbulence levels in water tend to lower than in air, 
particularly if the cylinder is towed through still water.
The fundamental correls -lug pa.rameter in steady flows has been showi. 
to be the Reynolds number, which is defined in terms of the relative 
freestream velocity. However, in accelerate've conditions this is a 
variable function of time making RE. difficult to define. A possible 
definition of RE therefore its maximum value, which will be 
achieved r.t the end of the accelerative period in unidirectional, 
or periodically, in reversing flows.
(1.3.1) An immersed circular cylinder in unid-rectional acceleration 
relative to water
Schwabe (1935) moved a cylinder impulsively from rest through a 
tank of still water at a constant velocity to investigate photo- 
graphically the changes in pressure distribution with time up to the 
onset of wake asymmetry. The results supported 1/ho original photo- 
graphs of Prandtl ( to be seen in many publications, e.g. Prandtl & 
Tietjens (I957))which illustrate the deve3opmenv of fluid conditions 
from the initial potential into the regions of separation, symmetric 
vortex development, and finally wa*e asymmetry. There was a continual 
rise in drag coefficient CQ throughout the wake development up to a 
maximum of approximately 2 when the cylinder had moved a distance of 
2d from its starting point. This high value of CD was maintained 
until the onset of the wake asymmetry after a distance of 3d . The 
Reynolds number for this experiment of 580 corresponds to a C^ of
(25)
approximately 1 in r. steady flow. The doubling of QJ in this im- 
pulsive 'starting 1 steady flow is considered to ve due to the high 
rate of energy consumption necessary for the symmetrical vortices to 
develop and grow in as short a time as possible. This experiment v;as 
an early example of the importance of flow history. The steadily 
moving cylinder has to exert a greater force on the still fluid be- 
cause the kinetic energy necessary to create the wake, which should 
exist at that particiilar R £ , with a steady transfer of kinetic en- 
ergy, has to be developed in a relatively short time. The time taken 
to establish the st^ao.^ state wake _s dependent upon the rate at whioh 
vorticity can be generated at the solid boundary, and diffused and 
convected into the surrounding fluid, i"u such conditions the relative 
f>uld-cylinder force is no longer a single function of RE , but also 
a function of time expressed by the dimensionles£ cylinder displace- 
ment s//j where S tm> Displacement from rest.
Consequently the acceleration, and its rate of change, are 
important because it takes a fluid a finite time to respond to un- 
steady conditions. The theoretical distance that the fluid has to 
rove relative to a. ^ylinder in an impulsively started steady flow 
ia0.16d L:?fore separation occurs, irrespective of the final value 
of RE (see page 103). For a uniformly applied acceleration from 
rest this distance is increased to0.26d , although these relative 
distances do not correspond proportionally to the distances travelled 
before wake as/mmetry begins. This is because the impulsive flow 
initially develops as quickly as possible (in «heory due to the 
infinite acceleration), but slows after this period has passed, where- 
as the constant acceleration develops at a more uniform rate. For 
example the relative distance travelled before the onset of asymmetry 
was found to be approximately 4d by barpkaya (1966) for an im- 
pulsive motion (Figure (3«4))» and approximately 3d by Sarpkaya & 
Garrison (19&3) for a constant acceleration.
Forces in irrotational flow
Before considering the fluid behaviour and its effect on relative 
fluid-cylinder force it is instructive to compare the force com- 
ponents in steady and accelerative flows. For the steady flow case 
it was seen that the force is composed of a potential, irrotational, 
component which is . because boundary conditions are un-
changing, and a vorticity dependent component which is responsible 
for the kinetic ei^vgy necessary to create the wake, which may 
fluctuate. In flows where the .velocity changes >vith time, therefore, 
the irrotational flow component will also change. Consequently even 
in an ideal fluid with no vorticity this additional force exists. 
It is different if the cylinder accelerates through the fluid, or 
the fluid accelerates past the cylinder, but similar in established 
steady flows.
In a steady flow the kinetic energy required to establish irrotat- 
ional conditions ;'a r fixed quantity wnich depends upon the change 
in the fluid velocity induced by the presence of the cylinder, For 
a cylinder moving through an inviscid. still, fluid the kinetic 
energy is comprised of that required to move fie cylinder plus an 
additional amount necessary to induce the motion of the fluid part- 
icles around it* The induced fluid velocity decays with distance 
from the cylinder to ze-^o at infinity, therefore the two dimen-
sional kinetic energy of this part of the system is given by:
/ y*dm . . .
where R is the cylinder radius, dm =£>2rrrdr, where r is the radial 
distance from thr '.antre, and IJ^ the particle velocity at a corr-
2
esponding radial distance, given by: u = R/ j,]^t (from 
potential flow, theory)
.'. (1.14) becomes b = (1.15)
This equation -^hows that even for a steady potential flow there is 
an additional mass of fluid, equal to the mass of fluid displaced, 
which effectively moves with the cylinder. 
The total kinetic energy E is therefore
E = lmflU t2 . . . (1.16)
where me is the effective, or virtual, cylinder laays per unit 
length, composed of the actual massmplus the added mass ma . 
This kinetic energy is a constant in relative steady flows remote 
from fluid boundaries (for the effect of an adjacent fixed boundary, 
see Duncan, Thorn £ Young (1972), page 155) » and is the vork re- 
quired to stop the cylinder's steady motion through the still 
fluid, or conversely to produce the steady motion from rest. This 
conforms to the theoretical model postulated earlier that all the 
kinetic energy in an established steady flow is expended on pro- 
ducing the viscous wake. In a steady flow the change in kinetic
(27)
energy due to the potential flow conditions only takes place at 
the starting and stopping of the motion.
The force per unit length FI/W exerted by the cylinder on the fluid 
if the cylinder is in non-uniform motion may now be determined from 
the equality of work and energy?
= dE = m«jycdy/dt at
m*duc/dt= rrfc,u c . . . (1.1?) 
(assuming the added mass is a steady quantity).
This is termed the inertia force, and it is the ^ame in magnitude
  
whether the cylinder or the fluid accelerates, i.e. 
for a fluid accelerating past a stationary cylinder, however, in 
this case the fluid exerts the force on the cylinder. The corres- 
ponding pressure distribution it, given from potential flow theory 
and the unsteady Bernoulli equation as:
p(0)=
When a fluid accelerates past a poii-t there is a local inertia 
Of pOUa per unit volume, which is overcome by an equal and opposite 
pressure gradient. Therefore for a cylinder immersed in an unsteady 
fluid flow there is an additional force per unit length exerted by 
the fluid on the cylinder of:
. ^K = P A ^a ... (1.19) 
This is the Froude-Krylov force, which is the inertia force that 
would exist even if the cylinder were not present.
In summary, the (irrotational) inertia force per unit length for
both cases of relative unsteady motion is either:
(l) The force exerted by an unsteadily moving cylinder upon a still
fluid
fr = FJM = £AU C ... (1.20)
or (2) The force exerted by an unsteadily moving fluid past a 
fixed cylinder 
  I = HIM * £K
 '  £i = 2pAO a . . . (1.21) 
These forces would be those measured by integrating the normal 
pressures 01 the cylinder circumference in an irrotational flow. 
For arbitrary body shapes, and for generality, equations (1.20) 
and (1.21) may be replaced by:
Ej= C^AU . . . (1.22)
whereCwis the inertia or mass coefficient, and is 1 or 2 res- 
pectively in the potential flow cases above.
The inertia force in potential flows is consequently only a 
function of the relative fluid acceleration U , and for a periodic 
acceleration Fj ia in phase with jJ . There are- additional comp- 
lications, even in potential flows, if the pressure gradient is not 
uniform across the cylinder, this makes the calculation of f^ more 
difficult. If additionally, the fluid flow field is distorted by 
the body, as in the case of surface waves being' reflected or diff- 
racted by a cylinder the added mass term FI/W will also be different. 
Analysis of larger diameter cylinders in this context is achieved 
using diffraction theory when applied to wave loading, and will 
not be considered In this Thesis, (see Standing (1^79) f°r recent 
information).
The response of viscosity to unsteady flow
It has been demonstrated earlier in this Section with reference to 
the work of Sc/rvabe, that 'starting' fluid accelerations quickly 
exhibit viscous behavior. The potential flow model developed to 
obtain an inviscid force (equation (1.20) & (l.2l)) only therefore 
incorporates part of the picture. Sarpkaya (19&3) presents a pot- 
ential flow analysis for an unsteady flow past a circular cylinder 
using the genera 1 \^ed Blasius theorejn and an extension of Lagally's 
theorem. 1'he modol represents the vortex wake by a stream of ar- 
bitrarily situated vortices of varying strength and growth rates. 
The inline and transverse forces were determined as follows:
= '
where n is the number of vortices ,Uj/-V^the velocity components
of the realkthvortex^^qj^ coordinates of an imaginary kth vortex ,
and P^ the circulation of thekthvortex.
It is apparent by comparison with equation (1.21) that the last
term of equation (1.22) is the previously defined inertia forceEj
the other two terms incorporating the vorticity effects, which are
assumed to perturb this potential flow model.
The potential flow model is a realistic one if applied outside the
boundary layer region. For a circular cylinder this is around the
front part of the cylinder up to the point of separation, and from
there outside the two shear layers delineating the wake region.
Potential flow models that approximate viscous wake behaviour do
(29)
not predict wake characteristics with great accuracy, but the 
predicted resultant effects on the external (to the wake) pot- 
ential flow can give good agreement with observation. 
The exact value of the real fluid inertia coefficient C/y\ is comp- 
licated by the additional effects of viscosity. If all measured 
forces in phase with the fluid acceleration are assumed to be in- 
ertial, thenC^ has an unsteady value, varying with the fluid kin- 
ematics. This was suggested by Iversen & Balent (1951) for example, 
but this was based upon the assumption of a drag force equivalent to 
a steady flow, 3f?£» applied to accelerated discs. Because the pot- 
ential flow solution for added mass is obtained assuming a pressure 
distribution, and both drag and inertia forces manifest themselves 
as a pressure dis cribution in a real fluid ,they are inseparable 
other than by the assumption of a suitable phase relationship.
Sarpkaya & Garrison (1965) accelerated water uniformly past a cir- 
cular cylinder to compare measured in-line and transverse forces 
with those predicted by the equations (1.22) & (l.22a), by measur- 
ing the characteristics of the shed vorticity. A dimensional analysis 
similar to that resulting in equation (3-10), (pagelOo) yielded an 
in-line force depedence upon RE and an acceleration modules, first 
presented by Iversen & Balent (.1951)» and now known as the Iversen 
Modulus (or number):
Ifn = ^/U 2 . . . (1.23) 
*a
which for the uniform acceleration under consideration reduces to
Iw = d /^ . So that the Iversen Modulus is a reciprocal 
measure of the dimensionless displacement of the fluid relative to 
the cyl u-ider diameter. The correlation of Schwabe's earlier results 
with the reciprocal of I m , which he termed the 'dimensionless time', 
demonstrates the importance of this parameter in describing acceler- 
ative fjLOws.
The physical factors governing the flow around a cylinder in un- 
steady flow must le principally due to the development of the vort- 
icity. It is apparent from the preliminary description of boundary 
layer development given in Section (l«l) that the rate of diffusion, 
or growth, of a laminar boundary layer is a function of Rx 2 , 
where Rx is a Reynolds Number based upon the distance x travelled 
by a fluid particle from rest in steady flow with velocity U 0 e
(30)
Consequently the time taken for a boundary laye^ to grow to a thick- 
ness of 6X due to the diffusion of vorticity is of the order (**/ $ )» 
termed the 'diffusion time 1 . For the elates of unsteady flow con- 
sidered here; impulsive or uniform acceleration, the flow field will 
develop from an initially potential one into either a steady or 
quasi- steady state respectively. The ^elative thickness of the 
boundary layer after time t is proportional to ( V t ) 2 , and its
spread into the surrounding fluid may be gauged by the dimensionless
v/ V distance? (vt) : where y is any perpendicular distance from the
vorticity generating boundary.
Ey consideration of the Navier-Stokes equation, important dimension- 
less groups arise which relate fluid flow parameters to the rorti~ 
city and boundary layer development, Rosoohead (1966)-. 
(i) /d 2 » wnere d is a reference length in the direction of flow,
in this case the cylinder diameter.
As 6^A (vt) /a Vt ( ^d2) rate of diffusion through d-otance d
' rate cf diffusion through distance (5
. . . (1.24) 
This is a diffusion ratio which is norrinily small at the
initial instanl/s of motion.
rate of convection through distance d
\ characteristic time rate cf change
      (1-25) 
or ( Mc/(j) rate of convection through distance c
- *
( rate of diffusion through distance 6_3C ^t
. . . (1.25a)
In tue case of uniform acceleration this is equivalent to the 
reciprocal Iversen modulus Im . At the initial instants of motion 
for ^mall t , the rate of diffusion exceeds that of convection 
and the boundary layer thickness grows as a function of(vt) 2, i.e. 
at small >imes the effects of convection are negligible in com- 
parison to diffusion. For steady flows, the rate of convection must 
balance the rate of diffusion for equation (l. 6) to be valid.
(iii) Ua c!/ = (-d/(j) - rato °f convection through distanced
( /d2' raie of diffusion through distance d
. . . (1.26) 
or, for a longer time interval when the flow is at least quasi-
(3D
steady: = ( ^//$? ) rate of diffusion through distanced
* ) . rate of diffusion through distanced
This is the Reynolds number, only of importance after a relatively 
large time interval, when the vorticity has had time to develop and 
influence the flow.
Rosenhead (ibid) considers the realms validity, and simplifica- 
tions of, boundary layer theory using Miese descriptive parameters. 
They are included oero in order to Illustrate the physical mean- 
ing of RE and I m in unsteady flows.
£ Garrison assumed that the vorticity parameters were 
functions of Re and /^ , although by comparing the Re range used 
(just less than oriti ^ al) with steady flows, any correlation of 
characteristics with Rg was not anticipated, or indeed detected. 
Dependence of the forces upon one variable only, enables equation
(1.22) to be re-written as
where CD aJid C/v»,^Pv . or may not, be equivalent to the steady, and 
potential flow, coefficients of drag and inertia Cd andCm res- 
pectively. It is important to realise that this equation applies 
only to the Cc.se of uniform acceleration, 
because CD(t),CM(t) = 0(S/ d ) only.
This simple formulation, however, does not apply to any other type 
of motion, particularly because it does not include any term des- 
cribing the history of the motion, which has been demonstrated to be 
important in the presence of viscosity ,
Due to the relationship between C^ and C^ , expected because of their 
mutual dependence upon S/£J , Sarpkaya AC Garrison re -formula ted equation 
(1.2?) as:
Figure (1.14) shows their results for Cj, asing a variety of cylinder 
diameters and fluid acceleration (j..e. RE ). The initial potential, 
flow may be clearly seen at low5/^ as CM= 2 and CD = 0 . The dim- 
ensionless circulation of thekthvort^x, defined as = 0( ) 
was determined experimentally and is shown in Figure (1.15), which 
also shows the relative movement of each vortex with respect to the 
cylinder. The asymmetric development of one vortex alone is clearly 
shown above /^ = 3 . The mechanism of interrupti'::? of the shear
(32)
layer feeding the larger vortex, thus causing shedding, was ident- 
ified; caused by flow from the smaller vortex siuo of the cylinder. 
This is identical to the behaviour postulated for steady flows. 
Equation (1.28) led to expressions f or C^and in terms of vorticity* 
Co being a function of vortex characteristics and disposition, as 
would be expected, C/yj , however, was also found to be theoretically 
a function of the circulation of the vortices, disturbing its 
value from the strictly potential one of 2 by an increasing amount 
as the vortex circulation increased up to the first asymmetry. 
Figure (1.16) shows this correlation between CD CM as s/(j increases 
with a convergence of C^ to1. 3 andCp to1.2 postulated for s/cj > 2O. 
So that for approximately> 3 , C tended to
This experiment and theoretical formulations suggest that for acc- 
elerative flows the separation of potential and vorticity dependent 
component? into acceleration and velocity functiona"1 terms respec- 
tively is inappropriate. The analogy to steady velocity-dependent 
flows, and the utilization of steady f low Cj f or C^ values at corr- 
esponding R£(t ) would therefore be erroneous, particularly due to the 
neglect of flow history effects. Similarly the definition of acc- 
eleration-dependent inertia force components, \ui-i"h are history de- 
pendent, may not be adequately describes by a time invariant added 
mass .   
The conclusions from this experiment of Garrison & Sarpkaya depend upon
the initial potential flow model, and the way Jn which the results have 
been interpreted. The deviation of the inertia coefficient from the pot- 
ential value of 2, due entirely to vorticity effects, has evolved 
from the theoretical formulation. There is no reason to assume that 
there is in fact a deviation of the added mass from 1, the conclusions 
are as a consequence of the measured force, and the way the theory 
has been fitted. An equally valid formulation would be to assume 
the potential flow value Cm = C/vi and calculate Cp , using an equation 
of the form of (1.27), simply to adopt a kinematic equation such
as, C(t) = £
. . . (1.29)
Crft) = E/pAO a ' ' ' f 1 - 2*) 
where C(t)andC^t) are force coefficients based upon a respective 
velocity and acceleration dependence, e.g. equation (1.29^) equiv- 
alent to (1.28), could be used, v/hich would then describe Figure 
(1.14). Subtraction of the potential flow value forC/w=Cm of 2
(33)
would then result in CD containing all the vorticity, and conse- 
quently, history effects, ihe dotted line on Figure (1.14) shows 
the variation inCo withs/d given by equation (~L.28), assuming a 
constantC/yj of 2. This line indicates a levelling off of CD at 
approximately 1.2.
Keim (1956) used an equation of the form of (1.29) to show a dep- 
endence ofC(t)uponR E and Im for cylinders accelerated with a 
constant driving force through still water.
Laird, Johnson & Walker (1959) analysed their accelerated cylinder 
results as-buning c C^ "0^=1 and an equation of the form of (1.29). 
They found that f o^- R£ below boundary layer transition, CD con- 
formed reasonably ^ith steady flow C^ values. This work also tested 
decelerating, cylinders, and it was found that a.Cyyj=Owas more appro- 
priate to match CD toCd in a corresponding steady flow. Both of these 
experiments found no force coefficient correlation with RE from 
approximately 10 up to transitional region.
In the theoretical analysis developed by Keim (ibid) he suggested that 
the force was not only a function of R£ and Im , but also dependent 
upon higher order kinematic terms of the form:
d/'j(t)n X d S/dt" (see equation (3-14) ) 
For anything other than uniform acceleration, this group of higher
 
order terms m^.y be significant, particularly as they would incor- 
porate the flow history, making an expression of the form of (1.29) 
or (1.29a) necessary for their inclusion.
For impulsively started steady flows, flow hisoory is particularly 
important due to the impossibility of creating an infinite acceler- 
ation in zero time. An experiment reported by Sarpkaya (1966) con- 
cerned the impulsive acceleration of water past fixed cylinders and 
plates. Figure (3*4) shows the increase in the force coef f icient C(t ), 
as defined by equation (1.29') with**^/^ for laminar flow separation. 
Indicating a significant increase in CD above the steady flow 
value, similarly to Schwabe, with a maximum of 1.6 at an ^ j = 4 
This was independent of variations in R £ , but for an RE of 580 
Schwabe reported a maximum C( t ) of approximately 2 at^/H = 4 , indi- 
cating a probable rate of change of acceleration difference. Sarpkaya ! s
results were produced assuming an inertia force component
4F CM = ""/nod-d 2 during the accelerative period, which was sub-
tracted from C(t)to giveCD . This range of'C/^ is also shown in
(54)
Figure (5.14).
The photographic evidence from this experiment shu'.ved that the 
initially formed symmetrical votices ( *oppl vortices by analogy) , 
after the initial potential, unseparated flow period, oscillated 
longitudinally (in the freestream direction), and also alternately 
dominated the wake in relative size. Vortex growth was again in- 
terupted ..-- a stream of fluid moving from one side of the wake to 
the other, causing shedding (vortex capture). Subsequent shedding 
proceeded at a greater rate from then on.
Hamilton & Lindell (1971) accentuate the importance ;>f the flow 
history in determining the relative forces on bodies in relative 
unsteady flows. Their experiments involved the release of spheres 
in still water after they had b^en given a constant upward or down- 
ward velocity. The added mass coefficient evaluated for the ensuing 
acceleration, however, showed no tendency to vary with previous 
flow history.
The rejevance of sphere tests applied to circular cylinders is un- 
known, but the importance of a flow history term, particularly where, 
for example, a moving immersed body is suddenly brought to rest, 
would appear t«* be fundamental.
The transverse force, not commonly reported for unidirectional 
acceleratira flows is, by analogy co the mechanics of its inception 
dependent upon wake development and behaviour, and is therefore 
sensitive to rates of change of velocity and acceleration. Not- 
withstanding these effects the lift force is normally considered 
formulated in the same terms as the steady flowC L » because C u is 
also time dependent:
Comparison with the in-line force, equation (1.27), indicates that 
a possible quadrature term will exist in the lift force in unsteady 
flows, which will consequently not be in. phase with the square of 
the velocity. The existence of a lift force was noted by Schwabe. (ibid) 
and Sarpkaya & Garrison (ibid), but no details were given. Lift forces 
in unidirectional unsteady flows may be analagous to limiting osc- 
illatory flows, considered in the next Section.
(35)
The interaction of drag and inertia coefficients and their dependence 
upon velocity and Deceleration respectively, ar.J the possible in- 
clusion of a history term in the total force equation, is particularly 
relevant for oscillatory flows. Impendence of force coefficients 
may then be expressed in terms of phase relationships, the drag com- 
ponent in phase with the velocity and inertia in phase with the acc- 
eleration, an,/- residual being- due to a memory, or flow history. 
Such a theoretical model will depend upon th<=> "alidity of the relative 
phase assumptions, and can only be ratified with reference to the 
flow behaviour.
(1.3.2) A circular cylinder immersed In relatively oscillating1 water
Periodic, or fluctuating, relative motion between a cylinder and water 
is considered here to be delineated from the previous sections by 
a reversal of flow direction, fluctuating, but not reversing, uni- 
directional acceleration has been shown to result in fluid-structure 
behaviour that is principally a function of Jm . For flows starting 
from rest this has been expressed by a dimensionless displacement. 
R E dependence is also weaker in unsteady than steady flows. Any 
relative flow wouxd be expected to be resolvable into periods of 
steady and unsteady conditions, whether it were unidirectional or
t
reversing. Fluids, however, have a 'memory' contained in the behaviour 
of any generated vorticity. Reversing flows, therefore, have to en- 
counter any rpsidual vorticity remaining in the flow history. The 
degree to which flows may be classed as. unsteady, or reversing, is 
consequently crucial in understanding the potential effects of any 
higher order rates" of change of flui^ kinematics, and previously 
generated vorticity.
The most complicated relative flow :'« potentially that of the random 
multi-directional conditions encountered in the sea. Synthesis of 
such conditions into simpler, more quantifiable kinematics, is ess- 
ential in order to understand the mechanics of the relative behavioiir 
between the complex sea and an immersed circular cylinder. Consider-   
ation of a single repeat-able wave shape has led to the development 
of a number of mathematical models describing the kinematic behaviour 
of particles within the body of fluid as ths wave energy is transmitted, 
(see for example Appendix B). Such theories, and experimental observa- 
tion, show thr.t water particles possess vertical ?" well as horizontal
(36)
kinematic components s.'uring the passage of a- wave. The velocity vector
rotates with time about a point in the fluid pr^uucing an oscillating 
horizontal and vertical unsteady flow relative to any immersed 
vertical cylinder, as shown in Figure (l.5g)e This unsteady motion 
also ticc?,y3 with depth below the water surface. Such regular wave 
conditions are therefore analogous to a simple harmonically varying 
horizontal velocity with a vertical shear flow, similar to vertical 
cylindrical structures in the earth's atmospheric boundary layer. 
Additionally a vertical irrotational velocity shear would also exir.-c 
along the cylinder axis, even at the instant of maximum horizontal 
velocity. Davies (1975) gives this possiblity aj tne reason for in- 
vestigating the effect of a turbulent sheared a^iial flow on the base 
pressure coefficient of a circular cylinder at critical R E . It w^3 
difficult to separate the turbulent and shear flow effects in this 
experiment but the vortex generation had a pronounced tendency to 
form inl.~ spanwise cells, similarly to that rotice. J "by Dronkers 
Massie (1978) > discussed earlier. Obviously end conditions are ex- 
tremely important for this type of flow, and further discussion is 
continued :1n Chapters and 5«
The two dimensional effects cf shear and axia: 1'lows are diminished 
for two important wave cases:
(i) Shallow w^ter waves of long wavelength, tending to solitary. 
(ii) Benes.. 14:}-! the nodft of a standii^j wave.
Work at the u.S. Bureau of Standards in the ±950s utilized both of 
these simplifications to investigate the forces on submerged cy- 
linders and plates. Kulin (1958) used solitary waves, and Keulegan & 
Carpenter (1958) standing waves. In both cases the axes of the fix-*d 
bodies were horizontal and perpendicular to the direction of wave 
celerity. The relative size of the cylinders compared to the waves 
would 'define the validity of assuming a reversing linear vertical 
velocity distribution in case (ii), because particle kinematic decay 
with depth (shear velocity) would still be present, even if the ver- 
tical kliieiratic components were small.
This Section deals with the relative cylinder-fluid dynamics, and so 
further discussion as to the adequacy of assuming a unidirectional, 
but periodic, kinematic description, in case (ii) particularly, is 
postponed until Chapter Discussion will continue devoted exclusively
(37)
to relative planar oscillatory motion in which oscillation is linear 
and reversing only, a 'two dimensional 1 flow. Such relative flov/s may 
be obtained by oscillating the fluid or tne immersed cylinder, Fi£>"ure 
(l.?e) & (l.5f). Isaacson (1974) showed that the flow pattern and 
fluid dynamics relative to the cylinder, are identical, with the 
exception of the existence of a Froudo-I.'ryiov irrotational force in 
the case of a moving fluid. This is correct only provided that there 
are no s-^lid boundaries within the near vicinity.
The relative fores between the fluid aid a relatively moving cylinder 
would be expected to be composed of inertial and drag terms resulting 
in a coiruined equation similar to equation (1.27). The original for- 
mulation was' proposed by Llorison, O'Brien, Johnson & Schaaf (1950) 
for vertical cylinders in waves, and thi3 is now commonly expressed 
as the linear sum:
F = CopdUplUpI + CM Apu p . . . (1.31) 
where is the force per unit length. 
The expression is presented for a planar oscillatory flow, the term
yj yJ bein^; necessary to preserve the reversing nature of the drag 
term. This equation expressed in wave kinematic terms, equation (l.4l)» 
is known as the Morison equation.
Dimensional analysis of a two-dimensional periodic flow can be in- 
structive, because more functional groups than the previous R^ and
Im would now Le expected. Equation (3»2) shows that the forces due 
to the -irro tat i oral and vorticity effects are apparently dependent
upon: ypftMxTp T t m e t f*
-  » 1m » *«-  »-m » ^ T 
u ip Tp * geometry
The tei*11 yp"»o*Tp/£j is a 'period parameter', first presented by 
Keulegan £. Carpenter (1958) > and since known as the Keulegan Carpenter 
number 'x^ . It Is a measure of how far a fluid particle moves in a 
semi-cycle of period Tp , compared with the relative size of the solid 
boundary, reoresenced by the cylinder diameter. N^ is the limiting 
value of I m in planar oscillatory flows: 
NK = 2nAp/^ , therefore I^mci* = 2rr/^ In an oscillatory flow
where u p = u max sin cot . Im= dtqn^t= 2TTCQScot
Nk sin2o)pt
Experimental results have been virtually exclusively interpreted 
in terms of N. rather than l m for periodic flows, as will be shown. 
N. mav be combined with Rg to give
(38)
J3 has been used to correlate forces remarkably well in oscillatory 
flows, particularly by Sarpkaya (page 89 ). The solution to the pro- 
blem of the boundary layer on a lamina oscillating in its own plane 
was devel->psd by Stokes, and reported in Goldstein (1938). The vort- 
icity generated at the solid surface, and diffusing into the surround- 
ing fluid, changes sign periodically. Ti;3 boundary layer thickness 
is found to be proportional to(vTp>) /2 , whether the fluid or the 
solid surface is oscillating. By analogy to the development of un- 
steady bo-ndary layer theory in the last Section, and regarding Tp as 
equivatent to the time t , the relevant dirnensionless parameters 
are seen to be (Roaenhead) :
(i)' d /vv = P ' ' ' 
and
These are equivalent to equations (1.P4) and (1*25) respectively, 
therefore equation -(1.34) » which is also identical to (l.33)» ex- 
presses the ratio between the rate of diffusion of vorticity through 
the boundary layer, compared to the rat-j of diffusion through a 
cylinder diameter parallel to the oscillating freestream vector. 
?/ith reference to equation (l. 6) for steady flows: 6x°* d^£' , 
similarly for a periodic flow 6x oc d(|B) 2 , i.e. p in 
a periodic flow is equivalent to Rr in a oteady flow, as a boundary 
layer thickness parameter, (see also i"=vfcten (1979))» B will be 
referred to as the Stokes number in this thesis, but is also common- 
ly termed the 'frequency parameter 1 .
The Froude number -F^ , which is of the same fora as Im , is a com- 
parison of inertia to gravity forces, and is only of importance 
where ^'ivitational accelerations exist. This is the case for flows 
with a free sui-fttoe, such as an experiment conducted in an open 
channel, but it is a parameter to be avoided by experiments using 
planar oscillatory flows. Consequently F}. will hereafter be con- 
sidered to have negligible effect ^pon fluid behaviour. However, 
it is further considered when dealing with surface waves, and in 
Chapter 3«
-The other dynamic parameter which is given by the dimensional 
analysis is the effective mass ratio /pd 2   ?^is is ?  function 
of the added mass m^ , the theory of which was developed in Section
(39)
(1.2) for potential flows. This parameter is particularly important 
in vibration analysis, because any hydrodynamic damping is a direct 
function this ratio, see Dickens (19?6). Application of this 
dimensioiiless group in the form of damping is obscure when applied 
to forced inelastic oscillations, as it corresponds to the inertial 
term in bhe linear oscillator equation of motion. The viscous 
damping term in this equation is however, in phase with the velocity, 
and would therefore be expected to be a function of the drag force 
component. In the absence of high frequency response vibration, 
the mass ratio is therefore assumed to be include  * in the overall 
inertia coefficient CM , of which it forms a principal component.
It is already obvious from a consideration of the unsteady velocity 
dependent drag, and acceleration dependent inertia forces, that the 
relation phase of the motion *A- will decide the relative force mag- 
nitude, particularly for a periodic motion,, This di nensionless 
time is therefore a fundamental force definition parameter.
Vortex generation and shedding' has been shown to account for im- 
portant uns- ^ady effects, and to be responsible for the onset of 
lift forces. Consequently the rate of sheddirg per cycle will define 
the vorticity dependent forces, and affect the unsteady drag and 
lift coefficients C D andC^ .Deecription c-f vortex shedding in 
terms of a Strouhal Number can only be approximated using some 
characteristic cyclic velocity, such as LKmax . It is this vel- 
ocity, however, which is used to define the Reynold"' -3 Number in 
oscillatory flows: RE = ^Prnoixd/v
It is not apparent whether the vortex shedding frequency 
fs is a function of R E in oscillatory flows. Defining Sk =
means that the ratio *6/f = Sfc.Nj< for oscillatory flows.
Prom this discussion and previous discussions of steady and un- 
steady flows the parameters that would seem to influence the re- 
lative fcrces in oscillatory flows ares
trCD,CL = 0[N|tf p(orRE),I|1M 'rTp. , + geometry] . . . (1.36) 
CM = 0 NkJmi """/ma^/Tf «  geometry . . . (l-36a)
subdivision being based upon vorticity dependent, or vorticity 
free terms respectively. The actual validity of these formulations
now be considered in the light of considerable experimental 
evidence.
*
Numerous experimental studies involving ^alative planar oscillatory 
flows ha r e been reported. Some of tne most significant are dis- 
cussed in Chapter 3, with particular emphasis on the experimental 
techniques. These are also summarized in Tables (3-1) and (3.2). 
For the sake of brevity a detailed description of the findings from 
each experiment will not be presented here. An attempt to describe 
the relative fluj.a-cylinder dynamics based upon their conclusions 
will instead be nade.
Relative fluid-cylinder oscillation results in a complex viscous 
reaction producing1 flow separation and vortex movement. Comiarison 
with uniform acceleration would be expected to give a quantitive 
picture of the periodic fluid behaviour, however, the discontinuties 
caused by starting acceleration, deceleration, stopping- and relative 
flow reversal complicate matters. Iv'enlegan & Carpenter (1958), 
Heinzer & Da: ton (1969), Isaacson (1974), Sarpkaya (I976a), Xaull 
& Milliner (1978), Star.sby (1978), and Grass & Kernp (1978) have 
presented flow visualization results whict give a description of 
tha fluid behaviour.
The principal correlating parameter for vovtex shedding is N^ 4 The 
development of vorticity for a startir^, oscillatory flow forN k, = 10 
was observed by Heinzer & Dalton (ibid): 
(i) Initial potertial unseparated flow pattern.
(ii) */T Pcvelopment of a pair of symmetric attached (?oppl type)
vortices.
(iii) */r " Vg Pair of symmetrical vortices from both shear layers, with 'p
entrained reverse flow between, outside the 'breadth' of
th=* cylinder.
t o (iv) Vp = "7^ Previously generated symmetric vortices pushed out around
cylinder by the reversal of flow direction. Vortices given 
an induced absolute velocity across the cylinder.
(v) */ = 1 Original two /ortices icjaote from the cylinder, two new sy- Tp
mine trie voxHices developing on the 'downstream' side of the
cylinder, bub smaller than the first two at V^ = Vo >lp being within the 'breadth' of the cylinder.
The development of the second vortex pair was seriously inhibited by 
the convection of th^ first pair over the cylinder. At this low N
(41)
the vortex sheddirg may be attributed wholly to the reversal of 
the flow direction.
For establj-hed oscillatory flows the value of N^ illustrates the 
number of vortices shed in a semi-cycle: 
(i) NJ^ 1 No separation- 'acoustic streaming'. 
(ii) 1<N,<4 Very small discrete vortices close "to the cylinder,
« «
diffused quickly. 
(iii) Nk = 4 Two small attached vortices moved back around the
cylinder before diffusing. 
(iv) Nk > 4 Vortex asymmetry noticeable and varJr.tion in vortex
behaviour from cycle to cycle.
(v) 6<Nj<<15 One vortex is separated per semi- cycle, the developing
vortex on' the opposite side of the cylinder remains 
attached and is moved baci: around both sides of the cy- 
linder with flow reversal, it is also affected by the 
diffusion of the separated vortax. fne convection of the 
vorticity fron the attached vortex back around the cy- 
linder causes the sense of the next formed vortex, in 
Uie following semi-cycle, to be the same. Consequently 
the next vortex forms on the same side of the cylinder 
as the one that previously separated. In this N^ range,
therefore, the flow field is very asymmetric.
*
(vi) R A16 Separation of two vortices per semi-cycle, with the
attached formation of a third, occuring during some cycles. 
The attached vortex influences subsequent vortex form- 
ation as in (v). 
(vii) N, ^25 Separation of at least two vortices per semi-cycle, some-
time's also a third. 
(viii) Nk > 25 Increasing numbers of vortices shed per semi-cycle.
The effect of increasing e is to increase the vortex strength, a^ at 
higher N^ to increase the number shed, although only where the shedding 
would otherwise be 'fractional 1 . Based upon a characteristic cyclic 
velocity of Upmdx/ , for a semi- cycle the theoretical number of vor-
tices sued would be Nv = ^k/-)Q f°r ^ = 0-2
Consequently if N^ is not a multiple of 10, there would be 'fractional 1 
vortex shedding, or partially developed attached vortices. Isaacson 
(ibid) considered an instantaneous velocity JJ p model for the number 
of vortices shed per semi-cycle and determined Nv   NK/Q . This type 
of formulation would be expected to be valid when the flow is more
luasi-steady. KcNown & Keulegan (I959)suggest th-~*, for"%T >10
  5
this is the case, this corresponds to an N^=50 for Sfe =Q2 , obviously 
the more voitices shed the closer to the unidirectional condition the 
flow is, Vractional vortex shedding is particularly noticeable in th~ 
region 12 < NR<16 , as shown by the discontinuity- in the typical 
^fc/N Plot taken from Sarpkaya (ibid), Figure (l.l?). This graph
^
also shows the significant departure of Sj. from the steady fiowS=Q2, 
typical over the range 4 < Nk< 150 , which illustrates the limit- 
ations of the simple vortex shedding as a proportion of N^ models 
proposed above. Because the vortex diffusion rat'* io an inverse inn- 
ction of RE , for a laminar shear layer, the Reynolds number will 
determine the potential influence that the shed diffusing- vortices 
will have on the developing voitices in subsequent semi-cycles. For 
the lower rates of diffusion, at higher Re , these vortices will pot- 
entially h?,\e a greater influence, although the effects of turbulent 
diffusion will dominate after shear layer transition. 
The number of shed vortices as a function of RE and N^ is shown in 
Figure (1.18), adapted from Isaacson and Sarpkaya.
The dimension}<jss time Vy variation in the an. 3 .i..< of boundary layer 
separation has been presented for anN^of 38; r>.n R£ = 2.19x10 , corr- 
esponding to a'laminar boundary layer; and anR£ = 5.42x10^ , a 
transitior^.1 boundary layer; and n, rougheneJ. cylinder, to simulate 
postcritical R E conditions, by Grass & Kemp ^ibid). This is shown 
in Figure (1.19); all results are averaged over 10 cycles of motion. 
Initial separation occured after the cylinder had mo.*ed0.16d andO,19d 
for the smallest and largest RE respectively, confirming the flow 
similarity with gradual acceleration conditions. The reduction in 
wake width with increase in RE also indicates a similar reduction 
in CD to that in a steady flow, with subsequent increase in the pc^t- 
critical region for the simulated higher R E (roughened) condition,
Application of a linear summation of drag a.ndinertia terms resulting 
in the korison equation may not necessarily be valid when applied to 
oscillatory flows. The interpretation of the drag and inertia coeffic- 
ients C^andC/fl is fundamental with regard to this validity. Mention 
has already been made of the deficiency of such an equation with 
regard to history effects. Une of the other principal sources of error 
is in the phasing relationships, complicated by wake formation. The
(45)
value of CM for example would have to vary throvarhout an oscillatory 
cycle to preserve the assumption that all forces in phase with the 
 acceleration are inertial, (see for example Keulegan Carpenter (1958)) 
Other complications arise from the definition of this term, even in 
unidirectional unsteady flows negative added mass components may be 
determined from experimental results, Laird, Johnson £ Walker (1959)- 
The deviation of the Llorison model from the initially formulated equ- 
ations for steady and unidirectional, gradually varying, unsteady 
flows, result from the higher order rates of chr»»igp of kinematic 
conditions present in the more complex flows. Understanding, and fit- 
ting of this equation to planar oscillatory fio^s is therefore a pre- 
requisite to its use in wave conditions.
Researchers have, as in the case of unidirectional accelerative flows, 
been divi led into those who use a Morison type of equation to inter- 
pret their results, and thope who a combined form with only one 
force coefficient. Analysis of results has been carried out using 
accurate eqaai/icn fitting techniques since Keulegan & Carpenter (1958) 
presented a harmonic fitting method for determining weighted average 
values of C& and CM over a cycle based upon equating the first harmonic 
components of the measured force,and the assumed quadrature relation-
 
ship between drag and inertia forces for the Mcrison equation. This 
resulted in a remainder function composed of third and fifth harmonic 
terms only :. assumed because of the anticipated reversing of the hydro- 
nanic force such that F(t ) = (t * n 1 . <phe measure of relative 
accuracy of the Morison equation fitting the remainder function showed 
a significant deviation in the range 4< N^<30 , being largest for 
the third harmonic. Calculation of instantaneous drag and inertia 
coefficients also showed considerable variation throughout the cycl-:, 
the greatest deviation corresponding to the N^ range above. Figure 
(1.20) shows the remainder force results from this experiment. The 
other particularly interesting result is that showing the phase ard 
FiagnituJ® of the maximum force, Figure (l.2l), this differtfdappceciably 
from the Morison equation predictions. No R E dependence was detected 
for this experiment 4.2x103 <R£ < 2.9x104 and it was not until 
Ranee (1969) investigated higher R E flows that its 1 significance 
was apparent (see Chapter 3). Ranee also simultaneously identified 
the potential magnitude of tne lift force in oscillatory flows, thus 
illustrating the similariteles between reversing and non-reversing flows,
(44)
particularly as regards force coefficient behaviour in sub and post 
critical R£ ranges
Mercier (1^73) obtained agreement with Keulegan & Carpenter's results 
oscillating cylinders in still water. His analysis consisted of least 
square harmonic equation fitting, and simple spectral analysis to 
corroborate the harmonic content of force signals. The Morison type 
of equation was used, and a velocity dependent lift force expression. 
The frequency structure of the lift fcrce, compared to fp was observed: 
(i) <^f>/ cj< 1 (Nk<£) ; No regular transverse force.
(ii) 1 <$ A /^ ^ 2.8 (6-< Nk^176) ; Second, and to a lesser extent fourth
order harmonic. 
(iii) 3<AP/d< 3.4(18.8<Nk< 21.4); first, and thiru order harmonic components.
(iv) 3.5< tfrj (=^20<Nk ) . no definite frequency structure.
Good agreement was achieved with two different diameter cylinders in- 
dicating good axial vor4 ^x correlation.
Isaacson (1974) reviews, experimental analysis in the form of the iv orison 
equation and compares the averaging method of Keulegan & Carpenter (ibid) 
with that of assun1 i- ag the value ofC/^ and CD that correspond to relative
pnases of OCn,...) and H^C ^2' ^ w^en ^e anc* acceleration res- 
pectively are zpro. Comparison of Keulegan & Carpenter's data presented 
both ways indicates an increase inC/v\ andCo of the order of 50/=> tfhen 
using the latter method of data reduction. Hovever, both indicate sig- 
nificant changeb in and Cyy\ that occur for10<Nk<15 . A combined 
force coefficient, such as given by equation (1.29), expressed as an FTHS 
would, however, not detect such a variation, which is indicative, no 
doubt, of important fluid behaviour changes.
Isaacson also points out the dependence of C/vj upon ^ for very small N^ 
as indicated by Rosenhead (ibid), the dependence upon viscosity as well 
as pressure being due to the influence of viscou^ forces upon the added 
mass associated with the cylinder. Rosenhepd giv=s the Stokes correction
to potential flow added mass as: + 2 ( 2/ ) /2 for Ap «d only.
P
The lift force is related to vortex development and shedding by Isaacson. 
A growing vortex results in a reduced localCp. and consequently lift 
in the direction of that vortex. Following shedding this reduced Cp in- 
creases in sympathy with a decreased Cp on the opposite side of the cy- 
linder. He assumed a rea.sonable stationarity of the lift force, so that
(45)
where the number of vortices shed per semi-cycle Ny is 
(i; odd, FL = Fu (t + TP/2 ) 
(ii) even, £k ,-fL(U"W2 ) 
Therefore the frequency of the lift force fu is related toNv by
Vf = Nv *1 . This figure, however only holds for complete, rather than 
'p
fractiona], vortex shedding, which is more prevalent for higher Nj<. A 
Fourier harmonic representation (see Appendix C) assuming stationarity 
of the lift force results in the conclusion that for Nv 
(i) odd; there are only even harmonic components, 
(ii) even; uhere are only odd harmonic components.
Again this simplistic analysis is based upon a lift force stationarity 
and integer vortex shedding. It is shown, however, to work well when 
related to the experimental results of Llercier (N^25)and Isaacson(N^.<14).
The effects of flow separation and vortex development on relative forces 
are given Stansby (ibjd), based on a discrete vortr " potential flow 
solution of Blasius' theorem. This i*5 similar in form to the unsteady 
formulation previously discussed (equation (1.22)); see Clements & l!aull 
(1975) and Graham (1978) for further details. Due to the difficulty of 
incorporating ^he exact point of separation, anci behaviour of vorticity, 
into such a model, complete analytical force solutions are approximate 
only. The reporse of drag and lift forces to the presence of vorticity 
would, however, be expected to be accurately predicted by this approach. 
The complexity of the behaviour of the generated vorticity makes ex- 
perimental visualization virtually impossible except for the movement 
of the main discrete vortices. The component mechanisms of vorticity 
development, shedding and convection in the reversing flow direction 
may be considered with reference to Figure (1.22 a-c).
(a) The vortex growing at X and the separated shear layer due to a
relative fluid motion from left to right results in an upward l^TL 
force, and an in-line force in the flow direction, due to the lucreased 
circulation around the cylinder.
(b) After detachment vortex X convects away from the cylinder as shown, 
the Lft and in-line forces are as (a) but reducing in magnitude.
(c) When the flow direction reverses the separated vortex moves back 
across the shoulder of the cylinder causing an upward lift fcrce,
.
and drag force in the same direction as previous, (b; & (c).
It is the interaction of the^e basic processes that results in tie force 
variation due to vorticity effects. I.iaull & Milliner (197$) compare
(46)
measured forces with vortex behaviour for a range of N^ at 
(^4x10 ) , which °-ho-.v good agreement, and particularly help to ex- 
plain the harmonic content of the in-line and lift forces. Figure(l.23a- c) 
shows the harmonic content of these lift forces determined by spectral 
analysis (Appendix D) of the force histories. Icaull & Milliner com:ueut 
that the proportion of the third in-line harmonic component (Figure(1.23a)), 
compared with the fundamental is predicted by the Morison equation wi L'h 
Cr> = 1.4Sand CM = 2 . The lift force harmonic peaks are associated with 
corresponding rmslift force peaks, Figu :e (1.24), e.g. forNk=13, an 
rmspeak, the frequency content of the lift force is principally of the 
2nd order, with a sa^cnificant 4th oiner contribution, and similarly for 
N|^ = l8a larger 3~d with a smaller 5th harmonic component suggests the 
validity of the Isaacson model, Table 'i.l), at "'.east up to Nk= 30. 
'Sludging' across harmonics may be attributed to: 
(i) unshed vorticity from a previous cycle, both in the form of fractional
shedding (the roll uxs up of a shear layer) and boundary layer vcrti-
city; 
(xi) the convection of a shed vortex back over the cylinder after flow
reversal;
(iii) a difference inNv from semi-cycle to semi-cycle, where the shedding 
rate is close boundary line (Figure (1.18)).
Perhaps the greatest contribution to understanding the behaviour of the
  
Morison force coefficients has resulted from the extensive experimental
work of Sarpkaya et al (l974-1977c) using fixed smooth and rough cir- 
cular cylinders in planar oscillatory water flows. Sarpkaya (197^3.) marks 
the break through in the recognition of the correlation ofCo»CM andCi. 
with viscous effects, and RE viafi . Re-plotting of Keulegan & Carpenters 
(ibid) results show-a clear correlation with RE , Figures (l.25a & b), 
apparent from an initial plotting based upon constant |B . The two graphs 
are antisymmetric with an apparent grc-a-ter RE, dependence T& and 
The importance of^as an experimental control parameter, rather 
than R£ is because of its independence of Upnvax , \7hich is also a con- 
stituent property of N^, i.e. Sarpkaya suggests:
CD ,CM = 0 [Nk,p f t /Tp , * geometry]
\.
Because the relative magnitude of the drag force as a proportion of the 
total in-line force is small at low N^ the apparent great variation in 
CD with R£ for Nk<15shown in Figure (l.25a) is quite probably due to 
experimental errors. This is also true of tho apparent effect of RE 
upon CM for N^ >15, *here inertial forces are relatively small, Figure 
(l.25b). Consequently Figures (1.25) should be viev^d conceptually only,
paticularly as the later results of darpkaya contradict some of the 
trends indicated.
Analysis of i'orces by Sarpkaya is based upon a Fourier least squares 
techniq_v=», similar to Mercier (ibid), assuming Cp,CM,CL = 0[Nk1 J3J 
i.e. time invariant in the form of weighted average values. Alterna- 
tively r »nnlta have been presented in the form of combined force para- 
meters Cp either maxima: Cc = Ennax, 2 semi
peak to peak (spp),
or rms. A similar plethora of presentations has been used 
for the lift force coefficient CL , again non-d.i-endionalized us:ng 
the kinetic energy term. Pi^iire (l.26a-c) shows the variation ofC^ , 
C^ andCp withp and N^ found by Sarpkaya for a range of Nj< up to '^00, 
and RE in the steady flow sub and critical range. These graphs indi- 
cate thai CD is a maximum and C^\ a minimum for the lower fB> values at 
an N.^ 1 5 ,C« being closer to the potential flow r=> lue of 2 for higher 
p (i.e. "low N^ ). Figure (l.27a & b) shov/s these sa.-^ results plotted 
in teiais of an R£(= -p£2£y) dependence at constant N^ values with some 
higher N^ results from Sarpkaya (I977c). CD , in accordance with steady 
flow concepts, apparently experiences a drop at a lower R£ than in 
steady flows, ^he explanation that this is due boundary layer transi- 
tion effects depends upon the definition of Rt adopted, but ?/ould ssem 
likely. The complications caused by relative turbulence and unsteady 
effects r.*y be inferred from previous sections, but certainly an in- 
creased CD compared with Cd is to be expectec3. at corresponding RE , 
as shown. Tiie tendency for C^ toward the potantial value is clearly 
apparent for N^< 6 , and also for all Nk above RE =5xlO it appears 
to stabilize at approximately 1.80. At low R£ , particularly for 
10<Nk < 15 the digression from potential is the greatest, agc.in 
as would be expected due to the relative influence of viscosity. 
Sarpkaya remarks that there is a definite phase difference between 
the maximum in-line force and maximum velocity caused by the vorticity 
history. The CM variation with RE , Figure (l.27b) shows a negative 
added mass (=CM~ 1 ) forNk>9 and Rt < 3x1O4 . This is not un- 
expected because of the averaging of CM over a cycle of motion, the 
earlier reported work using decelerative flows of Laird et al (1959) 
also indicated this trend, which may be a physical reality in this 
type of relative flow. The overall force coefficient of Cp , Figure 
(l.26c), demonstrates an independence of p for Njc < 12 , with an in- 
creasing effect as NK~*-200, the lower p giving the largest force. Again
(48)
a peak is obsei-ved at K ijc = 15 for the lower values offi. Therefore 
detailed flow conditions must differ substantially either aide of 
Nk =12-15 for p< 3000.
A peak in tr.j maximum lift force coefficient at 10 < Nj< < 15 is 
clearl/ snown in Figure (l.28a), with a reduction at higher N^ for :-.ll 
The onset of this force corresponding to wake asymmetry at Nj^ 5 . 
Sarpkaya (i976a) reports that in his experiments the asymmetry had only a 
0.05 probability of occuring forN k = 4, and a 0.9 probability forN k = 5; 
asymmetry being very sensitive to experimental conditions.
Maull & Milliner (1978 ) used a different formication when presenting 
their water oscillation tests for RE <4x103 . Average values over 200 
cycles were used to evaluate
r 2£ T P/ 3CP = Xpd 3 ... (1.37)
i.e. C F = C(t)xNfc (equation (1.29))
also <~*m,s = Hk( 3/^CD Nk? + n4 CM2 ) if ^ n and CM are assumed 
constant.
For [B-20Q, Cprms was found i;o be given by the Morison equation with 
CD=1.45 and QH= 2 . The conclusion drawn therefrom was that the Morison
equat.ion predicts rmsin-line forces for subcritical RE and N,.,< 30.
FT 2 
The CLrms giv«n fromCt = C|- p /ocj3 is shown '.*. Figure (1.24). AtNK -13
the two values of CLrms are caused bj an intermittent lift force which 
randomly fell* to near zero. An attempt, to measure the relative force 
intermit -ency was made by determining the fraction of time thatCL was 
outside the range of-0.2 to 0.2 of the maximum; this is indicated on 
the Figure by the square bracketed numbers. Evidence was presented to 
reinforce the apparent non-stationarity of the lift force, and conse- 
quently any presentation of lift in terms of maxima or rms would be a fun- 
ction of the length of experimental record. Obviously some resort to 
statistical techniques is therefore necessary for design purposes.
Pressure distributions measured in planar oscillatory flow would be 
expected to yield a useful picture of fluid behaviour in relation to 
integrated force histories. Due, however, to the non-stationary nature 
of the i'i^w field, a larger number of phase related simultaneous cir- 
cumferential pressure records is required to provide any reasonable 
information. Pressure plots in the form of the coefficient Cp even 
for 'steady' flows do not give detailed information, only trends.
(49)
Consequently experiments using single rotatable pressure tapping points 
have little value, see for example Chantranuvatana (1974). 
The variation of Cp(6,t)for a potential flow has been developed in 
Appendix A and is t;.i.ven by:
Cp = (1 - 4sin20)cos2 oopt - 4n sincop tcos0. . , (1-38) 
for an oscillating fluid k
and C p = (1 - 4sin2 0)cos2 60pct-2jTsina)pctcos0. . . (1-39) 
for an oscillating cylinder, k
the difference between these is due to the Frourlc-XT-ylov force, ex- 
pressed as a pressure coefficient Cpj< = 2rp>  sjnct'-t COSG. (1.40)
kComparison of this unsteady pressure distribution with that experi- 
mentally recorded by a number of circuraferentially positioned pressure 
transducers on an oscillating cylinder .is made* in Chapter 4. This ex- 
periment tfill also enable comparisons to be made with the conclusions 
reached c/ other researchers and presented so far in this Section.
The complications in wave flows
It has already been shown that even in regular waves, flows past a 
vertical pile ^re complicated compared to other 'inematic conditions 
by 'three dimensional 1 effects, because of 
(i) the rotation of the velocity vector, and 
(ii) the e^'.stence of a shear flow
Consequently both RE and Nk decrease with de-oth below the free surface, 
as well as varying across a cross section with a wave cycle. In the 
limit a planar oscillatory type of flow is more likely to exist at a 
greater depth. Pull scale testing of cylinders in the sea is even more 
complicated by wave variability, non-linearity and currents etc. Lr,rly 
experimenters appreci ated the invalidity of small scale test extra- 
polation to full size structures (see Chapter 2) and force histories 
were recorded at full scale, particularly off the coast of the United 
States. Correlation of results with any of the basic hydroynaroic para- 
meters sv.oh as RE or NK was not achieved however, see for example 
Wiegel (I^o4), and Wilson (19&5) e The understanding of the mechanics 
of wave induced forces has therefore been developed using simplified 
kinematic models, which may utilize waves or not. The potential for 
this utilization is further discussed in Chapters 3 and 5» in this 
section observed fluid behaviour and the fundamental hydrodynamic 
characteristics discovered in wave flows is considered.
(50)
There have been a number of useful reviews relating to wave loading on 
cylinders, the most comprehensive contemporary report originated from 
the Offshore Fluid Loading Advisory Group f 03?LAG) Project No. 1C: 
British 3h«p He search Association (l'//u). This report resulted in the 
design paper: IjQgben, Miller, Searle & Ward (1977). Hogben (I9?6a) deals 
particularly with larger diameter cylin^rs in the diffraction regime.
A particularly useful photographic flow visualization has been presented 
by Zdravko.ich & iWuork (1977) for waves with kZ2<3 where k is the wave 
number »' 2n/Lw) ?7<Nk £ 9.3 and 5x10** R E * 5x103 , both 
defined in terms o^ the maximum horizontal wave particle velocity U^mox. 
These results are s-unmarized in Figure (1.29 a & b) for Nk =5.4 and
9. 3 , based upon surface particle observation.
A falling or a rising surface is seen to significantly alter vortex 
generation and behaviour. The formation of pairs of vortices only occurs 
when the surface is falling, this also increases the circulation of 
individual vortices due to their longitudinal contraction. At low^r
N^ =5.4 ,6.1 and 7 8 asymmetric shedding o^ the vortex pairs from 
either side of the cylinder occur following the passage of a wave 
trough, whereas for N^= 9. 3 alternate vortex ^air shedding occured 
asymstrically but at both the crest and trough. Consequent ly any di- 
gression from a .planar oscillatory flow is caused by the vertical vel- 
ocity component and free surface, although the bias of a previously 
formed vortex stimulating new vortex growth is still evident, part- 
icularly at low Nj< . The Morison equation Tor the in-line force per 
unit length on vertical surface piercing cylinders in waves is:
F = C 
where U ' is the horizontal component of the wave particle velocity.
Again, as vn planar oscillatory flows, the relative direction of the 
non-line^" drag tei.;u is retained by the drag force component being in 
phase with U (assuming a steady ). The kinematic components of this
equation are responsible for some of the previous experimental scatter 
in CD dndCAA because of the impossibility of measuring directly
until the last decade. The kinematic ineitia force component U... is in
. "  W
fact the substantive acceleration ^^ composed of local and con- 
vective terms. These convective non- linear terms are often neglected 
in wave force analyses even when the experimental waves are non-linear 
It is because of the neglect of any non-linear effects upcn the in- 
ertia force that all r? in-linear experimental results are falsely att-
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ributed to viscous effects. Lighthill (1979) maintains that the non- 
linear effects associated with this component are significant in wave 
flows, and derives seccnd order corrections which also alter the phase 
relationship of the constituent components of the total force.
Correlation of C^ andCM with dimensionless groups would be expected 
to be similar to planar oscillatory flows with the possible addition 
of wave characteristic groups. Ho apparent additional force group 
correlation has been observed, although the Llorison equation is not 
applicable for d/Lw>0.2 due to the disturbing effect. Of the cylir.Jer 
upon the incident wave and pressure fields. As regards the waves them- 
selves a dimensionless depth expressed by the kz£ product (wave numbcrx 
still water depth) and a dimenf aonless steepness kHw are important. 
The forme- classifies the type of wave, T/hether it is shallow (KZ2< 
'^10) deep (^Z2 >TT )  :i'he Keulegan Carpenter ^limber, now
UK max lyy ^ does not describe simply the ratio betweer fluid particle
d 
displacement and cylinder diameter, because it represents a maximum
value at th^ free surface only. The ratio between the maximum drag and 
inertia forces may be deduced from equation (1.41):
_ .2_ CD Uyj max _ 2 Co/_1_
" ndCM uwmax " n Q. Imm«x ' ' ' U-42)
i.e. for deep water linear wave theory, where
V- 
Consequently N^ is a measure of the relative ir.Hgnitude of drag and
inertia forces (as in fact is 1^ ). At high N^ the drag force dominates, 
and at low N^the inertia force dominates. The regime of dominance may 
be summarized on the basis that for N^-*" COand N£»- 0 flow tends to steady 
and potential conditions respectively. 
(i) N^ > 25 drag dominance. 
(ii) 5<N^< 25 intermediate, drag and inertia. 
(iii) Nk < 5 inertia dominance.
Experiments conducted in one force regime would therefore not produce 
reliable results for the other force coefficient. This point is further 
pursued in Chapter 2.
The possible correlation of wave force data with Ir,, as indicated by 
equation (1-42) has been largely ignored, all work being based upon 
Ni< , with the exception of Crooke (.1955) who correlated Morison's 
original data for cylinders and spheres with I m   However, interpre- 
tation of Im is difficult in waves because of the variation of the
(52)
particle kinematic"3 with depth as well as time. Even throughout a 
wave cycle the flow conditions may vary from qu^.si-steady (low I  ). 
to potential (high I m ) resulting in actual fluctuation of Cw and CD   
Therefore for a vertical cylinder in waves:
This equation may be compared with equation (2.10) and (2.11) resulting 
from a general dimensional analysis.
As kz2 is a representation of relative water depth, the lower its value 
the closer to a t'.o aimensional planar oscillatory flow the conditions 
become. Experiments usually consider waves dercribed by small amp- 
litude theory, consequently the kHw y-vrameter i.s considered to be small, 
sending to zero, and its effects are correspondingly ignored. Isaacson 
(1974) observed the effects of varying kz^upon the shedding of vor- 
tices. For an ^=10* ^e found that at low values of kZ2 (n/iO ) 
the vortex spanwise covariation was good because the vertical velocity 
components were small. For highkz2(>n) vortex shedding was poorly- 
correlated, being dominated by the region near the surface. The inter- 
mediate region of kZg, however, exhibited apparently better vortex
N.
correlation. Thorns lift coefficient Ct. rrns was consequently found 
to be lower for highkZ2, although the intermediate depth gave the 
largest value* of CLrms . This was considered to be due to the increasing 
wave non-linearities in shallow water.
Figure (l.^O) c:riows the pressure and flow development for a semi-cycle 
of motion recorded by Isaacson using a single pressure tapping and 
rotating it, assuming a stationarity of signal. This stationarity 
assumption is undoubtedly erroneous; it has been shown not to hold 
even for the simpler kinematic case uf planar oscillatory flow, how- 
ever, the flow visualization is useful to compare with the planar 
oscillatory experiment detailed in chapter J. The conclusion that may 
be drawn from this Figure is that the vortex behaviour appears to be 
similar to planar oscillatory flow, although it should also be compared 
with Figure (l.29b).
The vorticity behaviour may be compared with the earlier work in this 
area by Bidde (1971), and Wiegel & Delmonte (1972) and related to the 
development of a lift force. The onset of lift appears to be in the 
range Nk= 3.5 with a relative lift frequency Vf = 2 up to Nk = 18-20. 
Above these ranges it becomes increasingly difficult to distinguish 
a particularly dominant frequency However, Sav;aragi, Nakanura &
JCita (1976) found that Vf =3 for N.r 12-20, and Vf =1 forNR ^6,
W - "^ TTi
although th-'s overlapped an'L/f =2 forNk=4-13.
Chakrabarti, ,/olbert ?c Tam using a spectral analysis of the lift 
force in waves noticed that there were significant higher order fre- 
quency components present, and via a Fourier analysis produced a graph 
showing tne variation of these constituent components ofC L with N^. . 
Unfortunately there was a wide scatter of results, presumably due to 
a lack of control of parameters such as kZ2 but one interesting res-It 
was the constitution ofCL up to N^= 6 , found Lo >>e dominated by tue 
first harmonic. Isaacson presented Fourier coef."relent content for 
KZg = 0.77 , Figure (1.31), which may be considered with respect to 
his presentation ofCLrros , Figure (1-32). In the region Nk ^ 15 the 
relative magnitude of the lift force may be as much as 1.6 times the 
in-line rorce. Chakrabarti et al (ibid) recorded resultant force 
FT = *.Ej)' 2 variation with Nk in the form of polar plots. A sel- 
ection of these are shown in Figure (lo3) f°r various surface N^ , 
from which the significant non stationarity, even of the in-line force 
may be easily s«en. The comprehensive investigation of lift force in 
waves carried out by Sawaragi et al (ibid) compared the life time of 
a shed vortex Is with a semi-cycle of wave mowon. This ratio was found 
to exceed 1 only in the region 9 < Nk< '|3, being smallest for low N^ 
(falling to 0. 3 for Nk= 4 ) . Above Nk = 15 , 2Ts/Tw stabilized around 0.75 , 
at least in the experimental range of N^20. The ratio gives some measure 
as to the potential interference between successive serai-cycles due 
to discrete vortices.
There have been a "number of other experiments conducted in waves re- 
sulting in the production of graphs showing the variation of Co and 
CM with N^ particularly, and if they are conducted in the appropri- 
ate drag or inertia regime (see Chapter 2), and linear waves, the 
results may exhibit little scatter, however, d-ie to the complexity of 
the relative flow fields designers frequently utilize the results from 
planar oscillatory flows to select appropriate values for these coe- 
fficients for a particular design wave. Very little understanding of 
fundamental hydrodynamic behaviour has been gleaned from wave tests, 
and although much more generalized information could be presented the 
state of art of wave tank experiments will be left here, although the 
modelling aspects will be considered further in Chapters 2,4 and 5» 
particularly because tney form a central p-irt of this Thesis.
(1-4) Summary
The Ivlorison equation in reversing flows has teen shown to be the linear 
summation of a non-linear velocity dependent drag terra and an irrot- 
ational acceleration dependent inertia term. There is assumed to be 
no interaction between the two comporents. For high values of Nk the 
empirical drag coefficient Co tends to that for steady flows Cd , 
while fcv low values of Nk the empirical inertia coefficient C/K tends 
to that for potential flows Cm . Between these extremes it is apparent 
that -isco?ity aud vortex shedding affect CM as well as CD . Deter- 
mination of time averafee values of C^ and CD may be adequate for des- 
ign purposes, but only for maximum force values. The understanding 
of fluid behaviour and consequent force variation with time requires 
the variability of C/yj and CD , particularly where higher harmonic 
effects are important as in complex vo-rticity fields. 
The I.'iorison equation is further deficient in two obvious respects: 
(i) History effects in complex kin°matic conditions, resulting in
higher order rates of kinematic chango.
(ii) Ignoring the important transverse force component which may exceed 
the in-line force. A formulation of t'-ts force in terras of a vel- 
ocity dependence by analogy to the Morison drag tern may well 
be inadequate, particularly in wave fl^ws,
This Chapter has attempted to begin from the simplest possible con- 
cepts of fluids moving relatively to inmersed bodies and briefly d3- 
velo^. the ideas Lhat have led to the present understanding, albeit 
imperfect, of the relative forces that are generated between them. 
The accent throughout has been upon the fundamental hydrodynamics, 
rather than design oriented approximation.
The following Chapters 2 and 3 deal with the possibilities of modell- 
ing the fluid mechanic processes observed in relative fluid-cylinder 
motion, beginning with the complexities of wave flows. Chapter 4 de- 
tails two experiments that are exa^irs of this modelling, relating 
experimental observations to previous work summarized in Chapter 1. 
Chapter 5 brings the information developed in the previous fcur 
Chapters together and leads into Chapter 6 with conclusions and sug- 
gestions for further work.
CHAPTER 2 
MODELLING OF CIRCULAR CYLINDERS IN WAVES
(2.1) Introduction
A model is a three dimensional representation of a 
proposed structure. The proposed structure is known as the 
Prototype, and the model is a representation ^f that prototype 
In fluid dynamics, models are utilized to visualize, analyse and 
measure fluid behaviour and effects.
Models may be consider 0 ! to be:
(a) Ph;ysical, if they are of solid construction, 
or (b) Mathematical, if the prototype simulation i s attempted 
by means of a mathematical description. This description may 
be in ^ither (i) digital, ur (ii) analogue form. The simplest 
of applied P^thematical expressions could therefore be termed 
'a model'.
Fluid engineering has evolved principally by the observation of 
natural pi ^nomena, and the adaptation of this observation into 
empirical investigation. More recently viie development by 
applied mathematicians and physicists of rational theories, 
without necessarily any recourse to empiricism has led to a 
hydrodynamic, or purely analytical, approach to understanding 
and predicting fluid behaviour. Often, in order to model fluid 
behaviour adequately in this mathematical form, simplifying 
assumptions have to be made, and this may result in the hydro- 
dynamic model actually bearing little resemblance to the proto- 
type.
Present .-investigation of fluid flow behaviour attempts to achieve 
understanding from experimental and mathematical models where 
appropriate. Reconciliation of the empirical and matheinaticaj 
modelling of a problem often results in greater understanding.
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^'    ^ ^hyr,ical models
Mathematical, or theoretical mode?.] ing methods may be 
limited in their application to real fluid flow situations by:
a) Non linear effects
b) Complex boundary conditions
c) Their representation of turbulence
Foremost among non linear effects is that of convective 
inertia. This is the part of the to^l inertia term that is 
due to changes in velocity with respect to position, or dis- 
tance (if notation is ignored) from equation (l.Ja):
e2(y/2)
This can be modelled satisfactorily only by using a physical 
simulation. It cay often be neglected, however, and a ^ele- 
vant example of this is in the Stokes first order gravity wave 
theory (Appendix B). Higher order wave theories account for 
the convective inertia term with greater success the higher the 
order. Physical models different in size from the prototype 
may also be only approximations to complete prototype behaviour. 
These scale models may be used to investigate particular aspects 
of fluid behaviour successfully, provided the limitations inher- 
ent in scale modelling, and termed 'scale effect', are properly 
understood.
(2.2.1) Dimensional similarity
The fie.Vi of fluid mechanics unites the empirical, 
design by experience approach, with the hydrodynaraic, mathemati- 
cal approximation to reality approach. Within this field physi- 
cal phenomena can be completely described by four fundamental 
dimensicus:
Mass M, Length L, Time t and Temperature t
G
The use of the English word 'dimension 1 is rather obscurely 
applii.-d in this cace due to the duality of meaning. House 
(1961), points out that 'dimension 1 is used both to define the 
numerical magnitude of a measurement and its dimensional category, 
These dimensional categories are termed 'quantities' by Ellis 
(1966) in a rigorous discussion of the significance of units,
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dimensions and quantities and their usage in developing mathe- 
matical laws. In this case the word 'dimension 1 will be used 
to describe the dimensional category or fundamental 'quantity 1 
of a measurement; this being in accordance with normal engin- 
eering usage.
A rigorous discussion on the validity of the assumption that all 
phenomena, may b a described by the dimensions M, L, T and t io
6
beyond this Thesis, but an interesting view regarding the nature 
of TiLie is given by Aked (197?) , in which he demonstrates that 
whilst we can discern the effects of time, unlike the other 
dimensions Mass <-nd Length, we cannot define the nature of the 
property itself.
In the fluid mechanics describing most civil engineering pro- 
blems the effects of temperature may be ignored. However, in a 
recent experimental investigation of the effects of temperature 
on fluid-structure interaction, llarchman (1977) found that the 
heating of a cylinder immersed in a fl^rf of air had a significant 
effect upon the fluid behaviour, and consequently on the force 
exerted on the cylinder. The cylinder had been gradually 
allowed to cool from a maximum temperature of IbCO F, and 
noticeable fluid dynamic effects were prssent only at higher 
temperatures. Such a large temper* ture range is extreme?./ 
rare in practical situations, therefore the temperature dimen- 
sion t will he:eafter be neglected.
(2,2.2) Dynamic similarity and Dimensional Analysis
The effects of response due to the flexibility of a 
structure or its supports cannot be ignored in fluid-structure 
interaction modeDs. Kolkman and Van Per Weide (1972) discuss 
the design of such models in terms of their elastic similarity, 
particularly as related to offshore engineering. This Thesis, 
however, does not consider responsive structures, other than 
for occasional specific cases, so that all discussion from now 
on will be concerned with fixed, rigid structures.
A number of approaches are used to develop the funda- 
mental parameters that relate a prototype to its representative 
physical model. This representation is one of similitude and 
may be developed by inspired inspection, dimensional analysis 
or more rigorously from the Navier-Stokes equation.
The fundamental dimensions L, M and t are combined into a 
number of quantities derived to describe fluid properties and 
behaviour; such ~o density p ( /L3 ) and velocity V ( !-/ jX Any 
quantify q has dimensions [q] = <>[L,M,t] .... (2 0 2) 
where [ ] denotes 'the dimensions of, and 0 is a 
functional representation. The indeces a, b and c being appro- 
priate integer values. Quantities are said to be:
(a) Geometric if they possess only
Length dimensions .. ». Cq] =
(b) Kinematic if they also possess
Time dimensions .. .. Cq] =
(c) Dynamic if they also possess
Mass dimensions .. .. Eq] = 0 0-°, t ,M~]
(d) Dimensionless if they have no
dimension .. .. C = 0 5 b=0«C=0
Yalin (1971) discusses the merits of considering the funda- 
mental dimensions L, M and t or L, F and t, where F is a 
Force dimension. Although in common usa^e Force has hybrid 
units composed of M, L and t an absolute system of 
dimensions F ma^ just as reasonably be considered 
giving M the units of - /L ' ^isun^err,banding of this concept 
is largely caused by terminologyi and reference to Rouse (ibid) 
should be made for further clarification. Any three independ- 
ent dimensions are adequate for fluid mechanic description. 
Conventionally, and in this treatment, L, M and t are used. 
To develop unde .-standing of fluid mechanics through experiment- 
ation the most significant derived quantities describing a 
prototype, such as fluid velocity V , need to be identified.   
Laws, or mathematical descriptions of phenomena, can be uni- 
versal only if they have no referer.oe system of units, other- 
wise the absolute values would change depending upon the 
reference system adopted; Ellis (ibid). In engineering the 
dimensional forms with appropriate units are used to describe 
phenomena. In order to be independent of units the quantities
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must bo combined to produce dimensionless numbers. These 
dimensionless numbers would then relate equally to a prototype 
or its rjotlcl.
This appropriate combination of quantities may be achieved by 
inspect:! o*. of the relevant quantities or, more formally, by 
using dimensional analysis. The process of inspection is 
necessary even when using a method of dimensional analysis such 
as Buckingham's TT Theorem to ensure the most appropriate 
grouping quantities.
This approach theoretically relates model to a prototype by 
specifying all the dimensionless groups that should have the 
same numerical values in tha r-iodel and the prototype. 
Probably the most important of these io the 'Newton inertial 
force group 1 which compare inertia forces with the ether physical 
forces in a system.
Dimensional Analysis can nover result in fundamental laws. 
This is beca-^e .such Laws are independent, i.e. they cannot be 
derived Crom any other Laws. The Newtonian inertial lav/s are 
implicit in a ,/ dimensional analysis relating to moving fluids. 
The important dimensionless groups that describe either the 
model or the ^*rototype as derived from dimensional analysis 
are compor^-d of quantities that are related between the model 
and prototype by scales. For example, when a typical model 
length is Ljy. the corresponding prototype length Lp is given by:
then Lr is the scale ratio between those lengths.
If, by this scale, every length in the prototype Lp is related 
to an homologous length in the model Lm then the model is 
'geometrically similar' to the prototype, and L^ is the 
geometric scale. When describing a model 'scale' as related 
to a prutotype it is this scale that is implied. If a similar 
relationship also exists for homologous velocity vectors, then 
the model is said to be ' kinematically similar' to the proto- 
type, and prototype and model velocities are related by the 
velocity scale Vp as
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where Vp and Ym are velocity vectors at homologous points in 
the prototype and model respectively.
'Dynamic similarity 1 of the model with the prototype is achieved 
when homologous model and prototype masses Mm and Mp respect- 
ively are ^Iso related by a constant scale Mp :
Mr = MP/ .. .. (2.3) 
Mm
Usually dyr.cimic similarity between model and j-ro^type is 
expressed by a fixed geometric scale L|» and a consequent con- 
stant force vector scale
This forc-f vector ncale is obtained upon further combination of 
the mass and kinematic scales:
fr = Mr x Yr x .. .. (2.5)
(2.2.3) Similitude and model scale
TLis condition of dynamic similarity, given by equality 
of force ratios between a model and a prototype, corresponds with 
the dimensional analysis which results in a combination of quan- 
tities of the same dimensions into dimensionless ratios. Hence 
these ratios, known as TTs in the Buckingham TT Theorem, may be of 
forces. For example, one of the Newton inertial force groups 
(previously mentioned) is the ratio between inertia and gravity 
forces known as the Froude Number
Fr = P U
For dynamic- similarity therefore:
( 9.U. ) prototype (Q g L ) pro type All other
= -r = force ratios
model ( £ 3 L ) model
(2.7)
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i.e. Prototype Froulo number Frp = Model Froudo number Frm so 
that the condition of dynamic similarity is satisfied if each 
of the dimtnsioniess groups, or TTs is the same for model and 
prototype. The scale for each quantity is then given by the 
ratio of forces as in equation (2.7)> with reference to the 
geometric scale from equation (2.1). 
e.g. For equality ^ Froude numbers:
v =,U/ t h ence U r = (gr Lr ) /2 .. (2.8)
. ' ^ £J. L'
prototype model
Any other quantity *>cale may be determined in this way.
Scale selection is limited by the requirement that all force 
ratios are simultaneously numerically equal for the model and 
the prototype. This is most simply cr^lained by reference to 
the basic quantities involved in describing the fluid mechanical 
situation. The geometric length scale is usually limited by the 
space available for the model, so that L r iaay only vary down to a 
limiting value.
For incompressible fluids the scales of viscosity /Jr anc<
density pr are determined when the model fluid is specified.
»
Due to the limited number of fluids practicably available these 
scales are also limited in range. Additionally if the gravita- 
tional acceleration Q. is an important quantity, as in water 
surface waves, thio implies that =1 due to the relative 
invariance of gravity on the earth. Yalin (ibid) shows that only 
three independent scales are sufficient to specify a model com- 
pletely. So that if a model fluid is selected then two scales 
jLJ r and^ r are automatically specified, and if gravity is 
important a third is also specified due to its uncontroll- 
ability. Such a model may be one of water surface waves with 
water as the model fluid. Trie basic model scales would thus be: 
^Ur =1 £>r =1^2.^=1 «*nd all of the dei-ived scales would also be 
unity. Models of the same size as the prototype are of very 
limited use and some rules for the design of a reduced size model 
( L r > 1 )are required.
A compromise solution is adopted that approximates the constancy 
of the IT groups between model and prototype. This is achieved.
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by ignoring the force ratios that have the leaot significance 
with regard *,o the particular fluid dynamic situation.
One of tb^ most important force ratio groups is that between 
inertia and viscous, or frictional, forces, the Reynolds
Number: v
RE = PUL, (Chapter l) .... (2.9)
'P
If a model is to be built of a prototype where both friction 
and gravitational forces are of equal importar.v,e then this 
implies tnat /J h = 1 , and = 1 , and also th-t £>r = 1 
because Qr is a measure of the inertia force. This is a full 
sized model. This irreconcilability is well known, and discussed 
throughout the literature. It is expressed by the impossibility 
of achieving Reynolds number similarity (when friction forces 
are important) and Froude number similarity (when gravity forces 
are important) simultaneously.
To achieve a reduced sized model in such cases the model scales 
must be determined based upon the most important of viscous or 
gravity forces   either a Reynolds, or a Fronde, model, respect- 
ively. The Froude based models are termed ncn dissipative or 
fully turbulent by Mehaute (19?6). Nondissipative occurring 
when inertia and gravity forces dominate. Fully turbulent 
where viscous forces are important outside the particular 'short 1 
section under consideration which is eo turbulent that it can be 
considered independent of friction. .Such models would not then 
reproduce similarity of fluid movement adjacent to solid bound- 
aries or accurate velocity distributions: The 'boundary layer' 
would not be accurately represented. There are also other force 
ratios, such as that between inertia and surface tension forcer, 
known as the Weber number, which must often be considered as 
insignificant.
This approximation to dynamic similarity then results in discrep- 
ancies betwuen the model and the prototype known as 'scale effect 1 . 
This scale effect limitation means that models may not be con- 
structed to represent the whole of a prototype behaviour, but only 
to investigate certain aspects of that behaviour. Consequently, 
often more than one model is necessary to study a prototype 
completely.
(6?)
(2.3) LlodeJ s invol vin.T relative motion betv/een 
a fluid and a structure
The previous section (2.2) may be summarized as follows:
1. The quantities describing a prototype fluid behaviour must 
be grouped into dimensionleos ratios to apply to all 
sizes of that particular fluid mechanic system.
2. A model of that system should ha . e numerically the same
values for those dimensionless groups if scale effect 
13 to be ^.voided.
Due to the impossibility of achieving this condition with 
reduced size models the equality of the most important 
dimensionless ratios only is achieved. Scale effect 
then results from neglect of the other ratios.
*t. Dimensional analysis will give guidance as to the most 
appropriate form of the dimtnsionless ratios.
5« Any model quantity scale is determined from the equality of 
force ratios.
These principles are now applied to the present work which 
involves
(a) The development of a model w£ xser wave facility, 
and (b) an experimental investigation of forces on a 
relatively moving circular cylinder immersed 
vertically in water.
As both of these are laboratory model situations their relevance 
in terms of potential prototype (or indeed other model)' behaviour 
is of paramount interest.
(2.3«l) Models where water surface v/aves are significant
Waves required in coastal and offshore engineering models,
the possibilities being given comprehensively by V/iegel (l97*f) .
Not all of the situations described can, however, be modelled
successfully.
A simple description of vi^-ter surface waves is required in order
to consider the modelling difficulties.
Water waves (see also Appendix B)
Waves on the surface of water can be produced naturally by
(i) 'wind 
(ii)' Tides 
and(iii) disturbance in the body of liquid
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In (i) and (ii) the wave trains may be considered as pseudo- 
period:' c, effectively continuous. However in (iii) the waves 
tend to be discontinuous as only a single wave train may be 
generate i. Experimentally the wave train required depends upon 
the particular problem examined. A continuous wave train is 
necessary to study the cumulative effects of waves, such as 
fatigue loading of immersed structures. In such cases a model 
of the required wave amplitude - frequency spectrum (Appendix D) 
is often used. This contains waves of many amplitudes and 
frequencies and is termed random, or irregular, wave modelling- 
For ultimate load effects, however, a single wave, or a train of 
monochromatic (single frequency) waved is used with maximum 
expected conditions represented such as height *nd steepness. 
This is regular wave modelling.
The physical representation of surface water waves at model 
scale is based upon equality of Froude numbers in the model and 
prototype. Such a simple representation is, however, often 
inadequate anu cannot be separated from the particular situation 
under investigation. Wave models are always constructed for
 
engineering purposes to investigate the effects of waves on a 
structure or a natural feature such as a shoreline. Bed move- 
ments due to waves or wave-current interaction effects are common 
examples. Mehaute (ibid) discusses the relative significance 
of viscosity in the normally encountered situations, and Scho einaker 
(1970) gives guidance on modelling procedure when the model is to 
have mobile bed. Scale distortion, when the vertical scale is 
different from the horizontal, may be employed only when the 
waves are non-dispersive, as for tides or long shallow water 
waves. Mehaute also calculates that model waves should have
t
a period greater than 0.35 seconds and a minimum water depth of 
2 cm to avoid surface tension, or capillary, effects. Thf.s water 
depth is also shown to be the minimum to avoid significant viscous 
damping caused by the solid walls in the model wave basin. 
Further generalized discussion of wave modelling is here curtailed 
and continued in Chapter 4 . Discussion in this Chapter will 
continue to determine the dimensionless parameters concerned, with
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describing the fluJd dynamics of a smooth circular cylinder 
immersed in any relatively moving incompressible fluid.
(2.3.2) Dimensional analysis
The variety of kinematic conditions considered in this Thesis
involve a smooth circular cylinder
(a) (i) I'mmersed in a steady uniformly flowing fluid 
(ii) being towed steadily through a still fluid,
(b) (i) immersed ?n a uniformly, or impulsively accelerated 
liquid,
(ii) being uniformly or impulsively accelerated through 
a still liquid,
(c) (i) immersed in a liquid moving '-'ith simple harmonic motion, 
(ii) moving with simple harmonic motion in a still liquid,
(d) being vertically immersed, or partly vertically immersed, in 
a regular 7,-ater wave train.
In each case the relative movement of the fluid is perpendicular to 
the longitudinal axis of the cylinder, and consequently thu'xre is no 
preferred flow direction, as the cylinder is circular.
These various kinematic conditions are illustrated in Figure (1 
and discussed in Chapter 1 , the symbols being rigorously defined 
in the List of Symbols (pageviiij.
The quantities describing each of the above kinematic conditions 
are similar, with only particular variations in each case. A 
generalised dimensional analysis combining all of 'the possible 
descriptive quantities into dimensionless TT groups is now 
developed. The resultant dimensionless groups can then be con- 
sidered specifically for each of the kinematic cases (a) to (d) 
above, and modelling laws developed therefrom.
The similarity of force ratios may also be clearly seen between 
the different kinematic conditions.
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The pertinent physical quantities are
(i) Fluid
dynamic viscosity /J depth Z 
density p
(ii) Unique surface wave quantities
wave height Hy
u. characteristic wave amplitude A v
wave length L\
vertical particle displacement fy
wave displacement X
unsteady
(iii) Cylinder
diameter
immersed length
diameter of end plates (if fitted)
thickness " " " "
mass per unit length
natural frequency (immersed)
D
m
(iv) Relative kinematics 
a velocity 
an acc'.-leration
time
particle velocity
particle displacement 
excitation frequency
vortex shedding frequency
added r^a^s per unit length of 
immersed part of cylinder
(v) Dynami.cs
total force per unit length 
on cylinder
acceleration due to gravity
y
Q 
t
y
X
f
steady
unsteady
F   unsteady
a
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Using the M, L and t system and Buckingham's IT Theorem, one 
result for the dimensionless parameters that generally applies 
for the variety of kinematic conditiors under consideration, is
» d£. fd m £ m ,v 2> "v" '
f   Q ^ tfT 1 "T « » * *fs  « a u
n7 rrd n9 Hio n lt
» « w , W » -w  »w»»2»»' I -0" J "J .d d d d d d d- d d d
groups 1 to are the dynamic, or force, ratios, 7 to 11 
the frequency, kinematic and time ratios. TT^ to H-^ , the 
geometric ratios, are developed to incorporate the cylinder 
diameter d in each case. This is because the relative movement 
considered is perpendicular to the longitudinal axis of the 
cylinder, i.e. parallel to the cylinder diameter. Fluid 
quantities, such as particle displacement , may then be com- 
pared with one cylinder property, the diameter. 
Some of uhcse groups can be neglected when considering
the modelling 01 a particular kinematic condition.
The constancy of all of the geometric ratios, TT12 to "H^ , is
ensured by adopting a uniform geometric scale, L r .
The actual formulation of each of tho dynamic TT groups depends
upon the relative kinematic conditions. In each case a dimen-
sionlees combination of these groups results in an appropriate
form. These are summarized in Tablo (2.1), their physical
significance having already been discussed in Chapter 1. In the
present Chapter discussion will continue regarding the modelling
of a smooth vertical circular cylinder wholly or partially
immersed .in progressive gravity water waves.
Hodellin- of a smooth vertical circular cylinder 
immersed in water waves
As discussed in (2.2) and (2.3) successful physical 
modelling is based upon the equality of dimensionless 
groups, particularly geometric and force ratios. The 
fluid -onamics of a smooth vertical circular cylinder 
immersed wholly, or partially, in water waves may be des- 
cribed, with reference to equation (2.10) and Table (2.1), 
by the following parameters:
r kinematic and -,0 RE» Nk,Im , Fr , Fi O .,me/ j2 * . . .L 'pu,jd 'pd ..geometric termsj
.. .. (2.11)
For true dynamic similarity *-aoh of these groups must be 
equivalent for a prototype and a representative physical 
modelv Unfortunately this is impossible with existing 
fluids and facilities. Various attempts to produce com- 
pror.«\se models have been made, and these are claimed to 
represent particular aspects of the relative fluid dynamics 
between the cylinder and waves.
As previou ;xy mentioned wave models are roruially based upon 
the Froude natural scale lav/, as the waves are gravitational 
(see Appencfl.x B). This is the so called 'short model 1 of 
Mehaute (ibid), which assumes that viscous effects are sufficiently 
small to be neglected. However, it was shovni in Chapter 1 that the 
effects waves when interacting with an immersed cylinder are 
strongly influenced by viscous forces. This is expressed by the 
relative magnitude of Reynolds Number; the lower the numerical 
value of R£ then the more important are the viscous forces. The 
displacement of the water particles relative to the cylinder dia- 
meter gives a measure of the unsteadiness of the flow field, i.^. 
for large particle displacement compared with cylinder diameter 
the relative flow tends to a steady, or rectilinear accelerative, 
condition. This unsteadiness is described by the Keulegan Carpenter 
number N^ as discussed in Chapter 1, as it is the ratio between the 
distance a surface wave particle moves and the cylinder diameter, 
in half a wave period.
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The force parameter ^py 2,d is ^ie ratio between the 
total force exerted on the cylinder by a wave and the force com- 
ponent which ?.s a function of the fluid velocity squared. This 
velocity squared force ter:;i is the drag component of force, and 
is similar in origin to the drag force experienced by a cylinder 
in steady -Plow. Consequently this part of the total force is 
strongly Reynolds number dependent, as discussed in Chapter 1.
Combination of the Iversen Modulus Im and the force parameter
/o u 2 d results in a force ratio between the total force 
v =w
experienced by the cylinder and an acceleration ^roportional 
component:
E'es/ .... (2.12)
This accel3ration component is termed the inertia force. Both 
inertia and drag components may be combined to g'vo the total 
force by some suitable formulation such as the Horizon equation, 
as disc-'ssed in Section (1. 3).
The Iversen Modulus is therefore the ratio betv/een the inertia 
and drag force components when they are combined to produce the 
total force on Lhe immersed cylinder: P£J^/r»M2H =
The mass ratio compares the effective mass with the mass 
of fluid displaced per unit length by the cylinder. This 
parameter it: only of separate importance wlisn modelling cylinders 
that are allowed to respond elastically in moving fluids. In 
this rigid cylinder case the effect of the added mass of the 
cylinder is reflected in the composition of the inertia force 
term (see Section (1.J-2)).
Collier (1972)' developed scaling lav/s for the modelling of 
marine cables in which all of these dimensionless groups were 
incorporated. By considering the cable as a cylinder with a 
large aspect ratio #<j » anc^ then distorting the vertical 
and hori7Oij tal geometric scales, equality of the dynamic ratios 
between a prototype and a model were achieved. Collier allowed 
for cable dynamic response due to vortex shedding, as defined 
by the Strouhal number S, in place of the Keulegan Carpenter 
number N^ and assumed that the response velocity was small 
compared with the characteristic velocity (towing or current 
speed) .
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Unfortunately 3uch large aspect ratios are only practically 
encountered in t^ch cases, and the similarity laws developed 
by Collier cannot universally be applied.
Small scale regular wave models in tanks have, been used for 
some time with limited success. The modelling of the waves 
in conformity to the Froude scaling law has meant low Reynolc« 
numbers.
Some typical prototype regular wa\o conditions are described 
in terms of R£ an^1 N^ by Isaacsou (197^) and Verley 
(1977) . These are summarized in Table (2.2).
The success of wave tank models i T . reproducing typical North 
5ea conditions may be seen from Figure (2.1) taken from 
Wheatley & Boyle (1975) - Typically the Reynolds number 
range is below critical ( 2X105 ^ R£ 5x105 ) in the 
model and above critical in the prototype. './ith reference 
to Appendix A it is apparent that there is a significant 
difference in the drag force exerted on a cylinder immersed 
in a steady flow of fluid depending upon whether RE is in the 
sub-critical o~ critical region. A similar difference 
in the rlrag force component also exists for cylinders in 
unsteady liquid flows such as waves. This scale effect is 
unacceptable large for the adequate extrapolation of forces 
other than for limited ranges.
The low valu^ of Reynolds number is a consequence of the small / i 
relative wave heights that can be produce^ in the laboratory.
The maximum single wave heights so far produced in laboratory
wave tanks^are of the order of 1 metre and have been created
by towing a beam in contact with Llie water surface: Hogbenprdv/c(&(1976) . Such waves ^ a Reynolds number in the upper 
critical range, compared with full scale values in the super 
critical range.
The Morison equation, as shown in Chapter , is composed of 
a drag and inertia term in phase with the wave particle
acceleration and velocity respectively. 'The force parametersF F
and~£>y 2d developed from the dimensional analysic
indicate that for true similitude the relative proportion of 
inertia to drag force must be the same in the model and proto- 
type, or at least within the same fluid mecha n.c regime. The
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Iversen Modulus gives a measure of this pro;rrtion and so 
does the Keule-'.an Carpenter number Nj< « ( I^max) 
However, tlie Iversen modulus is more flexibly defined in 
terns c^ instantaneous kinematic values, and therefore varies 
during a wave cycle. Normally modelling in the past has been 
based up~u the Keulegan Carpenter number as a representation 
of the relative importance' of the drag jind inertia components 
of force. However, the Iversen Modulus describes the force 
component change throughout a wave period, and may be a more 
useful parameter when considering the complete force histoiy.
\
Due to the difficulties caused by viscosity; represented 
physically by boundary layer development, flow separation 
and vortex effects, models w f prototypes which are in the 
viscous drag regime of Figure (2.1) cannot be produced satis- 
factorily unless they are at full size. The ~lronger the 
inertia component of the total force then the sutler size 
the model may be. This condition is that the Iversen 
Modulus should be as large as possible, or that the Keulegan 
Carpenler number should be small, i.e. the displacement 
of the water particles compared with the cylinrUr diameter 
should be small. Mehaute (ibid, has produced a nomograph 
shov/ing the 'relative predominance of drag and inertia forces. 
Ha assures a Morison Cp = 1 and CM = 2 ; the mathematical 
description of the wave kinematics being based upon first 
order deep water wave theory. This is i-eproduced as Figure 
(2.2) and shows the region of larger *"W d , and small Im . 
where drag forces predominate and satisfactory similitude 
cannot be achieved.
The relative importance of the drag and inertia forces is a 
function of
(i; how far the fluid particles move relative to the
>
cylinder diameter:
<J (at the free surface) .. .. (2.13)
and (ii) the size of the cylinder compared with the 
wavelength: d/
If the horizontal distance travelled by a water particle is 
large in comparison with the cylinder diameter then a signi-
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f leant, or well developed wake occurs in each half period before 
the flow direction rsverses, This means that viscous effects, and 
hence Reynolds number, are important and the drag lorce is at least 
as important as the inertia force. For xw rvuax < C? the drag force 
component is small and the inertia force predominates. This is be- 
cause the j.egion of flow separation is small being unable to de- 
velop before the flow direction reverses. In this regime small scale 
modelling j.o sucessful: Mehaute recommends an upper limit for
of 1 for reasonable similitude.
If the cylinder diameter is small in comparison with the 
wavelength then flow is quasi -uniform, and th inertia force 
tends to become independent of the wavelength. The cylinder 
diameter should not exceed 0.2 of the wavelength for the 
assumptions inherent in the Horison equation to remain valid. 
If d > 0.2 LW the wave slope and pressure gradient v/ill vary 
across the cylinder diameter, and for increasing a the 
effects of the cylinder on the incident wave will Deoome 
more significant, causing reflection and diffraction. For 
d > 0.2 Lw the diffraction methods of analysis discussed 
by Standing (1979) should be used.
Figure (2.3) reproduced from Standing shows the different 
regions of force dominance at the free surface for a vertical 
surface piercing cylinder* based upon the ratio & L«/«
The appropriate methods of modelling and F iAalysis may be 
summarized as follows:
(i) HW/d > tO, d/Lw < 0.2 Morison equation with 
drag effects important; small scale physical models 
not very successful.
(ii) H*/d < 10, d/U < 0.2 Drag force of less sig. 
nificance, flow tends to potential; physical or math- 
ematical models, either Morison or diffraction, 
successful.
(iii) Hw/d 1.O, /LW > 0.2 v/ave scattering important;
use diffraction theory, or physical models to investigate 
non-linear effects.
Figure (2.4) from Kogben (19?6a) relates this information 
to full scale ocean structures, and clearly shows the 
increase in the dra^ force component with increasing
v??;
e.g. for a 0. 5m diameter cylinder with a J/j_w^ 0.01 at least 
90>-> of the to^al force is due to drag, this corresponds to 
an of 106 and an Nk of 22«
The misrepresentation of viscous effects at low Reynolds 
Numbers has often been overcome in the past for steady flow 
models by cylinder roughening aL J/or trip wires attached to 
the cylinder surface. This can produce similar boundary 
layer development 'and flow separation in a small model simi- 
lar to that occurring in a prototype at higher RE . This tech- 
nique has not so far been successfully extended to wave models, 
but is discust;?o. by Pearcey (1979)  
The relative accuracy with which a model may represent a prot- 
otype has so far been considered. The typical values mentioned have 
been the maximum values required; e.g. maximum wave conditions, 
and their greatest effects on the cylinder, these occuning at 
or near the free surface. For a surface piercing cylinder 
the whole ran;?e of force dominant regions may be experienced 
with increasing depth below the free surface, as particle 
displacements diminish rapidly with depth. 'This does then 
indicate tjiat useful information may be obtained from scale 
models provided it is realised to what degree results from 
the model m.-'y be extrapolated. The use of a scale model 
either to understand fundamental hydrodynamic behaviour, or 
as a design tool $ must be considered as two entirely different 
cases.
Miller & McGregor (197$) give a comprehensive review of the 
majc-A requirements for wave laboratory models for offshore 
WOIK, and dstails of facilities available in the UK. The 
laboratory modelling of actual full size ocean structures is 
further complicated by
(i) The size and shape of the structure - i.e. whether it 
is monolithic or composed of a lattice of structural 
members.
(ii) The greater water depths encountered in the oceans. 
This makes general laboratory wave tanks difficult 
to design as the modelling of water depth -./ill fre- 
quently dictate a model scale, which may be incom- 
patible with the available wave heights. Hogben
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(1978) suggests there is a need for wave basin 
facilities with significantly variable water depths 
en overcome this difficulty.
(iii) The irregularity of sea waves in form and direction. 
Many attempts have been made to produce suitable 
model facilities to generate both unidirectional and 
multi-directional irregular waves (see Chapter 4 ) 
for use in testing both structural components and 
complete structures. Owing to the above limita- 
tions, however, when extrapolating to full scale 
prototype conditions, great care must be exercised 
as to the applicability of any results. 
Hamilton (1972) suggests that for irregular wave loading 
simulation the probability distribution of the maximum 
total force P{p}p for a prototype may be determined by
where Proa'VpQcj3 is the probability distribution of the 
ir.cdsured maximum non-dimensionalized force in the model, 
provided the model and prototype seas are statistically 
siiL-Har. He did not, however support tliis recommendation 
with test results.
(iv) The'presence of multi-kinematic flow conditions, 
such as currents with waves. Attempts have been 
made in the laboratory to simulate this usually by 
tawing a cylinder with a wave iield present. See 
for example Matten (1979)
Large scale prototype testing in the sea
The integration of physical model testing with computer
simulation for actual ocean structures is discussed by
Wootton (1978) as applied to specific examples; the
integration being necessary to overcome non-linear and
complex problems in the analysis of the response of fie
structures to fluid loading.
There have been several attempts to model at full scale
in the sea - the most recent UK experience being the
NHI Ghristchurch Bay Tower; Bishop (1978) . This
type of modelling gives a good check on the validity of
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the design process, but it is more difficult to decipher 
fundamental hydrodynamic behaviour than if a small scale 
laboratory model is used. Careful statistical techniques 
are required to extract the most reliable and accurate 
results possible, as pointed out by Holmes (19?8) in 
his discussion of the Chrisvhurch Bay Tower analysis. 
This experiment had two circular cylinders within
cifferent force regimes covering a potential R e range
46 /- from 10 to 7 x 10 , with a maximum wave height of om.
Such parameters are only obtainable at full scale. 
The greatest limitation of full scale models is that 
the indi'/idual parameters cannot be independently 
varied, so that data extraction cannot be planned to 
pursue a particular hydrodynamic theory.
Holmes points out that both l-\£ and Nk are random 
variables at full scale, oo that small scale model 
tests, relating drag and inerti« coefficients to 
maxima of R£ and N^ are of dubious relevance.
_
Dean (1976) presents a method .Tor planning a model 
to investigate the fluid dynamic regions where either
 
the drag or inertia forces dominate. This approach 
can be used for small scale laboratory, or larger 
scale prototype testing in the sea, and is claimed to 
give results of the maximum possible reliability. 
Dean suggests that the large scattering of experimen-
tally determined drag and inertia coefficients in the 
Morison equation is caused by poorly conditioned data; 
this being a function of cylinder and wave character- 
istics. The usefulness of this presentation with 
regard to the design of an experiment is considered 
furtner in Chapter 4. where an experiment designed 
primarily to investigate fundamental hydrodynamic 
behaviour is discussed.
(76)
This Chapter has been concerned with the limitations of models 
of cylinders in waves.
To achieve a~ insight into the fundamental fluid mechanics of re- 
lative uns beady flow between water and a circular cylinder a number 
of different approaches have been developed. These simplify the 
confused tnree dimensional flow field in waves by restricting the 
particle movements to one or two dimensions only. Within this less 
complex relative dynamic system the fluid mechanics is reasonably 
well understood, but the validity of extrapolation from two dim- 
ensional <,o three dimensional kinematic conditiOxis rn waves de- 
pends upon the phenomenon under investigation, and must be care- 
fully considered.
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MODELS WITH SII'iI LIFI^D KliJl^LvTIC FLOW CONDITIONS
Are waves necessary?
To understand the fluid mechanics of the complex inter- 
action of full scale waves and vertical circular cylinders, 
simplified ^vperimental representations of the fluid flow 
f-'eld have been developed. The.°e representations have 
application to different sized, 'scaled 1 versions of then- 
sel^es, and give insight into the more complex fluid kine- 
matic conditions experienced in wave flows. An extreme 
case may be that of a circular cylinder immersed in a uni- 
formly flowing fluid; it gives information concerning 
other circular cylinders immersed in flowing fluids by the 
application of suitable modelling laws, "but what can it tell 
us about a cylinder in a water wave environment? The rela- 
tive magnitude of the scale effect ob/iously determines the 
answer- to this question. The natural sea state is compli- 
cated hydrodynarnically by:
(1) The randomness of waves in direction, size and fre- 
quency, and consequently kinematics.
(2) Longer term environmental changes, such as the marine 
fouling of structural members.
The laboratory models so far considered in this thesis have 
reduced these complications to investigation involving 
'regular 1 small scale waves. However, this reductionist 
approach n^eds to be pursued even further if the funda- 
mental hydroaynr-mics are to be understood.
Regular long crested vaves interacting with vertical 
cylinders result in a three dimensional fluid kinematic 
structure, Fluid particles move in all three of the ortho- 
gonal planes XY, XZ and YZ of Figure (1.1. ) , as a function 
of time. This is due to the parallel and transverse wave 
particle velocity components with respect to the cylinder 
longitudinal axis (Appendix B). The disturbance to the 
wave caused by Lhe cylinder produces additional effects
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such as vorte.w shedding which convect in the horizontal 
plane.
Investigation of vortex inception, development and shedding 
be simplified if the vortex field is constant along the 
length of the cylinder. Unfortunately wave particle kine- 
mati decay rapidly with depth below the free surface, so 
that any model representing a cross section through the 
longitudinal axis of a cylinder in waves could not ade- 
quately represent the spanwise coherence of vorticity in 
such conditions (Sarpkaya (197^) )  Sue*  '«. representation, 
in two dimensions only, would, also be inadequate to investi- 
gate the effects of the vertical wave particle velocity 
vector.
Notwithstanding these limitation^ various two dimensional 
experimental investigations have been carried out, and 
conclusions for application to wave flows dr.^vn therefrom. 
Unlike the water wave situation, in two dimensional models 
either Ihe fluid or the cylinder may be moved, it is the 
r_£ljvtiy_e motion that is responsible for the development of 
the f luii.  < mechanics. The possibilities
1. Fluid moving perpendicularly to the longitudinal axist
of the cylinder with a
vi.1) constant velocity U 0 - unidirectional
(1.2) constant acceleration
y<j = -f(t)= Qd .t   unidirectional
(1.3) variable velocity and acceleration
yp = f(t) - oscillatory
e.g. for simple harmonic motion (SHM)
yp = Apo>pCOSa)pt where Ap is the 
maximum excursion of the fluid from the mean 
position,
2.. Cylinder moving perpendicularly to its longitudinal 
axis in an otherwise still fluid with a
(2.1) constant velocity U^ - unidirectional
(2.2) constant acceleration
^c = ( t )= Qc. t - unidirectional
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(2.3) variable velocity and acceleration.
ypc = /(t) - oscillatory 
e.g. for SHM Upc = ApccopcCOScOpct
Ape is the maximum excursion of the cylinder 
from the mean position.
Within a wave kinematic field the velocity vector rotates 
completely through 360 in a vertical plane during the 
passage cT the wave past a point. The relative time that 
this takes in comparison with the vortex 'response' effect 
determine how 'unsteady 1 flow conditions are. Based 
upon the experimental v/ork of Keulegan £ Carpenter 
(1958 ),KoNown and Keulegan (1959) give the following 
regimes of unsteadiness based upon the excitation period 
of motion T compared with the time period T between the 
shedding of vortices from the cylinder (beetion (l.5))s
(i) Ty ^01 separation and vortex formation 
TS ' unimportant; drag force negli-
gible, potential flow model 
(Chapter 1) valid.
(ii) "fy ^ 10 motion quasi-steady, similar to 
TS a cylinder in steady flow, the
formation of a Karman vortex 
stree*.
The determination of T is the same as that resultings °
from a s^eady flow at a characteristic velocity; in 
this case the maximum in the wave cycle. (This may be 
determined" directly from a functional representation of 
vortex shedding frequency with respect to Strouhal 
..amber S = f$ d, as given in Appendix A).
So that for T/j ^1Q tile unidirectional models (1.1), 
and (2.1) above may be adequate to represent the fluid 
behaviour, and if acceleration effects are significant 
(1.2) or (2.2) may be used. Conveniently these two 
categories of unidirectional steady, and unidirectional 
unsteady accelerative flow, pay respectively be used to 
investigate the mechanisms resulting in velocity depend 
ent drag forces, and acceleration dependent inertia 
forces.
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The other main advantage gained bv using unidirectional 
models is thr large Reynolds numbers possible, particularly
for cylinders immersed in airflows. For example 3oshko
(I96l) attained Reynolds numbers approaching 10 when
investigating the drag force on a circular cylinder in a 
wind tunnel.
For O.1< YJ< 10 however, the unsteadiness of the wave 
fiel^. is important and an oscillatory flow model is 
necessary. This is because the history of the flow field, 
preserved in the form of shed and convected vorticity 
during one L^lf of a cycle, affects the fluid mechanics of 
the next ha]T of the wave cycle. This is in turn carried 
over into the following half cycle and becomes a regular 
unsteadiness. It is this 'memory 1 within the flow field 
that is claimed to be responsible for- the inadequacy of 
simple flow models such as the Morison Equation. Two 
dimensional planar oscillatory flow models, usually oper- 
ating with simple harmonic motionj al.<?o produce this 
residual effect found in waves. Additionally such models 
have high Reynolds and Keulegan Car^nter Number ranges, 
approaching those for full scale cylindrical structural
 
members in the sea.
The use of planar oscillatory, and unidirectional experi- 
mental models to investigate the fundamental behaviour of 
unsteady flow about circular cylinders will now be con- 
sidered in greater detail.
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(3*2) Planar OGCJ.Z Latory flow models
"V/e believe that the understanding of plane oscillatory 
fl^vs past bodies is a necessary precursor to the full 
understanding of flows due to waves. At this sta<j;e it 
holds out more hope of a realistic theoretical treat- 
ment which it may be possible to extend to bodies in 
waves".
Bearman, Graham and Singh (19?S)
Three types of planar oscillatory flow, relative to 
circular cylinder models, have been utilised to study time 
dependent flow conditions:
1. Moving fluid:
(1.1) Horizontal cylinder submerged beneath the node 
of a standing wave, and in a solitary wave.
(1.2) Cylinder in a pulsating, or positive displace- 
ment, water tunnel.
C, Moving cylinder.
Oscillating a partially or totally submerged 
vertical or horizontal cylinder in still water.
Most experiments have used a relative simple harmonic 
motion (SHM) for ease of analysis and periodic continuity. 
However! Haull and Milliner (l9?8a) recently oscillated a 
vertical surface piercing cylinder v/ith a complex motion 
of the form
3
XPC = Z Apcn sin(no;pCt * ocpcn) ....
Without a three dimensional flow component the dimension - 
less parameters describing the fluid dynamics of a sraoot>> 
cylinder moving relatively to a fluid may be inferred 
from equation (2.10): F, or F. =
- or ~
geometric 
.. .. (3.2) 
for a rigidly fixed cylinder.
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The actual formulation of the dimensiorlesa force ratios 
is as summarized in Table (2.1).
In any unsteady two dimensional flow field therefore, 
the drag and inertia components of the total force E 
expressed by the variable Morison coefficients CD and 
Cy^ respectively (Chapter 1), are functions of:
1. Reynolds number
2. Keulegan Carpenter number
5» Iversea modulus
^. Frequency structure, and phase relationships, des-
cribed by a type of Strouhal number and the relative
time.
5« Froude number (if there is a free surface). 
6. An added mass parameter.
?  Geometric effects, such as boundary proximity and 
three dimensional, or end effects.
It has also been demonstrated that the relative roughness 
of the cylinder surface (even if it is apparently smooth):
'd is important.
Isaacson (197^) suggests a simplified version of aquation 
(3.2):
RE ,
The maximum velocity in the cycle of motion U 
correspond to the limit of the Iversen modulus, which is .
represented -by Nk Im mox = ^^/IN, for planar 
oscillatory motion), so that the force corresponding to 
th-»s condition is independent of Im ,. He also considers 
tv o.t the dominant vortex shedding frequency ratio s
'P
is a function of RE. and N^ in this type of flow. The
Strouhal number is certainly a function of RE. in uniform 
flow (Appendix A), but the functional assumption of 
Isaacson v/ill have to be considered further in this 
thesis. Similarly the added, or effective, mass term is 
considered to be incorporated by C^ and CQ and invariant 
with */j . Many auth'ors in the literature propose the 
assumption of a constant value forC/^ (usually the C^i 
potential floi. value of 2 ) , particularly to determine
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maximum force values, but there is much evidence that 
this simplification is inadequate to study the fluid 
mechanics, as discussed in Chapte^ 1.
Investigation has been directed to discover the effects 
of these various parameters upon the relative force 
between the cylinder and flu.l j., and to achieve some 
understanding of the fluid behaviour. It has become 
apparent 0.0 experiments have developed that the force 
transverse to the velocity vector, often termed the 
'lift' force by analogy to aerodynamics, is equally as 
important as the in line force components. This force is 
not described in the Morison formulation, but as it is 
considered to be a consequence of separation and vo^ex 
formation it is expressed as a velocity dependent terra
(Chapter l): , , r n
FL =pdup2 <*[.....] .... (3.3)
the functional term being for equation (3.Z), but 
described as the lift coefficient Cu as discussed in 
Chapter 1. Transverse, or lift forces occur even in 
steady flows (u = yo) due to asymmetric vortex shedding.
V O^ 
3 ; Cylinders beneath the node of a stand in/7 wave
oinuooidal, or nearly sinusoidal gravity waves may be 
produced in a vertical walled tank in such a way that a 
standing wave condition is set up, see for example 
McNown (1957). Beneath the node of such a standing way* 
the particle velocity is given by:
y«/ = ywmo*COSo)w t horizontally 
and W.u-sfr 0 vertically.
 " »Y
The maximum horizontal particle velocity y^morx is a 
function of the geometric conditions, such as water and 
immersion deoth (see Appendix B).
Therefore if a cylinder is mounted horizontally beneath 
the node of a standing wave, as shown in Figure ,(j5«J-&) 
the experienced vertical component of velocity will be 
negligible, and only the horizontal velocity vector will 
be significant. The variation in velocity field across 
the cylinder diameter, i.e. with depth, is normally small, 
depending upon cylinder size etc. (Typically. Ww 
v
°f Jew 
  Keulegan & Carpenter (1953)). A cylinder so 
mounted experiences a regular, horizontal, p?canar 
oscillatoi^- simple harmonic flow, i.e. the three dimen-
sional wave flow is reduced to two dimensions only. With
  
this type of arrangement the vertical velocity component
is reduced with higher wave amplitudes and increasing 
depth of Gubmergence.
Two significant investigations, McNowr. (1957) and 
Keulegan & Carpenter (1958), summarised in Table (3.1), 
have used this method to study the forces on cylinders 
and plates. That of Keulegan & Carpenter resulted in a 
significant breakthrough in tv e theory; the recognition 
of the 'period parameter' LJ.wnv3x Tw/j $ , now
knov/n as the Keulegan Carpenter number, as an important 
fluid dynamic ratio. They also presented results 
showing the variation of tue in-line force coefficients 
throughout a cycle of motion, i.e. variation with the
phase parameter -p . 1-fany workers have neglected 
the variation in these coefficients during a period of 
motion, preferring to develop results in terms of 'best 
fit' or rms values, relying upon the variable kinematics 
to prod-.ce the variations in drag and inei-fcia forces in 
a period.
The application of the results from the standing wave 
experimental arrangement to that of wave flows is gener- 
ally -he same as for the planar oscillatory flow discussed 
in the next section, but due to certain limitations, 
experimenters have rarely used standing waves for this 
worlv since that of Keulegan & Carpenter.
These limitations may be summarized as follows:
1. Horizontal particle velocity decays with depth under 
the node of the standing wave.
2. The vertical particle velocity is never actually zero. 
Keulegan £ Carpenter suggest that for /L ^ 0.9,Ww 
'becomes less signiiicant 1 . This parameter then 
relates the length of the tc.uk L to the water depth 
and limits the dimensions of the apparatus.
3>« For wave tanks with L > 2.5m the anal^cis of the 
fluid motion is complex.
*f. Surface wave-cylinder size relationships can lead to 
Froude number scale effects.
5. It is impossible to alter Re and Nj< independently 
:.n tr.y sort of wave flow without also changing the 
cylinder diameter. This limitation was largely 
responsible for Keulegan and Carpenter not realizing 
that the flow induced forces were Reynolds number as 
well as N^ dependent.
6. Due to the wave, water depth and tank length inter- 
relationship the Reynolds number range is restricted 
to model size only.
This last limitation is perhaps the single greatest lis- 
advantage of this experimental arrangement, due to the 
scale effect discrepancy introduced by the incorrect 
Reynolds number range, as illustrated in Section C^
U6)
v3«A ) Cylinders in a planar oscillating fluid
The development of the understand1 ing of wave forces on 
cylinders was further advanced when Ranee (1969) clearly 
showed that the forces were viscosity dependent, as 
described by the Reynolds numb-*-, 'Phis advance from 
Keulegan £ Carpenter's work, where there was apparently 
no '"Trelation between the measured forces and Reynolds 
numh3r, wat> achieved using a pulsating v/ater tunnel. 
r xie ability to unidirectional!;^ oscillate water particles 
with an amplitude of - 2.5 ' led to large maximum 
Reynolds, ari Keulegan Carpenter numbers, as shown in 
.Table (3»1). For a cylinder in planar oscillator/ flow 
where the displacement
)
Nk = 2nAP/d
Ranee .showed, using a numerical example, that wave force 
predictions from small scale me-els at low Rg were of 
little use for extrapolation to large scale prototypes, 
particularly in the drag dominant regime in which his 
te^tc v/ere reliable. He illustrated that the boundary 
layer and wake effects were similar in behaviour to
^ndy flow conditions, in that there are different flow
nes based upon Reynolds number. Transverse force 
mfo.surecier.ts were also made, which showed that the magni- 
tude of the foroe vector transverse to the strictly planar 
oscillstory velocity vector could be as much as of the 
in line force.
The advantages of this type of model compared with the 
standing wave are:
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1. More strictly sinusoidal oscillatory xiow, and 
greater control of the variable parameters.
2. No preierred cylinder orientation, i.e. it may be 
vertical or horizontal: the only requirement is 
that the longitudinal axis should be perpendicular 
to the velocity vector at all times. 
(There is a hydrostatic gradient causing pressure 
differences along the length of a vertical cylinder 
and r,~.less the fluid is gaseous this v/ill be signi- 
ficant. )
3. Ease measurement of kinematic conditions.
H. No froe surface, and hence Froude number, effects.
5. Greater variability in the range of possible flow 
conditions, i.e. larger potential RE and Ny,
RE <* Apd/^. and Nk ex. Ap/^ for a given
fluid. .. ..
6. Flow visualization simpler.
7. Ease of introduction of other kinematic conditions 
e.g. an imposed steady flow, or a non-sinusoidal 
kinematic field.
These advantages led many investigators to develop 
planar oscillatory flow water tunnels. The most famous 
perhaps, being Sarpkaya with water oscillation in large 
U-tubes. The original apparatus, and its descendents 
have enabled him to carry out many useful experiments 
since 197^- Sarpkaya & Tuter (197*0 describe the 
original apparatus which was excited pneumatically to 
produce simple harmonic water motion, and operated due 
to the resonant response of the water in the system. 
Figure (3.1b) shows a diagrammatic U-tube arrangement. 
The position of the test cylinder may be in either the 
vertical limbs, or the horizontal section as shown. 
Other researchers have developed similar apparatus with 
different exciting force inputs, see for example 
Lofquist (1977). Oscillation using a solid water 
surface displacer, such as a piston, has the advantage 
that a larger range of frequencies, and hence Reynolds
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numbers, can be obtained for a particular Keulegan 
Carpenter number, compared with oscillations that rely 
on +he resonant response of the U-tube system. This 
is because N^ is independent of the frequency in 
planar oscillatory flow, unlike R£ (equation (3-^))-
Stable research using U-tube planar oscillatory flow 
is summarized in Table (3.1). The advancement of 
understanding of unsteady flow induced forces on bluff 
bodies due to this work has already been discussed in 
Chapter 1; in this section the findings relating to 
the modelling of full scale conditions are considered.
The. following is a summary of the conclusions from the 
work of Sarpkaya that may be directly related to models
"i - All the components CQI C^ ^ C^ the total
force exerted on a smooth circular c^ iirder in an 
oscillatory flow are functions of RE and Nj<
2. Th* Stokes number p> (Mat ten (ibid)) given by
T RE/ = d/ (when app3. led to
Nk Ipv oscillav-i-/ flow).. .. (3.6)
ht?is a physical significance greater than that indi- 
cated by the components R£ and N^ alone. (for a 
further discussion of this see Chapter 1).
3» There is good correlation of the force coefficients 
CD » CM anc* C L i with P in oscillatory flown,
*f«, Drag -force coefficients Cd obtained from steady 
flov/ experiments ( U( t ) = U0 ) on smooth and 
rough circular cylinders cannot be applied to 
oscillatory flov; conditions, even for loading in 
the drag dominant regime. "(Figure (2,3)). This 
is because the free stream turbulence which exists 
in steady flows (fluid moving) experiments cannot 
accurately represent the reversing vortex street in 
oscillatory flows, even for a relatively high N^
3>. Significant lift forces (a function, of the velocity 
squared) occur even in the inertia dominant regime 
(Figure (2.3) )  Care should therefore be taken 
when applying potential flor theory in the region 
4<Nk -< 
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6. The spanv/ise coherence of vorticity is different
in planar oscillatory flov/s compared with wave flows, 
due to the kinematic structure of the flow, and the 
disorganised nature ox prototype roughnesses in 
nature and disposition.
Oscillatory flows corr <»ppond to the fully correl- 
ated case, and therefore to extreme conditions. 
Dr~£ coefficients determined in this v/ay are liable 
to be the maxima for wave flow conditions. Vortex 
correlation has been extensively investigated in 
steady flows and is further considered later in 
thi - Chapter.
?  Higher Reynolds numbers may be simulated in oscill- 
atory flow by artificially roughening the cylinder 
in a similar way to th * steady flow case. However, 
the simple description of roughness in terms of 
average height kr to cylinder diameter d ratio 
is inadequate in planar oscillatory, and also wave 
flows, as different types of roughness with the 
same *W(j ratio have resulted in different drag
coefficient variations. This means that there is
  »
a significant scale effect when attempting to model 
the effect of roughness on the flow field. It must 
be remembered that at full scale roughnesses are 
randomly distributed and may be either hard or soft.
The conclusion then is that the fluid mechanic 
complications caused by prototype roughness cannot 
as yet be modelled, but roughnesses may be useful 
to produce a higher effective Reynolds number in 
the model. This possibility is further considered 
later in this Chapter, and in Chapter 5.
8. For roughened cylinders the Strouhal number S des- 
cribing the relative race of shed vortices is inde- 
pendent of R£ for RE > 2 x 104 , being approxi- 
mately constant as 0.22.
9. Below an RE of approximately 2 x 10 CL tC^ and to 
a lesser extent C D vary little with R E . This 
explain-j why Keulegan and Carpenter found little
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correlation with Rg. in their work. Subsequent re- 
analysis of their data by Sarpkaya ^.sing [B> for 
correlation shows good agreement with his results.
10. Boundary proximity effects are important if the
cylinder is within a diameter of the wall. Sarpkaya 
(1976) says:
"The case of a wavy or oscillatory flow about 
a cylinder near a plan.- boundarv is not 
identical to the case of a cylinder oscil- 
lating ::ear a plane boundary in a fluid other- 
wise at rest due to the effect of the bottom 
boundary layer".
He thus indicates a potertial fluid mechanic differ- 
ence in these two kinematic conditions.
The work of Sarpkaya involved the use of two U-tube 
water tunnels, the experimental method being to keep tha 
oscillation perx^i Tp constant for a particular diametei 
cylinder, and to allow the amplitude Ap to diminish 
gradually, thus varying N^ and RE , but maintaining a 
constant This obviously had an effect upon the 
flow hist^r,/, and could not be strictly defined as sinu- 
soidal planar oscillatory flow. The effect of this 
neglect of time history changes is unknown, and is every- 
where considered negligible by Sarpkaya.
Matten (1979) points out that Sarpkaya 1 s results show 
that a significant drop in total force occurs as B 
increases above 3000 indicating substantial changes in 
the flow field. This shows that there is a limiting 
value of N^(=2=12) above which scale modelling is dubious. 
This is the same conclusion already derived in Section 
, but developed in a different way.
There have been studies of the effect of oscillating a 
freestream of air in a v/ind tunnel, as described by
u( t ) = U0 (1 * Ap sin 2no;p t ) upon the 
flow around circular cylinders; see for example Hatfield 
and Morkovin (1973). Any application of the inconclusive 
results to v/ater oscillation only cases is doubtful.
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Kaull & llilliner (1978) used circular cylinders in a 
sinusoidally oscillating flow (see Table (3-1)) to in- 
vestigate the changes in force components during a cycle 
of oscillation, but did net attempt to relate their 
results to larger scale prototypes.
Bearnan, Graham & Singh (19>'3) and Bearman & Graham 
(1979) contend that the force dependence upon Reynolds 
i.urnber as shown by small scale planar oscillatory flow 
experiments is a function of separation and v/ake effects. 
The assumption that this dependence may also exist for 
large sc^le prototypes at high R£ may be false. Their 
u-tube experiments employed a series of sharp edged 
cylinders (triangular, square and flat plates) to fix 
the separation points and consequently to produce vortex 
shedding at lower RE valuee, and hence to determine the 
differences in such cases vis a vis circular cylinders. 
The results showed a definite similarity between shedding 
behaviour for all the cross sections, including the 
circular. The drag coefficients were determined as 
greater than for the equivalent steady flow cace. Both
the drag and inertia coefficients exhibited different
 
behaviour for each shape as N^ tended to zero, parti- 
cularly for N^ < 15 , aud CM tended to the parti- 
cular potential flow value. Above an N^ of 50 the drag 
force coefficients tended to become independent of N^ 
and approached a fairly similar level; slightly greater 
than that given by steady flow results. The square 
section was an exception to this due to its greater 
sensitivity to relative turbulence levels.
Both Maull & Milliner (197&) and Bearman & Graham (1979) 
have presented results in terms ofrms force values 
determined over at least 50 cycles. This is because of 
the large variation of in-line force coefficients between 
cycles (as large as 20fo in 50 cycles), caused by small 
variations in the relative strengths and phases of shed 
and convected vorticity. Consequently a uniform sinu- 
soidal motion often results in a less well defined 
response. This is particularly noticeable in trans- 
verse forces, which can tend to random, as discussed in
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Chapter 1. 'esuitant in-line forces expressed in terms of 
values varied by only over 70 cycles in the exper- 
iments of 1'earman. Graham & Singh (1973). Comparison v/ith 
the work of Jarpkaya at a particular p value (approxi- 
mately Jj-50) showed an inexplicable discrepancy for the 
circular cylinder case. This difference was further 
supported by unpublished work of Milliner referred to by 
Bearman, Graham £ Singh (1978). Blockade effects alone 
were not deemed to be the reason for tnis difference.
The possibility of a, so far unconsidered, scale effect is 
thus indicated, particularly bearing in mind the high 
quality of experimentation maintained in all of these 
experiments.
Blockage is a significant experimental limitation in any 
';atc-r tunnel, forming an upper bound to experiments 
in U-tubes. V/ith out blockage and wall proximity problems 
the range of RE could be extended for a given value of N^ 
simply by ^>creasing the diameter of the cylinder.
In rscillar.ory flow, Sarpkaya (I9?6a) and Bearnan, Graham 
& Cingh '(1978) respectively carried out some simple experi- 
ments with circular cylinders, and various sized flat 
plates, r.nd their conclusions may be compared:
1. The blockage effect on is greater for higher Rg .
2. Sarpkaya is dubious about applying steady flow blockage 
correction factors to oscillatory flow cases, and
suggests that for a cylinder diameter to channel width 
_i
ratio less than °.l8 blockage effects are 
insignificant for circular cylinders.
Bearman et al, however, apply the steady flow 
correction of Maskell (19^3) to a series of flat 
plates v/ith a /yy range of 0.0*f to C. 125 and reduotj 
their CD values by as much as 20,.', thus indicating 
significant blockage effects, as the results then 
correlate better over the range of Nj^ used.
The maximum correction to be applied to Sarpkaya's 
results would have been only 6,1, but he considered
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the blos!:age correction based upon the condition of 
maximum velocity to be erroneously applied to any 
other kinematic condition, such as the maximum 
acceleration, during the cycle.
End, and aspect ratio effects will be dis- 
cussed at the end of this Chapter.
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5) Cylinders oscillating in a still fluid
Isaacoon (197'f) and Sarpkaya (197°) rev. ew the work of 
Thirriot, Longree £ Barthet (1971) who first showed that 
Keulegan & Carpenter's results could be re-represented in 
terms of an RE as well as an Nu dependence of Co . Their 
own experiments consisted of oscillating cylinders in a 
tank of still water, the results from which corroborated 
their findings relating to Keulegan & Carpenter's results, 
and consequently supported the conclusions of Ranee (19&9)  
The difficulties inherent in such an experimental arrange- 
ment were al^o detailed.
In Chapter 1 it was shown that there it; no difference in 
the relative flow field if the fluid or the cylinder is 
accelerated, but there is an additional Froude-Krylov 
inertia force corr^^nent existing if the fluid is in unsteady 
EU c/tion.
Sarpkaya (19?6c) has considered extensively the relative 
merits of oscillating a fluid around a cylinder or oscil- 
lating a cj Lender in a still fluid. For a given experiment 
the choice appears to depend upon the available resources 
and the information required. The method of measurement 
to be adopted is crucial. For example forces are usually 
determined indirectly from reaction measurements (via force
transducers) at support points, this m~kes the oscillating
fluid apparatus more attractive because an oscillating 
cylinder will transmit a high self weight inertia tare force 
to the support members, which would dominate the force 
records and mask the hydrodyn?.~ic forces.
Reaction force measurements, however, can only measure
total forces upon the immersed body, so that no three 
dimensional effects can be seen, Pressure measurement 
via tappings around a circumferential ring on the cylinder 
will give a strictly two dimensional record, and if coupled 
with simultaneous longitudinal pressure tappings, a 
detailed investigation of three dimensional effects,
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For pressure measurement at enough positions on the 
cylinder circumference the dimensionless force ratios from 
the dimensional analysis may be conveniently replaced by 
the dimensionless pressure coefficient
(3*6)       
where is the normal pressure on the cylinder with
respect to position 0 and time t. 
Poo the ambient undisturbed fluid pressure 
and Upcmox the maximum oscillation velocity.
If pressures a.t enougn point." (0 ) are measured simultan- 
eously the forces can be determined by integration.
The principal limitation of pressure recording, and sub- 
sequent integration to determine force?, lowever, is that 
for anything other thanrms foroo values, a number of 
simul tanuous pressure measurements must be recorded* This 
is d-IP to the non-stationa: y nature of the force history, 
even over fairly short periods of time, particularly when 
the liTt force is being investigates, (see Chapter *f). 
Such recording is normally expensive and requires a signi- 
ficant size of cylinder to accommodate the pressure tappings 
and/or transducers.
Integration of pressure records to determine force his- 
tories also implies interpolation between the tapping 
points, so that they must be as close as possible to avoid 
missing any significant effects. Pressure records also 
neglect the effects of skin friction in the total force 
composition, but can lead to an easier visualisation of 
the flow field changes with time.
Apart from these considerations the merits of oscillating 
the fluid or the cylinder may be summarized as follows:
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1. Lower free stream turbulence levels with an oscil- 
lating cylinder.
2. Lec^ blockage and wall proximity effects when oscil- 
lating the cylinder, but more significant free end 
effects. Enlarged 'end plates' may be necessary to 
fiiminate three dimensional flows around the ends. 
Oscillating fluid experiments rely upon large ampli- 
tudes of particle motion to obtain high Re values, 
this in turn leads to high N^ values. It is therefore 
difficult to obtain low N^ values for given RE .
Hov/ever, by varying the oscillation amplitude only,d 2
(= ^ may be ke? t constant while NT V
varies.
3. '.'hen oscillating the cylinder, apart from the diffi- 
culty of signal conditioning due to the large self 
weight inertia term as mentioned above, tnoi'-e may be 
similar difficulties caused by frequency response. 
The -system ; the apparatus and transducers, should 
have high natural frequencies to avoid resonant exci- 
tatioj.M this means Ciat transducer ^c-usitivity will 
consequently be reduced.
C- 
 
/ - *
4« Free surface disturbances such as raves occur when oscill- 
ating cylinders unless the apparatus is driven by an iiam- 
ersr.J mechanism. The mechanism itself could, however, create 
flow field distortions. Yamamcto & Nath (1976) for example, 
drove fully immersed horizontal cylinders using a cable arr- 
angement that caused very little free surface disturbance. 
Lamb (-1932) develops an expression for horizontal cylinders 
moving beneath a free surface. Only for an Fr -*  1 , where 
Fr is calculated based upon the depth of submergence, will 
the wave resistance be significant. The analysis assumes 
that the cylinder submergence depth/diameter ratio is Large.
Bishop & Hassan (1964) reported no apparent wave resistance 
for their horizontal cylinders moving in water, although 
they triad different submergence depths. The maximum value 
of Fr in these experiments being 0.375. Surface piercing 
cylinders obviously produce potentially greater free sur- 
face effects, and are often avoided for this reason. (This 
is further discussed in Chapter 4).
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5» Fluid oscillation in U-tubes requires careful avoidance of corner 
separation effects, and a sufficient length of test section for 
condition^ to become stable. Free surface instabilities in such 
apparatus when the fluid is accelerating downward are also a 
problem.
6. Hityh frequency vibration of oscillating cylinders is also common 
and may need to be removed from the data record using electronic 
filters. This often leads to phase shifts which are difficult to 
assess.
An example of significant vibration is given in the discussion of 
the oscillating cylinder work of Garrison, Pi^ld & May (1977) by 
Sarpkaya & Collins (1978).
7. Oscillating cylinder records produce inertia forces that are a 
function of the added mass coefficient only, because there is no
Froudfc Krylov component. This can lead to lower experimental 
errcrs.
Figure (j.lc) shows a typical arrangement for an oscillating cy- 
linder in otherwise still water.
There have been many experiments reported in the literature where a 
body has been yscillated in an otherwi.se still fluid. The limiting 
condition ^f small Reynolds number («1 ) -3 originally investigated 
by Stokes (1850), and latterly Schlichting (i960) and Williams & Hussey 
(1972), have utilized cylinders oscillating in liquids due to simple 
or compound pendulum action. Such low Reynolds number ranges are of 
little relevance to the subject under discussion. However, the pro- 
duction of a steady streaming motion at an ever-increasing distance 
from a circular cylinder oscillating in a liquid is rather surprising, 
but is predictable using a potential flow model, even though it is a 
result of viscous forces. Other experiments: King (1971) and Stelson 
& Mavis (1957)» f°r example, have oscillated, cylinders in natural 
modes and as compound pendula to determine added mass coefficients 
and viscous* damping characteristics. It was the work of Stelson & <v!avis 
that showed experimentally that the virtual mass coefficient CM * 
for a circular cylinder oscillating in a v/ater tank, tended to the 
potential flow value of 2 for high aspect ratios (^
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Another Oroup of experiments has been concerned with the forced 
oscillation of cylinders in a freestreara of flowing fluid, this was 
Mercier's (1^73) principal work, for example. Oscillation can be 
either in-line or transverse to the frefestreani. The convection of
vorticity away from the cylinder due to the freestream velocity re- 
moves any 'history' effect from one cycle to the next, making such 
experiments incompatible with purely oscillatory flow, other than as 
a possible limiting boundary. This type cf flow 3* possibly quite 
relevant to waves, however, and is consequently further considered 
in Chapter 5-
The planar oscillatory experiments particularly relevant 
to this work are summarized in Table (3.2).
The experir3ntal limitations of the oscillating cylinder 
model have been tackled in these experiments in a number 
of v/ays:
'v i) Suiiace waves (Froude number effect):
Heinzer & Dalton (1969) had capillary wave problems, 
so that their maximum oscillation velocity was 
restricted. II:.uiann & Dalton (1971), however, 
insta]3ed wave absorbent material at the sides of 
their tank* Mercier (1973) similarly used vertical 
surface piercing cylinders, but covered the free sur- 
face to pre-vent waves forming, as did G^ass & Kemp 
(1978), wh~> used a horizontal cylinder. In the 
absence of surface waves, flow visualization was 
achieved using buoyant particles on the free surface 
by Isaacson (197M.
(ii) Boundary effects:
Chung (1976) oscillated horizoi. +al cylinders close 
to the free surface to investigate the effects upon 
the added mass and wave damping of the proximity cf 
the boundary. He found that for a depth of submer- 
gence to cylinder radius: *P°/r ^ 8 the 
fluid dynamics were the same as if the fluid inter- 
face were at infinity. These results were only for 
the region N^ < 1 , and it is doubtful if the 
submergence ratio limit derived applies outside this 
region.
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Yamamoto £ Nath (19?6) oscillated a horizontal 
cylinder in v/ater near the bed of a tank. Their* 
results indicated that the limit su~-ested by Sarp- 
kaya (I97?b), of one cylinder diameter as the minimum 
clearance to avoid significant effects upon the force 
coefficients by the solid boundarv proximity, is 
inadequate for an oscillating cylinder.
This endorses the statement made by Sarpkaya (page 91 ) 
that tne oscillatory fluid and cylinder cases are fluid mech- 
ani^ally different adjacent to a solid boundary.
(iii) Subtraction of inertia tare of cylinder:
Most j. iivestie,at-i ons reported subtracted this by either initi- 
ally, or simultaneously, oscillating the cylinder ( or a ^umray) 
in air and differencing the strain record signals. There was 
no discussion as to the distortion ~f phase information that 
could result from this process. Bishop £ Hassan (1964) show 
that lift force phase angle relationships are differed for 
oscillation in air and water, and ever* vary for oscillation in 
water at different ^d values. This then confirms the danger of 
subtracting the inertia tare determined t>y oscillation in air 
from the oscillation in water record, due to a loss of phase in- 
formation. Issacson (1974) and Chantranuvatana (1974) both used 
a single pressure tapping and rotat *o. it to a different angular 
position for repeated cycles of motion, assuming a certain 
stationarity cf the pressure distribution. This procedure is 
doubtful, eve*: for average orrmS values, and' is certainly in- 
adequate for detailed investigations.
(iv) Three dimensional, end and blockage effects:
A mmoer of pxperiments used 'active 1 middle cylinder sections 
with 'dummy 1 euds, the strain gauges then recording the reactions 
of the li-"-e portion only. Chung (ibid) varied the dummy lengths 
to show that there was no effect, but gives no details, other 
tnan to confirm that the results agreed. Garrison, Field & May 
(1977) fitted end plates of a radius 19mm larger than the cy- 
linders tested, as well as keeping the end of the cylinders as 
close to the wall of the tank as possible. The results of Bishop 
& Hassan (1964), however, for cylinders in a steady flow of water 
suggest a difference in forces vrith and without end plates, even 
vrtien using «acti\.:' and 'dummy ended 1 cylinders (Section (3.6.3)).
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Barnouin, Hattout & Sagner (1978) and Chantranuvatana (ibid) app- 
arently did not consider three dimensional effects.
Grass & Kemp (1978) give the only reported blockage ratio of 1 : 5 
for their oscillating 50mm diameter smooth and sand roughened cy- 
linders. There is no discussion, however as to the significance of 
this figure.
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v 3 e 6 ) Unidirectional hine^i tic models 
( 3 » 6 . 1 ) Oscillatory or unidirectional?
Relative simple harmonic planar oscillatory motion 
between a cylinder and a fluid is shown in Figure (3«2), 
From Chapter 1 the motion, in this example, of the 
cylinder, may be considered at each relative time or
phase position Tp :
/ - *" /(i; ' Tp = 0 ; Maximum acceleration toward mean
position, zero velocity, maximum 
displacement.
(ii) Tp = £ ; zero acceleration, maximum velocity
in direction of previous acceler- 
ation (i), zero displacement.
(iii) Tp = -g- ; maximum acceleration toward nean
position, aero velocity, maximum 
displacement (at opposite extreme 
to (i);
(iv) ' Tp = ; As (ii) above, but velocity vector
in opposite direction.
(v) 'Tp = 1 ; As (i), i.e. motion periodic. It is
therefore por-sible, by analogy to 
steady flow, that:
(1) If the instantaneous R£ (t) =
is everywhere less than unity potential 
streamline pattern will exist, and there 
will be no separation.
(2) For higher R ? (t); separation will occur, 
for 30 
 < Rg.(t) < 80 the laminar wake 
will be unstable, and for R£ (t)> 40-80 
an alternate vortex street will occur.
(3) For R e(t) > 10 approximately, 
the turbulent boundary layer will shift 
its point of separation farther from the 
front stagnation point and the drag force 
on the cylinder will drastically reduce 
dv.e to the reduction in wake width.
For oscillatory, or wave motion, low values of Rv (t)jii
occur during the oscillation period when JJp(t) is 
close to zero, i.e. near the maximum displacement from 
the mean position (at the amplitude of motion). The 
upper limit, of R,,(t) will occur at the mean position,
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and is a lunation of Xpimoix , fp and d, as well as the 
fluid properties; so that R,,(t) couH be within any of
ranges (1) to (3) above, and the cylinder experience 
each of then during a period of movement. However, 
steady flow results do not necessarily represent an 
oscillatory flow condition. The viscous effects in an;y 
fluid moving relative to a cylinder are 'excited 1 at 
higher velocities (i.e. aft^r the onset of separation). 
The relative separation of the exci ced effect (such as 
a shed vo: i,ex) and the cylinder, a finite time interval 
after the exciting has occurred, defends entirely upon 
the relative kinematics. oscillr. ling flows the 
excited phenomena in the form of a residual flow 'history 1 
may come into contact with the cylinder again as the flow 
direction reverses. In unidirectional flows the viscous 
history is conveoted away from ihe cylinder whether the 
flow is steady or unsteady. In steady flov/s the 
'experience' of the cylinder v/ith respect to time is 
constant, apart from any vortex shedding, which is 
periodic. Thus a steady flow ms.y result in a steady non- 
uniformity, which in turn results in unsteady drag forces
t
and, if the viscous effects are asymmetric, periodic lift 
forces. For 'starting' steady flovs, u(t) = U0 is 
achieved after an initial period of large acceleration 
( Q -*» oo ) , in such cases visccus effects quickly 
become established. Chang (1970) gives a theoretical 
expression- (after Blasius) relating the distance the 
fluid moves relative to the cylinder S5 , compared with 
the cylinder diameter, befo_*j separation occurs:
Q 
^ 9}
    
 
 
 
for an 'impulsive starting' motion from rest; 
i.e. U(t = 0) = Uo * a(i=0)-*-oo , a(UO)=0
This indicates that there is a finite tine required for 
viscous effects to become established. The conclusion 
from this that may be related to oscillatory flows is
that the instantaneous R,,(t) may not in fact describe
.d
the fluid condition at time t due to the 'response' time. 
So the R..(t) for an oscillatory flow may not be used to
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determine fluid conditions baced upon steady flows at 
the same value of i\^.
Chang (ibid) also gives the corresponding distance for 
ci relative constant acceleration from rest:
Ss/d = °- 26 ' .. .. 0.8) 
u= /(t), g(t) = gU-^tJ
r'.e. strjjctration does not occur until the relative move- 
ment is 1.6 times that of the impulsive starting motion 
cat:e.
The - oscillating cylinder has a gradually diminishing 
acceleration from a maximum, Vhich is suddenly applied 
at the amplitude of motion. Decelerating conditions 
cannot be the same as accelerating, because the wake is 
not bein~ convected as fer relative r,o the cylinder- As 
the cylinder stops at the amplitude of motion ,the waks, 
which is behind it, sweeps past, and there is a residual 
force, even thougn the cylinder is no longer in motion. 
This force is in the opposite direction to tha immed- 
iately preceding, and consequently reinforces the force 
at the beginning of the now reversed motion in the next 
semi-cycle.
The relative strength of the viscous flow history in ore 
semi-cycj.e decides the residual effects which may per- 
sist throughout the following semi-cycle. One measure 
of relative flov; history is the number of vortices shed 
in a senii-cycle. For a given maximum ?LV , this must 
depend upon the relative distance travelled by the 
cylinder in the fluid in a half period; obviously the 
greater distance travelled, then the greater tendency 
to steady flow conditions (although the motion is 
gradually decelerating). 7.n steady flow the rate of 
vortex shedding is predicted by the otrouhal number 3, 
which is a function of R v . This may be an upper limit 
for oscillatory flow. Therefore the higher the value 
of Nk , the more vortices will be shed, up to this 
limit, although, as already indicated, there is not 
necessarily any correlation between steady flow R,,
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values and oscillatory RE (^) values as regards viscous 
fluid behaviour. In Chapter 1 it was shown, based upon 
Keulegan Carpenter (195$), ti^t theoretically one 
vortex will just be shed per semi-cycle if N., = 10, 
based upon an S= 0. 2 (for Rv _> 800).
The other important consider0 tion is the persistence of 
the vortices. This is expressed by the rate at which 
-hey diffuse into the surrounding fluid. If the rate 
cf diffusion is relatively small, the residual vorticity 
fro-n one semi-cycle can retard the development of
*
vortices in the following. Isaacson (197*0 observed 
i,his pherrrnenon at N, r values greater than 20.
For any relative unsteady motion between a fluid and 
cylinder Hamilton (1972) sr^ests the following form of 
equation to determine the in-line force-time history:
E(t) = Cd 1/2 d9ulul * Cn,?rrdz g * History
4 effects 
.. .. (3.9)
This equation is similar in form to the Morison 
equation ( 1.41 ), but the coefficients C0 and Cy. 
assume their steady and potential flow values respect- 
ively. Deviations from this model are catered for by 
the history term.
He points out that for planar oscillatory motion, or 
any simply- periodic motion, history effects need not 
be considered explicitly, because force will be simply 
function of phase, and may be defined by a harmonic 
series. Such a simple model, which assumes station- 
arity of in-line forces for planar oscillatory motion, 
is naive. The work of Bearman et al (1978) already 
reported in Chapter indicates that there is a strong 
history effect which has no apparent periodicity.- This 
will be further pursued in Chapter ^f. History effects 
are then present even in an apparently periodic flow. 
Hamilton (ibid) has used the results of Sarpkaya (1966) 
to show that the history term in eq.(3«9) must be non- 
linear to be, generally applicable. Sarpkaya accelerated
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water from rest past a horizontal circular cylinder, 
and then maintained a constant velocity. Figure (3*3) 
shows the in-line force results, with the calculated 
drag and inertia terras subtracted. The acceleration 
part clearly shows that the definition of total force
in terms of instantaneous 3.,(t) based C>j values, andij w
a potential flow Cm = 2 is inadequate because the 
history term is not zero, ^dded mass incorporated into 
the inertia coefficient Cm could be considered as a 
variable If the history torm were neglected in this 
case. discussion in the literatur0 concerning the 
added mass of circular cylinders is confused by the 
lack of appreciation of history effects. Added mass is 
e_ther considered as a function, or independent, of 
time as well -s shape, and orientation (Chapter 1).
It is apparent  '"hat relative unsteady motion can occur 
in the form of:
1» An impulsively started motion up to a limiting 
constant velocity.
2. A cco«*ant gradual acceleration.
>. A sudden stopping.
*f. A gradual stopping.
5. An oscillatory motion impulsively started.
The relationship betv/een any of these kinematic con- 
ditions and a planar oscillatory, and thence a wave, 
motion must be further considered.
The forces resulting from a relative non-periodic 
unsteady flow may be described in terms of the following 
significant quantities, from equation (2.10):
F(t), 2 . , or E(t)/ 2 ,2
/pu^d 'pfl£da kinematic and
= (*[ R£(t),U,S,Fr . me/od2 > * geometric]
L v terms 
.. .. (3.10)
The variation of each dimensionless parameter as a 
function of time will be considered within the context 
of the type of unsteady motion.
This leads to the general equation for the totnl force 
per unit length:
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F(t) s CD V2 pd u(t)lu(t)l *
4
( + history) .. .. (3*11)
t 
 
Cc>(t) anci C/y\^ ) are now functions of time
because they are a 
-
kinematics 6t
B(t>* Im (t) f Stt), *'^ 
   geometry ]
.. .. (3-12)
Because of r.his time dependence the hutory term may or 
may not now be included. It should bo> noted that the 
Keu3 °gan Carpenter number has no mean in P; for non-periodic 
flows because it represents a maximum condition (i.e. the 
limit of lm(t) ) The Froude number may also be 
neglected if there are no free surface effects.
(3.6.2) Relative unidirectional acceleration
For a uniform acceleration suc'i that Qt = Q
^ e S is trie distance travelled by the fluid relative 
to the cylinder.
Experimental work in this area has b'ren concerned with 
uniform and impulsively started unidirectional acceler- 
ation (or deceleration).
Analysis has considered either equation (3.11) to describe 
the force, e.g. Sarpkaya& Gai-ri.son (1963), or a formulation 
such as
F(t)'=
C(t)being functionally repj-esented as Co and C$ 
are in equation (3.12)
e.g. Keim (1956). Coefficients CD(t) , C/A(t) and C(t )
have been considered as independent of, or as functions of,
time, and attempts have been made to assign steady flow,
or potential flow values to C^ and CM respectively, and
allow for force variations in the variation of the other
coefficient, or by means of a history term.
Iversen C< Balent (1951) accelerated discs through a still
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fluid in a direction perpendicular to their longest 
surface witn a constant driving force, and showed the 
dependence of C(t) in' equation (3.13) upon Im
It v/o.s also shown that the aaded mass, which may be 
expressed by the parameter  /£d2 in equation 
(3.12), was a function of U tf and Qa as well as body 
shape, if the value was calculated assuming a constant 
(steady flow) value of CD = C ^  . Thlc illustrated that 
the assumption of a steady f .' ow valve forC& and a 
potential xlow value for CM in equation (3-11) would 
be incorrect except where the added mass tended to its 
potential flow value at high tm , '-~ would be expected. 
No correlation of these conclusions with RE was 
attempted, although the importance of viscous effects a i 
high J rn valuoo was noted.
Prandtl, reported in Prandtl & Tietjens (1957), and Schwabe (1935),
moved cylinders impulsively from rest and photographed the
unsteady fluid separation growth and behaviour. Schwabe
applied the unsteady Bernoulli equation to the velocity
f 5 eld predicted by the movement of buoyant particles to
determine pressure distribution changes with time. This
technique clearly showed the time rate of change of
pressure distribution with vortex c evelopraent. The
experiments covered an s/<j range , by v/hich time
asymmetric vortex shedding had begun. Schwabe identi-
fied the existence of a lift force, and an increase in
in-line force with time, ar well as changes in the
boundary layer separation point.
Keim (1956) accelerated cylinders with a constant
driving force through still fluid, similarly to the
Iversen & Balent approach v/ith discs. He concluded
that C(t) = 0 [RE(t),I r,,(t), Lz/d ]
for his work, in the range O.01 1m * 10 and up to
R,., = 10^. Above an R... of about 10 , (a maximum of
x 10 being achieved), G(t) was apparently inde-
pendent of Im and tended to the steady flow value, 
v/hich is sensibly constant at C.95 fo^ 103 < R£ < 5x 10 .
This corresponded to the higher velocity, or lower 1^ 
range. There were also aspect ratio efiects noticed
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for L-2-y , = 5 compared to 15 and , similar to 
steady flow results. He also postulated that the 
Iversen modulus (or acceleration modulus) alone was 
inadequate to describe changes in acceleration, and 
that C(t) should also depend upon the highest order 
of rate of change of acceleration that exists in the 
fie-':
this being an expression of flow lii^tory, because 
similar velocities and accelerations nay result in 
different forces depending upon the way in v;hich the 
kinematic parameters are changing in time. The 
lumping oi all dimensioriless variables in a single cc 
efficient C(t;, as in this experiment, avoids the 
necessity to consider these higher order groups 
explicitly.
The gr---'1 test limitation of these experiments is the 
inability to control independently the velocity and 
acceleration.
Laird, Johnson & Walker (1959) in an attempt to under- 
stand wave-cylinder fluid dynamics towed horizontal 
circular cylinders in still water with a range of 
velocities and accelerations corar.'^nly encountered in 
wave environments. The findings of Keim (ibid), that 
there is no force coefficient correlation near the 
early onset of boundary ?o.yer transition, which was 
found to take place in inis experiment, were corrobor- 
ated.
The analysis was carried out using an equation of the 
form of (3.H)i but taking C^ = Cm 1 » the potential 
flow value, and thence evaluating CD . This allowed a 
direct comparison with steady flow C^ values, which 
agreed well for results below transitional conditions 
for cylinders accelerating and at constant velocities 
in the 1^, range <0.5 . For decelerating cylinders,
however, the results suggested that CM tended to zero, 
compared with unity for the accelerating case. The 
larger the cylinder diameter, or the smaller the aspect 
ratio, then the greater difference between the acceler 
ating and decelerating cylinder case; the larger the 
m.ze, the greater the drag coefficient at lov;er 
velocities.
The rigorous v/ork of Sarpkaya £: Garrison (I9o3>) in- 
volved the measurement of the force du» to a uniform 
acceleration of water past a horizoi +9.1 cylinder. This 
was compared to a potential flow model, which had been 
developed based upon the generalized Blasius theorem. 
The comparison of a 'starting' acceleration with
steady flow conditions at the same Rv was shown to belit
incorrect due to the finite tine 'laken in a starling 
flow for separation to cocui ; equation (^.8), conse- 
quently the state of wake development, and hence drag 
force v/ould be significantly different.
The force per unit length was analy^'-d in teriTis cf
2
F (t ) = Cj("UpC!,^ /A u/ilike previous investi-
*
gators, andC^(t) was shown to be a function of
s/d (^30) alone, as there was no correlation of
C-j(t) with ?L... in the range cectedLJ c ' 
( 1 0 ^ RE 5.2x10 ) . Considerable discussion as
to the functional dependence of vortex characteristics 
was given, and it was concluded that these were also 
only a function of 5 : See Section (1.3.1).
For this uniform acceleration case:
= CM * 4/n S/d CD (equation (1.25))
i.e. the force could be considered in terms of 
drag and inertia components, which were calculated 
with reference to the photographically examined vortex 
behaviour. From this there appeared to be a corre- 
lation between drag and inertia coefficients, as would 
be expected from their functional dependence upon s/(j . 
For low Vd voluos (<0.5) , C^O) tended to a value- of
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2, corresponding to C/y\ - 2 & Co -*> 0 , i.e. at 
initial stages of motion the inertia term exists due 
to the acceleration", but the drag term does not as the 
velocity is small. CQ a-jdC/^ exhibited large 
changes, associated with ra_pid vortex growth. f°r 
'd ^ 2 , the changes being not so pronounced for 
2 < s/cj < 3.5 . At the growing vortices 
were noticeably asymmetric, and the first was shed at 
S/d A 4. 8 . It was predicted tnat there is an 
oscillating convergence of CM and GO to steady valuta 
of 1.3 and 1.2 respectively over the range 5< s/cj< 25 .
Sarpkaya £..- Garrison also c-.-iphasise-- 1 the importance of 
the higher order acceleration changes; equation (3«1^» 
which exist in unsteady flows other than uniform 
accele^atic-.j, this being particularly relevant for 
application t^ oscillatory motions in which these 
effects exist. These are the history effects that 
Hamilton (ibid) has attempted to include in the force 
equation.
Sarpkaya (1966), in a later experimental study investi- 
gated the effects of an impulsively started flov; past
t
circular cylinders and flat plates v/ith the long sur- 
face normal to flov/. This 'starting' accelerating 
period produced separation of the laminar boundary 
layer at s/(j = O.295 (his assumed theoretical value), 
and all other relative displacements were referred to 
this. The drag coefficient, defined as
CD = -/pdu*(t) increased rapidly from the 
start of motion, and carried on increasing after the 
flow became steady at s/cj ~ O.75 , ap to a maximum 
value of about 1.6 at approximately s/<j = 4 i when the 
first asymmetry occurred. The drag coefficient then 
reduced in value until s/(j > 12 approximately when n t 
became virtually independent of S/^ . Vortex shedding, 
begun at an s/d ^8.5 , and subsequently continued, 
did not affect the smooth downward trend of CD -
Arain no correlation with K,-, wa& detected. Exploratory
tests conducted using two trip wires positioned at 80 
either side of the front stagnation pc?:it, produced
(HI)
greater scatter in the values of , but did 
indicate for this turbulent case tlcit the steady con- 
dition is virtually instantly obtained after the start 
of motion. Figures (3«^) and (3.5) taken from this 
paper show these two cases.
Hamilton & Lindell (1971) measured unsteady fluid 
forces on a suddenly released immersed buoyant sphere. 
They defined the basic requirements for an equation to 
describe th^ force history, which wculd equally apply 
to the forces on cylinders:
"1. At tue instant of acceleration from a long period 
  of rest in a still fluid, it (the equation) rnust 
reduce to one acceleration deperdent term.
2. After ^^ady motion for a long period, the
must redu,,~ to one constant-velocity resistance 
term.
3* After the body has been brought to rest, the
force given by the equation must be expressed in 
terms of the prior motion of the body, and must 
eventually decay to zero."
 
Obviously this last requirement indicates the need foi 
a history term. Their experimental work then resulted 
in ti.e production of an accurate v*lue for the added 
mass of a sphere moving with an ui: steady motion through 
a still fluid, although a formulation similar to 
equation (3«11) was suggested for the composition of 
the total force.
The complexity of fluid dynamics resulting from relative 
unidirectional unsteady flows can obviously be utilized 
to model oscillatory flow behaviour, particularly at the 
starting point of each semi -cycle, v:hen the displacement 
is a maximum. There will no doubt be a difference 
between a 'starting' oscillatory flow over the first 
one or two cycles of motion, compared with a quasi- 
steady, or established oscillatory flow, where a signi- 
ficant residual, or history effect, will exist.
(112)
Few published results relate to the effects when a cylinder is de- 
cleT-itin^, important over the second half of a serci-cycle, although 
the results of Laird et al (ibid) indicate that there will Ve sig- 
nificant differences compared with the accelerating case, llon- 
aijJforrn acceleration throughout the oscillatory cycle
) = 0(xo) for SHM)
suggests the force dependence upon a higher order rate of acc- 
eleration change term than the Iversen modulus alone, and fv.t 
+he three conditions suggested by Hamilton Lindell (page 112 ) 
for non-periodic flows should also be f '.filled by any equation 
describing planar oscillatory, arid certainly wave flows. Lack 
of 3tationarity in force results reinforces this point. Un-./iir~ 
ectional flows allow for easier flow visualization studies be- 
cause of the relative convection of the separated boundary layer 
i.\way from the cylinder, oirnilarity to non-uonveetive flo;vs where 
appropriate,can therefore assist understanding of the boundary 
layer behaviour in such cases.
(3.6.3) Steady flows
In the steady flow of a real fluid relative to a cylinder 
freectreani accelerations do rot exist, other than in sec- 
ondary turbulence. Consequently equation (2.10) reduces to:
* geometry!. . . (5.1>) 
If there is no close free surface the scale effect in- 
troduced by ignoring the dependence of the force upon
Ff. will be negligible.
At low frees tream Rg the force between the cylinder and 
fluid virtually all skin friction, due to the relatively 
high viscosity. AsRg;increases(> 5) the drag force exper- 
ienced by the cylinder becomes more as a consequence of 
form drag due to pressure changes, this is accompanied by 
flow separation and
where CQ« = 0 F R£ , and geometry! . . . (3«l6a) 
Vortex shedding results in an oscillating in-line force
("5)
so that F = F(t) . Alternate shedding in the form 
of a Karma. i vortex street produces a fluctuating 
transverse, or lift, force EL (t) 
due to the asymmetry:
EL(t) = Q.Vdey/ . . . (3.17)
C, is similarly a function of R£. 
Batchelor (1970) discusses the necessity for in- 
clusion of some form of Strouh^l numbt^ S in the 
functional dependence of C c,. He concludes that it is 
not necessary for two dimensional flow? where all 
frequency effects are dependent upon Rr.
As defined here S = *S d/ describes the rate at
which vortices are shed from the cylinder in steady
flows, particularly in the region where strongly
defined sheddir^ occurs. S appears to be uniquely a
function of Rjr over a wide range 60 < R£ <<: 10 »
King (1977), and Appendix A. If this is true then the
force coefficients Cd and CL would be functionally de-
pendent u.^ mRe and geometry effects alone; equation (3«l6a)
The paramount importance of RE in defining the relative 
drag and lift forces in steady flows may be expected to 
reflect in oscillatory and wave flow force dependence. It 
has a.' ready been shown that many experimenters have looked 
for comparable effects in undirection^l accelerative 
flows. Batchelor 's arbument is that unsteady phenomena, 
particularly periodic flows> will not be expected to be 
adequately represented by Reynolds based models alone, as
some form of frequency parar.^ter whi-;h Is independent of RE . 
will also be required. This is borne out in the previously 
presented reviews of experimental work involving periodic, 
and also unidirectional unsteady flows.
Extensive work using steady flows has illuminated the 
following areas relating to steady or fluctuating lift 
and drag forces exerted on cylinders immersed in moving 
air or water: 
1. The effects of surface roughness on the boundary layer
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behaviour, particularly the early transition from 
laminar to turbulent.
2, Other geometric effects suo^ as aspect ratio, 
blockage, three dimensional and end effects.
Conclusions from this work may be expected to give some 
guidance on unsteady flow behaviour. Self excited in- 
line or cross flow vibrations of flexible, or flexibly 
supporter^ c, winders due to steady flow vortex shedding 
have been extensively invesfcigated recently, and have led 
to a betttr understanding of vortex growth and behaviour. 
There are many discussions and reviews of circular cy- 
l.'uders immersed in relative steady flows. Particularly 
useful are tMse by Marris (1964), iiorkovin (1964)* 
Chen (1970), a.-.,: King (1977).
Three dimensional effects
}<lair and L'aull (197J-) summing up ^uromech 17, point out 
the low rfj^nwise vortex correlation lengths on circular 
t-ylinder.3 in steady flows, that are nominally two dimen- 
sional*. This lack of coherence of vorticity has been 
noticed as a variation in the phase and amplitude of shed 
vortic:ty with distance alonj the cylinder longitudinal 
axis.
Bursnall and Loftin (1951) measured the circumferential 
pressure distribution on a circular cylinder in a steady 
airflow at three longitudinal span positions for an as- 
pect ratio of 18 and notice! a difference, particularly in 
the base pressure region at the rear 01" tb» cylinder. 
These effects were most significant in the subcritical 
flow regime. Glermy (1966) summarizes the correlation, or 
vortex shedding cell, lengths reported up until that tinu,, 
and the RE ranges tested. The differences over sim- 
ilar Rg ranges are considerable, particularly for R £>10 
The conclusion is therefore that there is no definite 
correlation length relationship with R£ although 
freestream turbulence levels may be responsible for some 
of the differences. Glenny also refers to work of Humphreys
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who showed that cells of vorticity exist but move 
about ever) in steady flows, and form the basic 
mechanism for the boundary layer transition from 
Isoninar to turbulent.
King (1977) summarizes the marv investigations of 
this phenomenon. He concludes that vortex correlation length 
13 a function of RE aspect ratio, roughness and 
.^eestreat turbulence. Figure is adapted from 
Glenny and Iving and illustrate^ some currently presented 
results for correlation length in steady flows. The 
correlation length in comparison with the cylinder length 
is fundamental in the production of fluid forces. 
small corroi.ation/cylinder length ratio would result in 
reduced forces due to the vorticity phase difference. 
Models should consequently represent expected prototype 
correlations. Vortex corre.ldtion may be improved by 
controlling the three dimensionality of the system, 
for example by fitting circular discs along the length 
of the cylinder. The vorticity be j,..aen discs could then 
be made coherent and in phase between adjacent sections. 
This would increase the fluid forc«s. Cylinder- vibra- 
tion, or oscillation can alter the correlation length 
considerably, see Chapter 5> so that any extrapolation 
from the, not well understood, sbeady flow results to 
oscillatory flows is net recommended.
Another use of discs attached to cylinders that is 
extensively utilized, is in the form of end plates. 
This necessary to overcome the three dimensional 
effects resulting from flows around a free end. Sig- 
nif.-cant Tiests by Stansby (1974) and Gowda (1975), 
have shown conclusively that there are two types of 
end effect:
1. Where the cylinder has a completely free end, as 
when a cantilever dips into water.
2. V.hen the ends of the cylinder are close to boundaries, 
e.g. a cylinder spanning a tunnel, and the ends either 
terminatr at, or close to the wall.
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In the foi^er case flows can take place around the free end 
of the cylinder, distorting the vorticity pattern near to 
the end. In the latter case the boundary,layer of the 
adjacent surface affects.the fluid behaviour in its 
proximity. End plates can alleviate both problems, but 
crea+.e additional effects due to the boundary layer 
behaviour on the plates themselves. In steady flows 
this may be fairly constant and well established, but in 
oscillatory ilows it will T!rary, and may create great 
difficulties if the cylinder is short. Aspect ratios are 
of equal importance in this ""espect. Ooserved uniformity of 
behaviour properties along a cylinder span may be mis- 
loading regarding the two dimensional nature of the flow. This 
argument ia advanced by 3tansby when measuring base pressure 
coefficients i.^ cylinders with and without end plates in a 
wind tunnel. The addition of large enough end plates in- 
creases the base pressure even if it is uniform along the 
cylinder length in their absence. Gowda tested fixed and 
self ex::tsd cylinders in a uniform airflow, and found that 
reduced aspect ratios affected the Strouhal shedding fre- 
quency (for 103 < RE< 10 ) and consequently response 
characteristics. He recommended an aspect ratio 
as a requirement for two dimensiona" flows, suggesting that 
aspect ratio variations in the base pressure coefficient, 
and vortex shedding frequency would then be eliminated. 
Even for cylinders fitted with end plates having an end 
plate/cylinder diameter ratio of 10, the Strouhal number 
varied over the RE range of 10 3 to104 for an'-z/^ 
below about 40 ( Figure (3' va) ). The Ti5.nimun end plate 
size D recommended for an K£ of 2.^x105 was at 
least lOd to ensure an invariant ^/R£ relationship; 
( Pijure (3.7^) )  Figure (3«7<0 shows the typical span- 
wise variation of base pressure coefficient with and with- 
out end plates fitted. It also shows that Gowda used a 
nozzle to produce the airflow, thus creating a greater three 
dimensionality than would perhaps exist in,say,a tunnel.
King (ibid) reports that Benard reconnends an
as sufficient to ensure freedom from end effects.
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Many experiments have been carried OUT, in the past using 
'dummy' cylinder ends with 'live 1 or active centre sections. 
This is particularly the case -mere reaction forces have 
been measured, rather than pressures. The reaction force 
has then been considered as uniformly distributed along 
the active length of the cy"Under. Bishop and Hassan(l964) 
noticed significantly different results, for the lift 
force particularly, using an 'active 1 cylinder with dummy 
ends, compared with the same apparatus fitted with plates 
at the c-nds of the cylinder. The lift force frequency 
structij.-e was considerably more regular with the end plates 
fitted, flith end plates D=4d fitted at the ends of the 
'active' cylinder length so that ^-2/^=2:3 the w~ke was 
stabilise., and at an RE of 3x103 the lift force was 
apparently non-existent. This is similar to the wake 
stabilization that is known to exist at lower R£ for 
wall confinementj effectively requiring a higher R£ to 
produce an oscillating wake than without wall proximity.
The application of these resultr to an oscillating cy- 
linder is further considered in Chapter 4» but Iu.ng(l977a) 
in attempting to compare the self excited oscillations of 
cantilevered cylinders dipping into flowing water with the 
totally immersed cylinder case, noticed significant end 
effect's depending upon the deplh of immersion, and called 
for more research effort in this area.
Blockage
In confined tunnels blockage effects may be a limiting 
criterion as to the maximum achievable Rg. 
Corrections have been derived that may be applied to re- 
sults from experiments where blockage is significant. 
Bishop a Hassan (ibid) coir-r.^nt that blockage corrections 
are now an established part of testing procedures, in 
order to use cylinders of a large enough size. Blockage 
effects are caused by a wall proximity in the model, which 
does not represent the often unlimited flow conditions in 
 che prototype. Recent results from Ramamurthy !c Ng (1973) 
show the ^rfect of blockage ratio "/w upon C^
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and S for a range of R E * using various bluff 
body shapes in a wind' tunnel. These are shown in 
Figure (3«8 a£b) for circular cylinders only. It is 
noticeable that if RE is calculated from the flow 
gap velocity rather than freestream velocity then there 
is closer agreement with the unconstrieted results. The 
higher the blockage ratio then the lower the critical 
values of RE . The vortex sheading raue described byS 
is considerably higher for higher blockages. This paper 
gives useful guidance on modelling, including the 
contraction effects caused b/ blockage, but Ramamurthy & 
Ng 'do warn that similarity cannot be adequately achieved 
by a change in velocity scale due to blockage, because 
the accelerations approaching separation on bluff bodies 
are also affec + ea by blockage.
Maskell (1965) in the development of his blockage correc- 
tion factor defined two types of blockage; that due to 
the wall .restraint, which results in an increase in flow 
velocit/ termed solid blockage; and that due to wake dis- 
tortion, known as wake blockage. Roshko (196!) with his 
very high R£ flows, and Bishop & Hassan (1964) apply the 
blockaje corrections given by Alien >! Yincenti (1944) 
to obtain corrected velocities and drag coefficients. 
Different researchers may use either the Maskell, o.r 
Alien & Vincenti correction, but in oscillatory flows re- 
ference has so far only bet"> made to the Maskell blockage 
correction, Section (3«4)» Strictly speaking the Maskell 
correction is appropriatel; applied to subcritical flows 
where blockage is mostly of the wake type* that of Alien 
& Vincenti being more appropriate where both solid and 
wake blockage effects are of comparable importance, in 
the critical region and above.
Freestream turbulence and cylinder roughness
Freestream turbulence levels in an air flow approaching 
a stationary cylinder significantly affect the reduction 
in Loeady flow drag coefficient in the critical R£ 
region. Surface roughness and 'trip' wires placed long-
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itudJnaljv on the cylinder surface also cause significant 
changes in the Cd- R£ relationship, through local 
turbulence effects. Fage & Warsap (1923) tested a number of 
cylinders to investigate Cd dependence upon these 
parameters, and discovered for 4x104> < Re < 2.3X105 
(i) The introduction of higher turbulence levels to the 
fresstream displaces the Cd - RE relationship graph 
laterally to lower effective R£ values, without sig- 
nific.-wit"1 ;'- aJ tering the shape. Eelo«r an R E of 5x104 
the relative turbulence level had little effect, because
Coj is largely independent of R£ for: 
102<RE < 5x10 4
i.*.) Increasing the surface roughness level attenuates the 
fall in Cd over the critical region, and displaces 
the fall laterally similarly to the increased turbulent  
case. So that for higherRg^postcritical) values the value of 
C^ is greater than the smooth cylinder case. This is be- 
cause the increased roughness retards the boundary layer, 
and the separation point effectively moves forward 
(for ct given RE ), so that the cylinder drag increases, 
(iii) Longitudinal wires attached to the cylinder surface
 
.iust in front of the laminar separation point results 
in Cd ~ R£ relationship changes depending upon the 
relative wire diameter/boundary layer thickness. Wires 
significantly smaller than the boundary layer promote 
the drop in C^ values (critical region) at a 
lower R E . Wires of the same order of magnitude, 
or greater than the size of the boundary layer cause 
the boundary layer to le.-TG the cylinder surface, the 
actual wire size or valu,,- of R£ does not then 
affect Cd .
The implications from this work for high R£ simulation 
using turbulence, roughress or trip wires, instead of hi^h 
flow velocities and/or larger cylinder diameters may be 
further considered in the light of subsequent experimental 
work.
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A number cf researchers have investigated the effects of 
free stream turbulence in more detail than .Page & Y/arsap. 
Bearman (1908) investigated the susceptibility of the fluid 
behaviour to small disturbances and turbulence using air- 
flow over a circular cylinder. He confirmed the early re- 
duction in C<j with respect to RE. *°r higher 
turbulence levels, but using spectral information about the 
wake velocity fluctuations sr^ested that the turbulence al- 
tered the boundary layer flow around tne cylinder without 
modifying the vortex sheacnng mechanism. He concluded there- 
fore, that higher levels of turbulence at a low Rg * were 
not suitable to model higher smoother Tlow R E regions. 
Uruun & Davies (1975) illustrated that changes in turbulence 
levels affect the pressure magnitude an< correlation along 
the frontal ^-^a of the cylinder, (magnitude and correlation 
affected for H < * 30°, & 0£ ± 90° respectively), 
but not for the rear part of the cylinder. So that turbulence 
is also a three dimensionalizing -ffect.
Steady :~JLVW fluctuating lift coefficients were examined by 
-errard (1565) to investigate the discrepancies in published 
results as a function of Rg. He concluded that diff- 
eren^es were attributable to varying levels of freestream 
turbulence, the effect of which coulu not be explained 
by ai. effective Rg cnange. The conclusions from these 
reports are therefore that:
1. Turbulence levels are significant when investigating 
steady flow Cd and CL values.
2. Effective Rg values 3o not adequately describe the
fluid boundary layer behaviour, 
and consequently:
3. Simulation of high Rg steady flows cannot be achieved
by increasing freestream turbulence.
The important conclusion that would also be expected to ^p 
to oscillatory flows is that the effect of turbulence in 
the freestream cannot be ignored. The oscillating cy- 
linder experiments should therefore be used if such effects 
are to be avoided, although the relative turbulence created, 
by the cylinder movement and wake compared with freestream
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movement past a stationary cylinder is difficult to 
assess in comparison.
batham (1973) extensively investigated the pressure dis- 
tributions on a circular cylinder in an airflow for an
RE range of 1.11x105 to 2.35x.10s.
He tested smooth and rough cylinders with and without im- 
posed freestreara turbulence. The results demonstrated the 
complexities of the fluid behaviour, and the significant 
differences in each case.
Szechenyi (1975) used two wind tunnels to investigate the 
possibility of high Rg simulation using roughened 
cylinders in an airflow at a lower RE ,(96x1Q4^ RE<4.2x106^ 
He concluded that high RE fluctuating drag and lift 
force simulation using low R s values may be achieved 
provided that the Reynold^ number R$ (br,.?>ed upo: A 
roughness diameter ), was such that R^ > 200, 
the relative roughness size < 2. 2 X 10» 
and therefore Rg ^  10. Th° 'smooth' cylinder case 
being equivalent to a relative roughness of fy^ 3.5x10 
Such.simulations only apply to reasonably two dimensional 
flows. Trip wires, Pearcey (J979)» may De used to change 
the laminar boundary layer to a turbulent one at a lower 
than usual RE in a steady flow. This creates apparently 
supercritical conditions where subcritical would normally 
exist, although the effect upon the separated wake be- 
haviour is not discussed in this context. Pearcey (ibid) 
also reports rear splitter plate results which show the 
clear dependence of the drag force upon vortex behaviour, 
this in addition to the obvious lift force dependence. In 
this way he attempts to separate the total drag force into 
components deriving from a uniform flow with and without 
vortex shedding. This ind:^ates the important e.ffect of the 
wake behaviour upon all the forces on a cylinder.
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Further c ;mparison of steady with unsteady flows is here 
suspended until Chapter 5» as this Chapter is particularly 
concerned with the possibilities and difficulties of sim- 
plified kinematic condition modelling.
In summary this Chapter suggests that wave models may 
be expected to simplify into idealized kinematic represen- 
tations with varying degrees cf success, but such siinp- 
lifics.tior.-< should only be used with considerable caution. 
Results from unidirectional steady and unsteady flow models 
would be expected to predict trends in force and fluid be- 
haviour in oscillatory flows. Particularly important are 
freestream turbulence levels, the increased roughening of 
the cylinder surface, and the addition of trip wires. 
Experimental apparatus limitations applicabje to unidirec- 
tional flows sucn as blockage or three dimensional effects 
would also be expected to apply to oscillatory flow apparatus.
CHAPTER 4 
A TYPICAL APPLICATION OF HYI'IiAUlIC KOD^L THEORY
(4.1) In+roduotion
This Thesis has so far been concerned with a review of previously 
published work dealing with the relative forces between fluids and 
immersed, smooth, "ertical (in the case of waves), circular cylinders. 
Intrir-sic to this review has been the consideration of the validity 
of the experimental basis from which conclusions may be drawn relating 
to
(i) the detailed .^luid mechanics demonstrated by a particular ex- 
periment, and
(ii) the extrapolation of those experimental results to other fluid- 
cylinder kinematic conditions.
In particular, extrapolation from a model, however idealised, to Q,
larger scale prototype has been discussed.
This Chapter initially describes an experiment conducted to examine 
basic fluid mechanic behaviour in the case of a large diameter cy- 
linder oscillating sinusoidally in water. The production of surface 
waves in a laboratory water tank is then considered in relation to 
a typical design^ The potential usage 01 such a facility is then con- 
sidered in the light of the foregoing discussion.
-. - » / N \     M- /
PLANAR LOTION MECHANISM EXPERILENT
THE__AEW_PLANAR MOTION MECHANISM ^PMM) - WITH 
CYLINDER ATTACHED
A vertical cylinder in planar oscillatory motion
This section describes and discusses an exnoriinent carried out at 
the National Maritime Institute (NMl)in J977, for the Department of 
Energy. The author, together with Richard LTatten carried out. the exp- 
eriments, and is grateful to the Direct^- of Kdl for permission to in- 
clude results therefrom in this Thesis. 
(4.2.1) B?_j
The significant contributions of Sarpkaya in the field of planar 
oscillatory flow, and previously discussed, began about 1974 > with 
the publication of results obtained in an oscillating U-tube water 
tunnel. Tuis type r,f experiment simulates high Re flows by increasing 
the particle amplitude Ap . Consequently simultaneously with v.igh Re 
flows, high N^ values are achieved. Pig-ire (l.27a) for example shows 
that in the steady flow transitional R^ region Sarpkaya obtained min- 
imum N^ values of around 20, theNL=15 results being limited to the 
subcritical region. Sarpkaya 's contention that boundary layer trans- 
ition occurs earlier in oscillatory flows xs likely to be true, how- 
ever, and therefore his results could be extrapolated to larger scale 
cylinders in the critical and subcritical r^imes. As is in fact
tentatively suggested in design manuals such as CIRIA (1978)  
. 
Blockage is the cause of this limitation in any enclosed fluid region.
Consequently in order to simulate highF-r conditions for lowN x , 
particularly in the region where drag and inertia are important 
( 5< N^< 25) , c much larger tunnel area, free from the effects of 
blockage is required. Figure (2.1) shows that U-tube experiments, even 
at high R^ , do not- simulate full scale conditions. Such experiments 
may, however, predict drag force behaviour, and be of invaluable 
assistance in the understanding of fundamental fluid dynamics. 
Low NK \.lth a simultaneously high R£ may be produced by oscillating 
a larger cylinder jn still water, provided it is sufficiently remote 
from the boundaries. Marine risers used in oil production are typical 
of prototype structures that experience fluid loading within the trans- 
itional RE region, and also fall within the combined drag and inertia 
loading region suggested by the Morison equation, Reference to Gar.iir.age 
et al (1976) should be made for further details of narine riser systems, 
but typically xhe diameter is of the order of 200-300nmi and they are 
surface piercing and flexible. A larger scale planar oscillating cy- 
linder could therefor^ be used to directly reproduce a marine riser,
with the advantage of control over the kinematic conditions, if a 
large enough still water basin were available. Just such an install- 
ation was therefore set up in the M;,;i No.3 Towing Tank, which is 
400m long, 20m wide and approximately 8rn deep, in September 1977- 
The experiment, hereafter termed the Planar I'otion Mechanism ex- 
periment (f ,.;), utilized the strictly simple harmonic motion provided 
by the Admiralty .ixperLnental Works (A.'iv.v) scocch yoke mechanism, de- 
tails of which may be obtained from 1C.II or AEA". A general view of the 
mechanism nn" th cylinder attached is shown on the frontispiece to 
Section (4.2).
(4.2.2) PIQT Experimental details
Previously reported details of this experiment may be found in Matten, 
Hogten & Ashley (1978) and fatten (1979).
A polished ztainless steel test cylinder 1.6m long 0.267m in dia- 
meter was attached to the PKM with its longitudinal a> i s vertical,via 
a smaller diameter cylinder, and immersed in still water, as shown in 
Figure (4.1). The test cylinder was therefore completely immersed, and 
surface disturbance caused by cylinder oscillation consequently mini- 
mised to that ^oduced by the smaller cylinder. r-ie oscillation dir- 
ection was aligned with the longest dimension of the tank, and the 
cylinder situat'cd roughly midway between the side walls. Because of 
the large ><ppth of No.3 tank the dapth of waler beneath the cylinder 
was greater than Consequently three dimensional effects would be 
significant if some form of control was not opplied > therefore 
0.892m diameter perspex end. plates were fitted for much of the ex- 
periment . 
End plate design
Whilst the necessity for fitting end plates has been established
(see Chapter 3) rules for their actual design have not been formulated,
other than that they should be large enough to contain the flow,
which according to Gowda from his tests in subcritical airflows suggests
1O . This raises problems of boundary layer growth from the 
edges of the flat plates (Figure (1.4)), and also dynamic response of 
the plates themselves, which would be expected to be a function of 
their size, thickness and material. For this experiment some attempt 
at a rational design was made using plate theory, in order to establish 
an optimum plate size. Clear perspex was used as the plate material 
to allow flow visualization, as will be discussed later, this has an
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approximate Poisson's ratio   = 0. 3 , and Young' ,° Modulus Ey = 
3x1G"Nj£rrf.one plate was idealized as shown in Figure (4»2a) with a 
uniformly distributed load of q = 0. 5 N /cm2 over its entire sur- 
face. The ,loading was derived from a consideration of the anticipated 
Cp range expected from planar oscillatory motion or towing. From 
Jaeger (l$5',.j the plate equation is V4A = q/ K The deflec- 
tion A at any radius r is then given by:
A = qr« + Cjj'dogr-D «  C^r2 + C3 logr * C4 
64K 4 4
where K= y 12(1- 2) and ^1 ,C 2 : and 
are constants determined from the boundary conditions:
A r = R~ Wf 'dr = 0, F. M.
  p
where F p and Mr are the force and bendjng moments at radius f?.. 
Figure (4-3) lists the (Fortran IV) computer program giving A,^* 
for plate thickness e= 1, 2 and 3 cm and maxi.num raaii D/ r
25 - 75cm sho.Tn in Figure (4-2b). Based on the plate stiffness 
given by this deflection an approximate natural frequency was also 
evaluated, however, this seemed much too low because of the uniformly 
distributed load assumed in the analysis. Figure (4.2c) shows the 
consequent oscillation mode, which would be uni^aiistic for the asy- 
mmetric loading conditions that actually occur. However, it was dec- 
ided to adopt an end plate thickness of 25mm with a diameter of app- 
roximately 900mm. Actual manufacture reduced this diameter slightly 
to 892mm. No obvious end plate response was observed during the ex- 
periment.
It is appreciated that the relative end plate size used, /^= 3.3, 
is well below the value recommended by Gowda, and therefore some un- 
wanted end conditions were still expected as this experiment was honed 
to represent an infinite cylinder. The same criticism could also V^ 
levelled at the small aspect ratio = 6 , so any results will 
obviously need to be viewed in the light of the discussion in Chapter 
relating to three dimensional effects.
The end plates ware also used to assist with flow visualization. A 
50mm grid of pins was attached to the cylinder side of both end plates 
and tufts of vool and fibre were fixed to the ends of the pins. It 
was hoped that the pins would be long enough, of the order of JOnm. 
for the tufts to be outside the plate boundary layers, and so respond
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to the wa,ke movement around the cylinder. Observation of the tufts 
was by two immersed television cameras, one remote from, and the 
other attached to the cylinder mechanism so that it viewed down 
through the top plate to look at the bottom plate tuft behaviour. 
Video records were concurrently made of these observations.
Kineiiiatic conditions
The FUvl has simple harmonic motion with a possible peak to peak dis- 
placement, or double amplitude of motion 2A pc ~.f 1.5m at a frequency 
of 0.23 Hz (4.4s pori<xl) displacement being recorded instantaneously 
via a potentiometer. This meant that a maximum = 
of 17.65 and RE ( = 2nApcd/y ) of approximately 2.7x 105
^ 'pc *
fc-r V = 1.0 1O , were possible resulting in a maximum
P> of about 15300. The actual test runs using planar oscillatory 
motion are illustrate J in Figure (4*4) with and without end plates 
attached. The oscillation of the cylinder in still water could be 
confidently expected to give a uniform axial velocity, unlike en- 
closed tunnel water oscillation, apart from any end effects.
Dean (1976) develj^o an expression for the evaluation of the suit- 
ability of oscillatory flow experiments to determine Morison drag and 
inertia coefficients based upon the ratio between force component 
maxima. He derives a ratio R between changes in C^ and CD :
which for planpr oscillatory flows reduces to 
R = 2
Dean suggests that for 0.25^ R ^  4 data will be reasonably well 
conditioned for determining both Cp and CM »i.e. in the range
3 N^ < 45 . Above this the r^ag component dominates such that 
CM is unreliable. Consequently the PJ.^M tests, planned on an intuitive 
basis, are suitable for examination of CM andC^ behaviour on the 
basis of this criteria.
The PivIW was attached to a towing carriage which could move longitud- 
inally along No. 3 tank at a maximum velocity of 2m/s, above which the 
apparatus unacceptably vibrated. Results from the test runs involving 
simultaneous towing and in-line planar oscillation have been reported 
elsewhere by 1,'atten (1979) » and related to wave and superimposed 
current floivs.
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THE PMM WITH,CYLINDER ATTACHED - NO END PLATES
PHOTOGRAPH (4.1)
CYLINDER ATTACHED TO PMM - TOWING ONLY
PHOTOGRAPH (4.2)
CYLINDER_BEING_TOWED AWAY FROM^THE. WAVE^GENERATOR
END OF No.^ TANK - NMI PEL TEAM PHOTOGRAPH
AN ONCOMINGJLTAVE TRAIN LOOKING FROM THE TQWINf; 
CARRIAGE - No.^ TANK NMI FELTHAM PHOTOGRAPH U.4)
The other option available in this extensive research facility is 
that of surface waves, either regular or irregular. Unfortunately 
the tests involving surface waves were limited because of beach re- 
flection problems, and. a,.lso the method of data collection was not 
particularly appropriate for significant water depth changes, as it 
was in the f^rm of pressure changes.
A range of combinations of in-line planar oscillation, waves and 
towing (into and away from incoming waves) were used, as well as sep- 
arate kine-natic conditions. In all approximately 2i»0 individual rui'-s 
were made, but this Thesis will deal only with the conditions of pla- 
nar oscillatory motion.
Photographs 4«1» 4«2, 4*3 and 4«s show respectively: The Pl£,i stationary, 
being towed : being towed away from the wave generator, and the estab- 
lishment of incident regular wave train. 
Instrumentation and data handling
In Chapter 3 it was shown that the principal weakness in oscillating 
cylinder experiments is the removal of the inertia tare if reaction 
forces are measured. ?he other oft encountered difficulty is due to 
vibration caused by the dynamic response of the apparatus to she un- 
steady fluid forces. The latter can only be eliminated using a suffi-
»
ciently rigid apparatus, but the former may be avoided by measuring 
pressures, me other advantage of pressure measurement is that the 
fluid behaviour at a cross section, rather than averaged over the cy- 
linder length, can be recorded. Stationarity of the fluid mechanics 
cannot be assumed, even in 'steady' flows, consequently a number of 
simultaneous pressure records is required to adequately investigate the 
fluid behaviour. In this experiment 24 analogue pressure transducers 
were circumferentialiy positioned at the centre cross section of the 
cylinder. These v<ere situated at 15° intervals of arc, beginning v/i uh 
one at 0°, facing the wave generator end of the tank, ana increasing 
clockwise, (0° is facing left in photograph 4.2). Two additional trans- 
ducers wGj.*<» positioned at 824° and 262^-° for a subsequent check c*i 
pressure interpolation between transducers. In order to determine the 
in-line natural frequency of the experimental equipment an accelero- 
meter was also incorporated at the pressure transducer level. Pressure 
transducer calibration was carried out by raising and lowering the cy- 
linder and so varying the hydrostatic head. Calibration was parti- 
cularly important bo cause of the larger hydrostatic head due to the
 
depth of transducer immersion and so it v;as carried out around the 
actual working submergence depth. All calibrations were found to be 
linear to within a very small error.
Data were recorded on three analogue tape recorders, some of the 
records being simultaneously recorded r,, pen recorders. Unfiltered 
examples of pen records are shown in Figure (4»5a-c), from which it 
is apparent that noise levels were low. Optional oscilloscope monit- 
oring was d.lso available. The analogue tape records were used for the 
data analysis and consequently were pha.«e related using reference 
channels. 
Exjper imer r.a. t i on
Because of the large number of individual experimental runs -"jquired 
(200) to cover the range of kinematic conditions, it was recognised 
that no statistical reliability could realistically be achieved due 
to the consequently limited recording time. As the actual record length 
required to obtain stationarity was iinknown the record time for each 
run varied between 2 and 5 minutes with a juedian around 4 minutes. 
Each test run was conducted by setting the PilM controls to the required 
amplitude and frequency and starting the motion. Data were not re- 
corded until sometime after the motion was started when a 'regular
 
unsteadiness' was judged to exist. Time was allowed between runs for 
conditions to settle, normally a sequence of tests proceeded by vary- 
ing the oscillation frequency for a given amplitude setting, i.e. 
constant N^, and varying R £ . 
(4.2.3) Analysis and presentation of resiilts
Analysis Trill concentrate on one particular experimental run as an 
example cf typical methods of data reduction. Comparison with other 
runs wiij. then te-macLe so that some general conclusions may be drawn 
and related to previous work in this field.
Digitization of the analogue data has been reported in Katten (1979) 
and consequently here only a few general remarks pertaining to ana- 
logue to digital conversion will be made.
Without filtering (other than of background noise) data recording in 
the form of an analogue signal, which is a continuous voltage record 
of transducer response, is extremely versatile for data analysis 
because no irreversible decision need be made at the time of the ex-
periment. iiata records in the f01*1.1 of magnetic tape ;i;ay then be 
perused by visual display, and subsequent conversion to a finite 
number of digital points representing the function f(|) nay be achieved 
with this hindsight. The conversion sampling rate depends upon the 
subsequent data analysis, and the required signal resolution. The sam- 
pling rate  ast above all be sufficient to represent the f (t) func- 
tion reasonably so that the lines between the f(t) points may be 
assumed either linear or perhaps parabolic. A measure of the 'effici- 
ency* of tne sampling rate compared with the original function f(t) Is 
the ^/Quist frequency which is the upper limit of the frequency which 
is resolvable from a record sampled at a rate of fp Hz. For a record 
f(t) sampled at fo Hz , the Nyquist frequency
Consequently fjg 5 and hence fp. should be high enough for the correct 
resolution of the highest frequencies contributing to the response of 
the systr-n under investigation. The error introduced by assuming a 
too high ylyquist frequency is known as aliasing. The potential effects 
of aliasing may be seen in Figure (4.6), and are removed from a record 
by suitable fi)tering of the signal before digitization, ./ithout re- 
moval the analysis of f (t) , cither spectral, ^- in terms of Fourier 
coefficients, ir> contaminated by the higher frequency components; 
see for example iJewland (197!))  
Ideally, due to practical electronic filter characteristics it is 
advisable to filter out frequency components at a somewhat lower level 
than that given by Wo , however, this requires even larger amounts 
of data points to describe f(t ) ,and consequently a larger computer 
capacity to handle the data if the same maximum resolvable frequency 
is to be retained. In practice therefore a compromise has to be ad- 
opted: In this experiment a sampling rate of 10 Hz was used after 
filtering at a minimum frequency of 5 Hz . The filters used, howler, 
were such that some aliasing may be present in the range 3-5 Hz , 
the digitization only being completely reliable for 0~2 Hz , see 
Flatten ;-:"bid). However, as this would ensure uncontamination up to the 
9th harmonic of the minimum oscillation period it was considered ad- 
equate, The digitization procedure ensured that the information con- 
tained on all 3 tapes was not phase distorted by greater than 1°.
The principal data analysis techniques were by Fourier Analysis (short 
ti:-;e records) azid Spectral Analysis (longer time records). The former
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assist in understanding the fluid behaviour during a period of motion, 
and is the principal tool discussed in this Thesis,
The spectral analysis (see Appendix D) of +he pressure, displacement 
and accelerometer records was achieved using a Fast Fourier Trans- 
form (???) computer program developed by j/:.3. Davies of A~r.:l. The 
frequency resolution achieved was approximately 0.02HZ up to a max- 
imum frequency of 5 Hz by averaging five blocks of p!2 data points 
for eacn saj.iple
The po^er spectral densities for the displacement transducer, for an 
oscillation period of 4»45S »2'^ accelerometer when the cylinder \va.s 
towed, £.i~ shovm ii« Figures (4-7) and (4*8) respectively. The dis- 
placement is seen to be sinusoidal and the accelerometer nat'^al fre- 
quency response at 3.7HZ . The socelerometer also shows a res- 
ponse at a frequency of approximately 1.9 Hz which is double the 
Strouhal shedding frequency, for this towed case.
Fourier Analysis N^-1 7.65 , TPc-4. 334 S
Appendix C presents a summary of pertinent theory and application of 
Fourier analysis to time functions f(t) . }-^r this experiment the 
methods of Fourier analysis were expected to be particularly useful
 
in the interpretation of fluid-cylinder behaviour over a short tine 
period. Because of the obvious non-staiioriarity of the pressure dis- 
tributions, and consequent forces, spectral analysis was also necessary 
for some longer term behavioura.1 understanding. Spectral analysis may- 
be considered similar to Fourier analysis over a frequency range, but 
at an (effectively)" infinite number of multiple frequencies. This 
results in a continuous line plot, rather than a series of discrete 
Fourier coefficients. However, where frequency components are expected 
to exis-c at integer multiples of the fundamental, in this case the 
oscillation frequency, Fourier analysis techniques may give as much 
information at less cost an;! using less computer time. Fourier analysis 
is particularly useful where relative phase information is important. 
The Fourier analysis computer program presented in Appendix C, was 
written to incorporate not only integer multiples of the oscillation 
frequency, but also half harmonics. This was particularly because of 
the findings of Iv.ercier (1973) where components at these frequencies 
were found for cylinders oscillating in-line with a flowing fluid 
stream. Consequently The program requires two periods of data to de-
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termine the half ho-nnonic component. All results, unless otherwise 
stated, should therefore be considered as two period averages, which 
if either T.WO or three vortices are being shod per period may represent 
two cycles of motion incorporating bota possibilities.
For the planar oscillatory motion with end plates attached, one hun 
dred consecutive time intervals were selected at random from the ex- 
perimental run having a maximum amplitude of 0.75^ and the minimum 
nominal period of 4»4s« The displacement recoxC. tfas analysed using a 
period averaging p-LOg^nm, and a me^i* period of 4 -334s determined. Phis 
defined N k as 176b , fpc = 0.231HZ and <opc - 1.450 rad/S . R£ and 
P <-u3xi.-ia were therefore 2.7x105 and 15.3x10^ respectively. 
Fourier analysis of the displacement  XpcXb) in the form of equation 
C) gave the following relationship for these 100 time points:
* 0.753 sin (oopct - 1.358) . . . (4.3) 
(see ^.ble (4. la)). This meant that from the start of this record the 
cylinder was moving in the direction of, the 180° pressure transducer 
with an increasing velocity; the total record covering 2.27 periods of 
motion. 
The cylinder kinematics may therefore be derived from equation (4.3):
Upc = 1.093 COS (o)pc t - 1.358) and g^ = - cope 3cpc     .(4.4) 
The displacement and kinematic reference system is illustrated in 
Figure (4*9) based upon these equations* 
Pr e 3ur e 1 i s t
The pressure signal records Ppc(t,6) were norr;' o.lized, and analysed in 
the form of tlie pressure coefficient:
cp(t,0)=
where p «> is the hydrostatic head - £££< pc
Fourier analysis of Cp(t) has been carried out at the Thames Poly- 
technic computer centre using links to the London Polytechnics DEC1G 
machines. From Appendix C equation (5):
Cp(t) = a0 *- I c nsin(ntOpct +ccn ) . . . (4.6)O*'
for each pressure transducer 6 .
Fourier analysis of the Cp(t ) records corresponding to the 100 
points for each pressure transducer 0 = 0°-~*fc 345°are summarized in 
Tables (4.1a-g).C p Courier coefficients, up to the Sth harmonic in 
halves, are only shown *here they exceed 0.0';>. The goodness of 'fit' 
of this analysis is shown by comparison with the- r -(t) records in
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Figure (4.103-1) for the two complete cycles of mo+ion only. The 'fit' 
is seen to be reasonable with some higher frequency discrepancies, 
and an increasing amplitude and phase error towards the end of each 
record. Th« higher frequency component errors could be eliminated by 
extending the analysis to higher harmonics, but this would be mis- 
leading in  relation to the digitization and the fluid mechanic pro- 
cesses involved. The growing error toward the end of the record is 
due to the averaging process involved in the program (see Appendix C) 
incorporated to accomodate any half harmonic components, and also 
assuming a. atationarity of signal over two periodb. In view of the 
lack of any detected half harmonic effects, a Fourier analysis of the 
two periods separately may be more valid. However, selected Fourier 
analysis of single cycle Cp histories showed that the Fourier coeffi- 
cients C n differed by only 0.01, although the phase angles och varied 
by as much is±5°. This result illustrates the non-st^tionarity of the 
Cp> records from cycle to cycle, which is clearly evident from the 
time plots Figure (4.10a-l), d.nd emphasises the inadvisability of 
claiming strict, phase relationships- between the exciting and response
functions. The .potential flow Cr> -time history is also shown in
figures/, calcux^ed from Equation (l.$9)» Again oi Is shows the phase
shift away from maximum and minimum kinematic points of the actual 
record, compare" with the irrotational.
As a phase reference for the second and third harmonic components, 
results from the Fourier analysis of the displacement squared and 
cubed are also sho-^n in Table (4.la) and all ^elative phase infor- 
mation for Cp(t) in subsequent Tables related thereto. Relative phases 
have been adjusted to angles within the sector ±160*, as indicated in 
Appendix C, and are shown for the first, second and third harmonics at 
each pressure transducer 6 , in Figures (4«lla-c). 
Force TTistory
In-line and transverse forces have been determined by linear inter- 
polation and integration of instantaneous circumferential pressure 
distributions:
and
P du^0* : Jc,(e)cosede . . . (4 . 7a)
dy2 x = 1 ( Cp(0)sinede . . , (4.?b) 
^ J
Ths force history is shown in Figures (=1.12) & (4*13) together with 
the re-constituted Fourier analysis results, the constituents of which 
are summarized in Table (4.2).
The various conventionally presented force coefficients be det-
ermined from these results:
(i) The jVorison equation coefficients ir.ay oe determined by inspection
of the force at instants of maximum velocity: CD = 0.59* 0.53, 0.56, 
0.47, 0.78 (mean 0.57)-
Also inspection at maximum acceleration gives: 
CM = 0.99, 0.90, 0.81, 0.99 (mean 0.92).
More appropriate coefficients considered over the whole record may be 
determined ^y 'averaging' in the manner of Keulegfui ? Carpenter 
or by a least squares error minimization as suggested by Sarpkaya 
or Miller & Latten (1976) » using the Fourier coefficients. 
Considering the first harmonic only:
CD= 3n/ 8-An ^ . , (4<8a) 
and CM = Nk/nz   Bn . , . (4-Sb)
where An and Bn are the Fourier coefficients defined in ^rpendix C:
Cn = (A* + B*) 1/* , and tanan = ArVQ rt . in this experiment the 
sampling origin was not coincident with the maximum velocity (or zero 
displacement) position, and as equations (4»8) have been derived for 
records originating at that point the in-line force Fourier components 
given in Table (4»2) need to be phase corrected.
for the complete record. From this equation An= 0.402 and Bn = 0.479 .
Hence CD= Q4 and CM= 0.857. These values, which are represental of
the whole record, have been used to evaluate the in-line force history
from the Morison equation, and this re-constituted force is shown in
Figure (4-12) for comparison with that measured.
The in-line force behaviour in the two complete individual cycles of
motion has also been separately Fourier analysed. This gave the foll~ving
(phase adjusted) results:
1st cycle: -/l^pdy^moix = 0.626 sin (oOpct - 0.718)
\* ma* ^ ci ~ 
with CD = 0.498 and CM = 0.903
The first cycle also had a significant 3^d harmonic force component,
not repeated in the second cycle, (Table 4«5).
The difference in taking these weighted averages over a longer data
record is apparent with comparison to the mean values above.
p C "'"^lApau2 max) fo~ each of the two cycles covered is
0.00 and -J.77, a'i; a relative phase Vy of 0.176, and 1.981 re- 
spectivel/. However, to enable comparison to be made with Sarpkaya 
0-976cO ? the correction to derived in Appendix A will need to 
be applied: i.e.
(oscillating cylinder) * TT/N sina)pc t =Q (oscillating fluid)
«*^Ct
the correction is in phase with the cylinder displacement, 
and consequently the in-line force maxima will be moved closer to the 
maximum cylinder displacement (or acceleration) position. For the 
first cvcle the equivalent Q= 1.130 at Vy : 0.268, and for the 
second cycle C^-1.202 at Vy = 1.791. 
(iii) C.rnax =1.64 and 0.82 for each of the two cycles at VT of 0.476
and 1*491-respectively. 
The rmslift coefficient for the whole record may be determined using
the relationship Cirrns- where C« are the Fourier
n' ' 
coefficients of the lift force given in Table (4.2), 
i.e. CLr/t>s = 0.47. However., unlike the in-line force there is a sig- 
nificant variation from cycle to cycle; for the first complete period 
shown CL rms = 0.56, whereas for the second, CLrms = 0.38»
The in-line force coefficients may now be compj-^oJ with the published 
results of Sarpkaya (I976a):
from Figure (1.26), and Appendices in Sarpkaya (I976a): 
PLJ.1. Vp> = 15300) Sarpkaya ( £> = 8370) 
CD 0.474 (0.485, 0.498) 0.65 
CM 0.857 (0.842, 0.903) 0.80 
1.202 1.14'
Unfortunately direct comparison at «similar ^> is not possible due to 
to experimental equipment limitations outlined at the beginning of i,his 
Chapter. However, despite this difference the results are remarkably 
similar, considering the significant experimental differences. 
The larger variation in C L max even for these two cycles casts doubt 
upon its simplistic presentation as a function of fi and N^ (e.g. Figure 
(1.28))j theCj-ms value would seem to have more use as a description, 
although, the number of values averaged would obviously be crucial.
Kaull & Milliner (1978), for example, presented details of QVms > de- 
F.
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with Nk :-nd a;iy comparisons are consequently dubious. ri?ne large differ- 
ence 3 would also oe expected to be significant because this reflects 
the large RE difference between, the two experiments: 2.7x 105 compared 
with 4xlo3, which by analogy to steady flows represents entirely diff- 
erent separation and wake width conditions. This is also borne out by tne 
large differences in -cheCD :1.45 for [B> = 200(page 4& ) characteristic of 
a wide wake, in Kaull i Milliner's experiment. The oscillatory flow ex- 
periments of Grass & Kemp (1978) reported in Chapter 1 also supported the 
supposition of a narrowing wake region in the transitional RE range (Figure 
(1.19)). Because CL appears to exhibit some qualitative reduction trends 
as transitional R£ :« a^Droached in steady flows, (e.g. Figure (i.!9))» 
this would also be <=»y:pected to occur in oscillatory flows, and the differ- 
ence in CL orQfmsal different R£ , and perhaps pi , illustrated above is ex- 
pected. 
Pre s s ur e dj j? tr i bu t i on
itepresental circumferential distributions of pressure coefficient are shown 
in Fig-ares (4.14a-c)and''^.15a-c) . The evolution of the forces resulting 
from ti.e integrals of these diagrams can be seen: the reversing in-line 
force direction is noticeable before the cylinder motion is reversed in 
Figures (4.14a)and(4-15a)   The two cycles shown in Figures (4«14)and(4 .15) 
apparently exhibi 4- almost identical tren.ls, the diametrically opposite 
pressure differences resulting in the in-line and transverse forces are 
often difficult, to see, particularly for the lift force. This seems to in- 
dicate that the vorticity end wake behaviour is similar for both cycles, 
although the lift force histories are considerably different in magnitude. 
(4«2.4) Discussion and interpretation of Results
Having shown that the results of this experimental run agree reasonably well 
with those previously published, some examination of the basic mechanics 
involved //ill now be attempted. 
behaviour
Any undo-r standing of the forces exerted upon the moving cylinder by the 
(otherwise) still water must be based upon the relative movement induced in 
the fluid by the cylinder. Chapter 1 developed :he basic picture of the 
possible fluid behaviour from steady, accelerative and oscillatory flows, 
and these basic ideas will be applied here particularly with reference to 
Figures (4.14) arid (4.15).
The fundamental parameter correlating the flow conditions is Nk, as has been 
shown conclusively in Chapter 1. This experiment is an analysis of an 
 established oscillatory flow 1 , and so the results of Isaacson (1974 } 
summarized in Chapter 1 should be applicable. The flow visual-
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ization attempted in the PLII experiment has proved to be inadequate 
to infer anything otner than the existence of shed vortices, so the 
conclusions of .isaacson and Sarpkaya: Figure (1.18) indicating the 
shedding of two vortices per semi-cycle at this N^ will have to be 
accepted, and considered in the light of the pressure distribution 
history.
It is difficult to begin at.- a represental poir-t in the Cp distribution 
history and fit shear la^-er separation points and a vortex pattern 
because of the critical influence of flow history, however, the fol- 
lowing principles have been adopted to try to fit a vortex pattern:
(i) Two vortices are shed per semi-cycle, and perhaps there is also
a lar^e developing third vortex which remains attached. 
(ii) Vortex shedding is accompanied by a sudden local increase in Cp
(i.e. a collapse in the side ^obes). 
(iii) Shed vort:.ces 'convect 1 along in the vnke of the cylinder with
an absolute velocity in the direction of cylinder ruotion. 
(ivj Became oi? the relatively low diffusion rat? at ;n is high RE , 
(although turbulence effects may increase this) shr;5 vortices 
persist until they convect out of the area of cylinc.tr influence. 
(v) Although not previously suown, there is recent evidence viat in 
oscillatory flows, with 5<Kfj,;<25, vortex pairing, in the manner 
observed by ''dravkovich jc r:amork (197?) in waves, Figure (1.29), 
is responsible for the convection of vortices away from the cy- 
linder.
(vi) The shedding of vortices will be asynmetric cnu. may occur domin- 
antly upon one side of the cylinder rue to tlie influence of re- 
sidual vort:,city shed during a previous semi-cycle.
(vii) General trends apparent in steady uniform and unidirectional un- 
steady 'lows may be applied to oscillatory flows with caution, 
e.g. the induced circulation and relative movement of stagnation 
and separation points: Figure (l.7)» and position of the points 
of separation, which may be inferred from Achenbach (1968), 
Appendix A and Grass & Xemp (1978), Figure (1.19).
The movement of the stagnation point during the two cycles of motion 
shown in Figures (4.14) and (4 .15) is shown in Figures (4«17a £ b), 
compared with the resultant force FR = (F 2 + £u) /a » ^he stagnation 
point being defined as that where Cp( t ) has the largest value. The 
graph is accurate only to the nearest 15° where pressures were actually 
jueasured, but some approximate interpolation has been inferred.
At the maximum excursion /Jpc = 0.25, 0.75, and 1.25 and 1.75 
the first arid second cycles of motion respectively. Simultaneously 
Llpc - 0 aid Q pc = Qpg10*. Cp(9) would therefore "be given by the 
potential flow solution; the added mass part only thereof, if there 
were no previous flow history, i.e. for a starting oscillatory flow. 
In this case, however, the residual vorticity developed in the previous
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semi-cycle, and drawn along in the path of the decelerating cylinder, 
will gradually overiat:e the cylinder and assist the reversal in dir- 
ection of the in-line force. For example with the 180° transducer 
leading: figure (4.14a) and (4.15a), the stagnation point moves fro~ 
the front to the back of the cylinder (in the sense of the direction 
of cylinder motion) as the cylinder decelerates. This may be clearly 
seen in figures (4.1?a & b) where the stagnation point moves around 
the cylinder at Vy = 0.14 and 1.14, i.e. 0.11 of a cycle before vel- 
ocity reversal. The in-line force also ^eversir.j direction for Vj > 0.1 
and 1.13. r.i?he potential flow solution predicts an initial negative
Cp at 180° with the 180° transducer leading for VT >0.l6 or 1.16,
however, this mathematical approximation is inadequate when considered 
in the light of its' prediction of zero in-line force, with perfect 
Cp symmetry for V = 0 and l s with a = 0 and U = ymax. Thes
potential flow solution therefore appears to be closest to reality 
where Qpc :nax and u = G occur, as would be expected due to the ass- 
umption of an inviscid fluid. This also fits the starting acceleration 
results of Sarpkaya (1966) shown in Figure (3.4)-
It might be expect c-1 that at mid-stroke ( Qpc = 0, Upc = Upc^-ax) an 
equivalenc^ to steady flow conditions might exist. Unfortunately pub- 
lished Cp results in 'steady 1 flows (e.g. ^3DU (1979)) invariably ne- 
glect the significant unsteadiness that occurs, and are in the form 
of averages, so that direct comparison cannot ^e made. Indirectly, 
however, CE, (average 0.57) m&y be compared with the of 1.20 typical 
of steady flows at this R£ . The implication therefore is that this 
considerably lower Q>is more typical of a narrower wake than exists 
in the steady flow case at this Rg . This is probably due to the in- 
creased turbulence in the water, and conforms to the turbulence in 
steady flow effects discussed in Chap+ ^r 
Having considered the conditions at maximun cylinder excursion, where 
the generation of new vorticity has momentarily ceased, a conjectured 
flow picture may be postulated from that point onwards; i.e. beginning 
with Figures (4.14(v)) and (4»15(v)) as the cylinder accelerates in the 
direction of the 0° transducer. In accordance with the earlier results 
presented for a 'starting' acceleration, separation would be expected 
to begin after the cylinder had moved O.l6d, or around / T = 0.30 
and I.JO , however, because this is an established oscillatory flow
the influence of previous vorticity v/ould be expected to enhance the 
onset of separation. Unfortunately this cannot be identified from the
Cp(t) plot?, arid must remain conjecture only. Grass £ Kemp (1976) 
presented results showing the variation in the average separation ang1 e 
throughout a semi-cycle for N^= 38. rhese show, Figure (1.19), a re- 
duction ir reparation angle as the cylinder accelerates, with a fur- 
ther reduction as it passes the maximum velocity point and decelerates. 
These results indicate a relatively large wake width with a separation 
angle of about 86° at maximum velocity, and do not consider any across 
cylinder asymmetry in the points of separation. It. y.culd seem that the 
Nk = 17.65 results under consideration here (witl A a higher RC ) fit 
a different picture, with a reduced wake width ar.d a large separation 
angle (> 140°; Appendix A), because of the low value of CD . Also the 
difference in Nk may actually represent results on either side of a 
scaling barrier. For N < 25 the vortex shedding cannot be considered
1^
as resulting in a vortex street, whereas forN.> 25 th-^e is no vortex 
'pairing' following shedding and flc<v reversal, but the establishment 
of a vortex street which tends to be less of an influence upon following 
reversed motion, i.e. above Nk ~ 25 flow tends more to 'steady 1 . This 
figure is actually only one half of that suggested by .VclJown & Xeuleran 
(1959) of N^ = 50, but in the .tight of recent results may be more app- 
licable.
Sarpkaya (1966) and Sarpkaya & Garrison (1963) for starting impulsive 
and steady accelerations determined the onse f of wake asymmetry from 
vortex observation after a relative displacement of 4-d and respec- 
tively. In this experiment wake asymmetry v/as virtually perpetual, as
%
illustrated by the asymmetric Cp distributions. Perhaps this is due 
to the previous vorticity, but it may also show that observation of 
relative vortex strength may be misleading if applied to pressure dlj- 
tributions even for unidirectional flows. The movement of the stag- 
nation point, which is virtually always on one bide or the other of the 
0°-180° line of symmetry would support this contention (Figure (4.17? 
& b)).
The sequence of vortex formation and shedding may be inferred from 
the Cp(t) diagrams by considering the previously postulated condi- 
tions (i)-(vii) above: Figure (4.14a (iv)) shows the shear layers 
separated and detached during the previous semi-cycle of motion which
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are now movin0 relatively faster than the cylinder1 to the ri d ht. 
The previously formed clockwise rotating vortex neves on to the back 
of the decelerating cylinder due to its' OV.TI r.oraentun. This vort- 
icity then moves around the cylinder, Jn the direction of the 90° 
shoulder, interacting with the anti-clockwise vortex there and also 
assisting the growth of the new vortex of the same sign. 
Figure (4.14a(v)) indicates a probable movement of the top (90°) sep- 
arated vortex across the cylinder shoulder, this increases the relative 
velocity ?.t this ^int and in conjunction with the newly separated 
shear r.ayer creates a low pressure re/j,i^n.
Figure (4»14t>(i)) shows a further stage in the development of the new 
vortices *ith a vortex pairing on the 90° side.
Figure (4»14t»(ii)) ^as an increasing pressure distribution on the 90° 
side indicating a sudden change in wake, indicative of the shedding of 
the vortex pair as shown, and of a reversal in the direction of lift 
force. This also causes the lower (270 C ') vortex to be drawn in closer 
behind the cylinder with consequent base pressure complication. mhe 
simultaneous collapse in the suction on the 90° side and the vortex 
development on the 270° side results in a very large transverse force. 
Figures (4.14^(iii) and (iv)) show the development and shedding of the 
lower (270O ) side dominant vortex with the simultaneous consequent 
collapse in suction on that side of the cylinder. The drawing across 
the back of the cylinder of the vortex from the 90° side again dis- 
torts the pressure distribution at the back of the cylinder. Inspec- 
tion of the force records reveals that both vortices are shed prior 
to the maximum velocity position.
Figure (4.14XV)) continues this development with the lift force 
changing direction as the influence of the shed vortex diminishes and 
the 90° vortex grows, although this process is attenuated due to the 
decele~-.ca.tion of tuo cylinder.
Figures (4.14c( i.)-4«l^a(iv)) are identical to the above described 
semi-cycle- only v»ith flow direction reversed. The vortex pairing 
and subsequent shedding is not obvious during the second semi-cycle, 
and the flow reversal and subsequent residual vorticity behaviour 
may be different. This could cause vortex pairing to occur again on 
the 90° side of the cylinder if the residual vorticity moved over the 
top shoulder of the cylinder in Figure (4.14c(ii)). iiov/ever, the be- 
haviour of the lift force vector indicates that fluid behaviour is 
identical, but on the opposite sida of the cylinder, during the second
se, :i-cycle.
Subsequent Cp distribution appear to follow the same pattern as above, 
except for figure (4.15c(iv) £ (v)), which have reversed lift force 
vectors compared with Figures (4«14c (iv) & (v)) indicating a pro- 
bable switching of influence of the residual vorticity following 
flow revc r«al.
It is apparent that this picture of vortex development is highly 
speculative and founded upon many initial assumptions, however, the 
complexity of the fluid vorticity behaviour servos to illustrate why 
the lift force particularly is so variable from ^ycle to cycle, ilecent 
work at Imperial College by Bearman *c Graham indicate that in the 
range 5 x; Nj<<25 v/riere vortex pairing occurs, there may be as many as 
eight separate modes of vortex oehaviour, even for one particular 
value of Nj,,. The movement of the residual vorticity upon flow revereal 
is an iinpjrtant factor in developing the lift forc^. because of its' 
interaction with newly developing vorticity in the shc^r layers. Un- 
fortunately the behaviour of this residual vorticity appears to be 
pseudo-rand^, being possibly influenced by a variety of factors. 
Another possibility not so far considered is the potential perturba-
t
tion in Cp cauoed by the cylinder moving back i'r. u o previously shed
discrete vortices following flow reverbai. This again may only be con-
  
sidered as a pseudo-random influence, which cannot be quantified in
the simpl-^ model above. It is the complications that occur at or near 
the motion reversal points that are responsible for the third harmonic 
component of the lift force; the two vortex shedding events being re- 
sponsible for two of the three peaks in the lift force history.
The above postulation of vortex behaviour may be compared with other pub- 
lished explanations. As already stated oscillatory flew experiment^ have 
not normally recorded the existence of vortex pairing, perhaps due to 
it not existing in confined water tunnels, although 1'aull & Milliner 
(1978) do show a speculative picture for NL = 21 and it is illustrated 
by Pearcey (1979). Isaacson (1974) suggests that at low Nk ( ^ 16) the 
residual attached shear layer, e.g. as shown in Figure (4.14a(iii) & 
(iv)), is turned back against the cylinder in the base pressure/stag- 
nation point region assisting the development of a vortex on the opp- 
osite side of the cylinder (which would have the same sense of rotation, 
or vorticity sign). How thib fits into the vortex pairing framework is 
difficult to assess, and more work is necesjary in this area to clarify this 
point.
Iv.aull & i,illiner (±978) prenent an explanation i or the in-line and 
3-ift force behaviour based upon vortex growth and movement for 
l\ =7.7 and 21, this tends to disagree rith the explanation so far 
presented in this thesis, contradicting the postulations in Figures 
(l.22(a) and (b)). Their explanation is based upon the discrete vortex 
mathematical model, and may well be tr^e for lower values ofRE . The 
possible effect of RE is illustrated in Figure (4-18(a) & (b)). The 
relative pressures on the cylinder shoulders (90° and 270°) are in 
fact the -"esult cf a complex interaction between the quickly moving 
separating shear layer, which results in a reduced pressure, and the 
reverse flow induced into the base region behind the cylinder which 
ameliorates this reduction in pressure. The net effect is a resultant 
lift force which .nay be in either direction, but which must be sensitive 
to the point of separation and subsequent wake width. This is an R£ 
dependence, although in oscillatory flows RE actually changes throughout 
the cycle, and separation would also appear to ba sensitive to"/-p cand, 
in the light of the remarks made earlier concerring Gras? & Kemr's(l978) 
results, it iray also be dependent upon N^. Consequently during a com- 
plete semi-cycle of motion the lift depende-ice upon the dominant side 
of vortex growth may invert as the separation points and wake width 
change.
 
The f<3rce behaviour throughout the two cycles may best be represented 
in terms of the dirnensionless cylinder displacement. In unidirectional 
accelera^ive flows this has been shown f» be a form of Iversen Modulus 
Im « In oscillatory flows, however, Im is not a particularly useful 
correlating parameter, tending to infinity at /Tpc, = 0.25, and 0.75. 
Figure^' (4.19(a) & (b)) and (4.20(a) & (b)) therefore show the vari- 
ation in in-line and lift forces with ^^^P0/^ for the first and 
second complete cycr.es of motion respectively. Figures (4«19(c)) and 
(4.20(c)) show tho variation in the resultant force for each of these 
two cycles. It is apparent from inspection of each of these Figures 
that the forces in the two cycles differ considerably. There is a 
marked difference between the resultant forces, particularly due to 
the lower level of the lift force during the second cycle. Comparison 
of the re-constituted Lorison equation also shows the semi-cycle 
asymmetry of the in-line force in both cycles.
Prom these force Figures the point of vortex shedding may be noted. 
and com par 3 ci with th~ Cphistory Figures (4,14) & (4.15):
(143)
Position A corresponds ^.o the maxi.r(um cylinder excursion:
t/Tpc = 0.25, l/--!5 » ri^ure (4.14a(iv) & 4-15a(iv)). The lift 
force is almost zero, and the in-line force vari o <: from the ^orison 
prediction due to previous vorticity moving relative to the (stationary) 
cylinder. The effects of this vorticity perturb the purely potential 
flow (theoretical) solution. The first vortex shedding occurs at posi- 
tion B where the transverse force suddenly dro^s. The action of the in- 
line force is complex due to the interaction of the gradually dimini- 
shing acceleration (the irrotational force component) and the growing 
vorticity force component. The shedding of the vortex causes a poino 
of inflexion in the in-line force history which xs r-ot coincident with 
the turning point in the lift force. The interaction of pressures across 
the cylinder in producing forces makes it difficult to exa.ctly define 
salient points such as those of vortex shedding. Point C indicates a 
symmetricalCp distribution about the 0°-180° axis of the cylinder, this 
does not occur at the same relative displacement for each cycle. The 
lift then increases again up to the second vort»Y shedding at 
point D. The in-lin-e force r.lso increasing simultaneously; the effects 
of the diminishing irrotational force component are now much smaller 
than earlier ir. the cycle as relatively this component is a smaller 
part of the total in-line force. Following D the generation of vorti- 
city is reduced as the cylinder decelerates ana the in-line force re- 
duces. The irrotational force component also begins to reverse direction. 
The lift force reverses direction at 2 due to the residual vorticity, 
which causes it to peak at point F. Point G indicates the opposite 
maximum cylinder excursion compared to position A. The following al- 
phabetical points describe the next semi-cycle in a similar manner to 
A to G.
The second cycle, however is worthy of further mention. Position L for 
this cycle, which corresponds to zero lift in the first, falls on the 
negative side of the 2rrxpc/^ abscissa, and the final point for thu^ 
cycle indicates a discontinuity when joined to the first, on the i^ft 
force Figure (4.20(b)). This corresponds to the earlier remarks made 
concerning the changing lift force direction illustrated in Figures 
(4.15c( 1 ii)-(v)), and may represent a change in vortex shedding be- 
haviour.
Both resultant force Figures (4.19c & 4»20c) show marked semi-cycle 
asymmetry, the latter being perhaps the most obvious. The in-line 
force curves show a 'shift' away from the line of anti-symmetry AG 
through the [,'orison equation plot (this line corresponds to CM= 1 and 
Cn =0;, i.e. an increased average in-line lorce level for the semi-
cycle with the 180° transducer leading, although over much of the 
cycle the i,.orison equation seems to represent a ^.ve-and-take' 
average.
For the complete record of 100 points the integer Fourier lift force 
constituer+s, phase adjusted to the first velocity maximum, are shown 
compared with similar phase adjusted Fourier components for each of 
the two complete cycles of motion in Table (4-3). It may be seen from 
this Table that "the harmonic content of the lift force varies from a pre- 
dominance sf the third harmonic in the first cycle ^o a predominance 
of the fourth harmonic in the second. This may be due to the different 
vortex behaviour in the two cycles postulated ab^ve, or consistent with 
the 'fractional' vortex concept introduced in Chapter 1. The phasing 
of the harmonic components is also reasonably similar where there is 
a large coefficient cn , except for the second harmonic which differs 
by 31° bet'veen the first and second cycles.
The difference between theC^histor; at 90° and 270° has also been 
Fourier analysed for the complete sample record, the significant Fourier 
terms being:
0. 282 sin(?'0pct- 2.012) + 0.574 sin(3o>pct * 1.506)
* 0.388 sin (4copc t * 1.613) < 0.264 sir.(5<opct - 0.979)
. 
These may be compared with the lift force results shown in Table (4.2)
to illustrate that the lift force frequency structure, which mirrors 
this equation, is principally composed of this difference. It is also 
apparent that the relative phases of the harmonics agree closely in 
the two cases. Individual cycle differencing' for the two separate 
complete cycles of motion also reflect the lift force results showr 
in Table (4«3)« The existence of a large second harmonic component, 
shown in the 90° and 2?0°Cp histories (Tables (4-lc) & (4.1g)), is 
because of the pressure response due to the double maximum velocity 
that occurs in each cycle. This component is well correlated between 
the two positions, with a phase difference of 11°. This was con- 
firmed ^ spectral analysis of the difference signal which showod that 
the signal level at this frequency was severely reduced: Figure (4.16); 
the third and other odd harmonics dominating. This would indicate 
that for a longer record, represented by the spectrum, the lift force 
frequency structure was more typified by the first complete cycle of 
motion in this shorter sample of 100 time intervals. This is again
(H5)
evidence of the variability of the vorticity and. asymmetric wake 
structure from cycle to cycle, which are responsible for the lift 
force.
The relative predominance of the third harmonic component of the 
lift force may be compared with the results of i'^ull & Milliner (1978) 
shown in Tigures (l.23a & b), which represent averages of 200 cycles, 
although at a low [S . This comparison is shown in Table (4.4)-Except 
for the first harmonic, each of the coefficients are proportionately 
larger than those of Ivlaull & Milliner, and even seem to exhibit trends 
closer to Isaacson's (1974) wave results shown i~ F-L,jure (l.Jl). 
whether this is a function of the difference between unconfined (osc- 
illating cylinder), and confined (oscillating water in a tunnel) exp- 
erimental results, it is impossible to say with the limited results 
presented here.
From the .unsteady Bernoulli equation it can be shov n that the pressure 
fluctuations at 90° and 270° are theoretically a function of U £c , 
where u pc = 1. 093 COS(copct - 1.358) 
i.e. ujL = ypc mc(x/2(1 + sin(2o>pct* 2.00) )
i.e. in phase with the displacement squared signal (Table (4.la)). 
Consequently «,he phase differences recorded of xO and 27° (Figure 
(4.lib)) for the 90° and 270° pressure transducers are an illustration 
of the complex'ity of the real fluid situation not allowed for in the 
Bernoulli, or indeed the quasi-steady Morison equation, which also 
predicts no phase difference. This discrepancy is a consequence of the 
neglect of ^he 'history 1 of the previous flc;v conditions contained in 
earlier generated and enduring vorticity.
The in-line force, which is largely composed of the pressure difference 
between the 0° and 180° pressure transducers, may also be compared 
with the harmonic structure of the difference between these two 
records, For the complete record the Fourier analysis gives: 
1.479 sin (tOpC t - 2.526) * 0.127 sin( 2cupct * 0.494)
there are also ^ and 1^- harmonic terms:
0.138 sin (1/2Wpct -1.007) * 0.108sin(3/2 copct- 0.804)
This does not agree very well with the harmonic structure of the in-line 
forc'e, Table (4.2), other t*an for the obvious first harmonic dominance. 
The half harmonics for example do not constitute any significant part
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